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Sunni jihadists of the Islamic
State of Iraq and Greater Syria
(ISIS), who have taken Mosul,
Iraq’s second city, swept on
southwards, but their advance
stalled once they reached the
Shia heartland and mixed
provinces close to Baghdad.
The government urged Iraqis
(above) to unite and fight the
insurgents. The American
administration pondered
whether and how much to
help Nuri al-Maliki’s belea-
guered Iraqi government—and
whether to co-operate with
Iran, his closest regional ally.

Three young Israeli settlers,
two of them 16-year-olds, were
kidnapped near the West Bank
city ofHebron. Israel’s prime
minister, Binyamin Netanya-
hu, blamed Hamas, an Islamist
movement which, to the cha-
grin of Israel’s government,
has recently endorsed a new
Palestinian unity govern-
ment. Hamas denied the
charge. But hundreds of its
supporters were rounded up
by Israeli security forces.

Egypt’s prime minister,
Ibrahim Mahlab, who was
reappointed earlier this month
by the country’s newly elected
president, Abdel Fattah al-Sisi,
kept most ministers in their
posts. But he put a veteran
banker, AshrafSalman, in
charge of foreign investment.

Islamist terrorists belonging to
the Shabab, a Somali group,
killed at least 65 non-Muslims
in villages on the mainland
opposite the Kenyan island of
Lamu. Many of the victims
were members of the Kikuyu
tribe to which Kenya’s presi-
dent, Uhuru Kenyatta, belongs.
He blamed opposition poli-

ticians in Kenya, rather than
the Shabab, for fomenting the
attacks. Tourism in Kenya is
likely to plummet.

Brought to justice
In a midnight operation on the
outskirts ofBenghazi Ameri-
can special forces captured
Ahmed Abu Khattala, the man
suspected oforganising the
attack in the Libyan city in 2012
that killed the American am-
bassador. The commandos
tookMr Abu Khattala to an
American navy ship to prepare
him for travel to the United
States, where he will appear in
court. 

After the shockdefeat ofEric
Cantor by the Tea Party in a
primary election, the Repub-
licans in the House ofRepre-
sentatives moved quickly to
choose a new Majority Leader.
Kevin McCarthy, a congress-
man from central California,
emerged as the strong favour-
ite, distinguished by good
looks, excellent fundraising
skills and a troubled relation-
ship with the English language, 

Election spoilers
Afghanistan held a run-off
presidential election to decide
who will replace Hamid Kar-
zai. Abdullah Abdullah, who is
expected to win, demanded a
halt to the count over allega-
tions ofwidespread fraud. He
said that ballot boxes had been
stuffed and that the system
was working to the benefit of
his rival, AshrafGhani. The
result is expected next month. 

Cambodia blamed Thai-
land’s new military rulers for
causing an exodus ofCambo-
dian migrant workers from the
country. Around 200,000
Cambodians are thought to
have fled across the border
amid rumours that Thailand’s

government was about to
crackdown on illegal workers.
The government said the
rumours were unwarranted.

Japan banned the possession
ofchild sex-abuse images, one
of the last developed countries
to do so. Its new law states that
anyone found with such im-
ages can be jailed for up to a
year, or fined up to $10,000.
The ban does not apply to
comics known as manga. 

A senior Chinese diplomat
visited Vietnam for talks
aimed at calming relations
between the two neighbours,
but the two sides ended up
exchanging sharp views over
their dispute in the South
China Sea.

China handed down lengthy
jail sentences to three anti-
corruption activists. Their
crime was asking officials to
disclose their wealth.

BarackObama proposed using
his executive powers to protect
a vast area of the central Pacif-
ic Ocean from fishing and
other industrial activities. The
plan is to expand protected
seas around islands and atolls
controlled by America. 

Up in the air
The United States Supreme
Court refused to hear an ap-
peal by Argentina against a
lower-court ruling obliging it to
pay a small group ofcreditors
who have been chasing pay-
ment following its 2001debt
default. The Argentine govern-
ment must now decide wheth-
er to pay these “holdout”
creditors, sidestep the reach of
the American courts or risk
another default.

The Jamaican government
announced that it plans to
decriminalise possession of
small amounts ofmarijuana.
Parliament is expected to
approve the changes by the
autumn.

The Canadian government
approved the Northern Gate-
way pipeline project to bring
tar-sands oil from Alberta to
the Pacific coast ofBritish
Columbia. But objections from

the First Nations (descendants
ofCanada’s indigenous inhab-
itants) mean that it remains
uncertain whether the pipe-
line will go ahead.

Juan Manuel Santos won a
second term as Colombia’s
president, taking 51% of the
vote in a run-offagainst Óscar
Iván Zuluaga. Mr Santos’s
victory means peace talks with
the country’s leftist guerrillas
will continue.

Deadly force
Petro Poroshenko, Ukraine’s
new president, announced a
unilateral ceasefire in the
fighting with pro-Russian
rebels in eastern Ukraine. This
came after the separatists shot
down a military transport jet
killing 49 people, the deadliest
incident so far in the fighting.
Russia meanwhile cut offgas
supplies to Ukraine in a
dispute over payments, and a
big gas pipeline in the country
was bombed.

MarekBelka, the governor of
Poland’s central bank, kept his
job, despite calls for his and the
entire government’s resigna-
tion. In an obscenity-laced
recording leaked by Wprost, a
news weekly, Mr Belka
appears to be striking a deal
last July to support the govern-
ment ofDonald Tuskby
propping up the economy, in
return for the sacking of the
then finance minister, Jacek
Rostowski. 

A rail strike in France
prompted outrage when it
disrupted the first day of the
all-important baccalauréat, the
school-leaving test. Rail work-
ers walked offthe job as
French teenagers struggled
with exam questions about
epistemology and what it
means to be human. 

Politics

The world this week
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Other economic data and news
can be found on pages 88-89

Amazon showed offits first
smartphone, which will go on
sale next month. Priced at the
high end of the market, the
device runs on a version of
Google’s Android system, the
main difference being that it is
designed around Amazon’s
shopping ecosystem. It also
has 3D features. But although it
dominates e-commerce in
America and Europe, Ama-
zon’s tiny profits and big
spending projects are starting
to worry investors; its share
price is down by almost a fifth
since the start of the year. 

Google’s YouTube threatened
to pull videos from its site by
independent recording artists
who have refused to sign up to
the terms for its forthcoming
subscription-based music
service. Universal, Sony and
Warner have agreed to the
terms, but the smaller labels
accuse YouTube ofa “lackof
respect and understanding”
for the independent sector. 

Sunk
In a surprise move China’s
commerce ministry blocked a
proposed alliance of three
European shipping compa-
nies, including Maersk. The P3

alliance sought to pool 250
ships to reduce overcapacity,
but it would have controlled
40% of transatlantic and Asia-
Europe seaborne trade. Regu-
lators in America and Europe
had given the nod to the alli-
ance. China’s commerce min-
istry disagreed, saying smaller
shippers would suffer and
consumers would pay. 

The takeover battle for various
bits ofAlstom intensified
ahead ofa deadline. Jeffrey
Immelt, the chiefexecutive of
General Electric, flew to Paris
for talks with the government
on securing jobs if it buys
some ofAlstom’s assets. Com-
plicating his plans is a rival
joint bid from Siemens of
Germany and Mitsubishi
Heavy Industries of Japan. 

Mary Barra, the boss ofGen-
eral Motors, appeared before
a congressional committee to

answer questions about faulty
ignition switches in GM’s cars
that it acknowledges led to 13
deaths. An internal report at
GM blamed the carmaker’s
unquestioning corporate
culture for the ten-year delay in
recognising the problem.

Capital holding

MarkCarney, the governor of
the BankofEngland, set mar-
kets abuzz when he said that
interest rates could rise
sooner than expected. The
betting had been that the base
rate, set at 0.5%, would start to
rise in the first quarter of 2015,
but markets are now anticipat-
ing an increase towards the
end of the year. The bank is
adapting to the strengthening
British economy. The housing
market in particular has been
supported by ultra-low rates
and house prices are surging;
they were up by an average of
9.9% in April compared with
the same month last year. 

Officials at the Federal
Reserve’s latest meeting slight-
ly raised the forecast of its
benchmark interest rate for the
end of2015, to 1.2%. America’s
overall consumer-price index
rose by 2.1% in the year to May. 

Japan’s government proposed
gradually lowering the coun-
try’s corporate-tax rate, one of
the highest in the world, from
35% to below 30%. This will
form part of the “third arrow”
ofreforms that Shinzo Abe, the
prime minister, hopes will
boost growth. 

Medtronic agreed to buy
Covidien in a $43 billion deal
that shakes up the medical-
device industry. It is another
example ofa “tax inversion”
acquisition that takes advan-
tage of lower corporate-tax
rates outside America. Med-
tronic is based in Minneapolis;
Covidien’s base is near Boston,
but it is domiciled in Ireland,
which has a corporate-tax rate
ofonly12.5%. 

The World Gold Council called
a meeting of the gold industry
for July 7th to discuss alterna-
tives to the London “gold fix”,
a 95-year-old mechanism for
setting the price at which gold
products and derivatives are
traded. The price is “fixed” by
four banks, but, as with other

financial benchmarks in the
wake of the LIBOR scandal, it
has been criticised for a lack of
transparency. 

American Apparel suspend-
ed its founder and chiefexec-
utive, Dov Charney, with an
intention to sackhim because
ofalleged misconduct. Mr
Charney is a colourful charac-
ter in the clothing business and
a strong supporter of immigra-
tion reform. He kept his com-
pany’s manufacturing base in
Los Angeles rather than mov-
ing its operations abroad. But
he has faced accusations of
inappropriate sexual behav-
iour in the past, and once said
he felt comfortable working at
his factory in his underwear. 

War cry
America’s office of trademarks
cancelled the Washington
Redskins trademark, because
it reckons the team’s name is
“disparaging to native Ameri-
cans” (the Redskins bit, not
Washington). The team suc-
cessfully challenged a similar
ruling in 1999. This week’s
decision does not mean it will
have to change its name or
stop selling merchandise, but it
does weaken its ownership of
the trademarkunder law. 

Business

British house prices

Source: Office for National Statistics
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WHEN Jeff Bezos left his job
in finance and moved to

Seattle 20 years ago to start a
new firm, he rented a house
with a garage, as that was where
the likes of Apple and HP had
been born. Although he started
selling books, he called the firm

Amazon because a giant river reflected the scale of his ambi-
tions. This weekthe world’s leadinge-commerce company un-
veiled its first smartphone, which Amazon treats less as a com-
munication device than an ingeniousshoppingplatform and a
way of gathering data about people in order to make even
more accurate product recommendations.

The smartphone is typical ofAmazon. There is the remorse-
less expansion: if you can deliver books and washing ma-
chines, why not a phone? There is the ability to switch be-
tween the real world of atoms and the digital world of bits:
Amazon has one of the world’s most impressive physical dis-
tribution systems, even as it has branched out into cloud com-
puting, e-books, video streaming and music downloads (see
pages 23-26). There is the drive for market share over immedi-
ate profits. And there is the slightly creepy feeling that Amazon
knows too much about its users already. So far its insatiable ap-
petite has helped consumers; but as it grows in size and power
the danger is that it will go too far.

Customers who bought this item also bought…
For the moment, admiration should count for more than fear.
Many things the world now takes for granted were introduced
by Mr Bezos. Typing your credit-card number into a web
browser was once considered a sign of insanity until Amazon
showed how easy and safe buying things online could be.
Once people had bought a book, they tried other things. Today
the global e-commerce market is worth $1.5 trillion.

Amazon also fostered the emergence of customer reviews.
From the start it let buyers rate and review books. This still irks
some professional critics, and some of the most fulsome five-
star ratings may be from spouses of authors. But overall they
provide valuable advice to buyers. Today everything from
apps to hotels to hoses can be rated online, and retail websites
seem incomplete without customer reviews.

Then there are the industries it has upended. Books came
first. Amazon has changed publishing twice—first by making
any book in the world quickly available and then by making
e-books mainstream. Before Amazon launched the Kindle in
2007, e-readers were fiddly gadgets that few people used. The
Kindle was easy to use, worked anywhere and allowed instant
delivery straight to the device (rather than via a PC). Amazon
also pioneered a new model for cloud computing. In 2006 it
began renting out computer capacity by the hour. The option
to rent rather than buy computing power greatly reduced the
cost and complexity of launching a new company. Amazon’s
cloud services have since been used by startups including Net-
flix, Instagram, Pinterest, Spotify and Airbnb, and have
spawned a whole new industry.

Apple may be better known as an innovator, but Amazon
may have had just as bigan impact on the workings of the digi-
tal world. And it keeps on experimenting. Unconstrained by a
self-image as a company that does a particular thing, Amazon
has dabbled in areas from internet search to robotics to film
and television development. 

Indeed, ifyour glasses are particularly rose-tinted, Amazon
seems to have put the “long term” back into Anglo-Saxon capi-
talism. At a time when Wall Street is obsessed by quarterly re-
sults and share buy-backs, Amazon has made it clear to share-
holders that, given a choice between making a profit and
investing in new areas, it will always choose the latter. While
other technologygiants siton record pilesofcash, Amazon still
has plenty of ideas about where to invest and innovate. And
investors seem happy with it: Amazon’s price-to-earnings ra-
tio has exceeded 3,500 at times. It aligns top executives’ inter-
ests with those of shareholders by paying them largely in
stock: its highest salary is $175,000 a year.

Giant selection, tiny taxbill
The problem is that many of these virtues come with accom-
panying vices. Amazon stands accused of unfair competi-
tion—of being a lousy employer, dodging tax and bullying its
rivals. Amazon says median pay in its American warehouses
is 30% higher than in large retail stores. On tax, the picture is a
little more nuanced. The main reason its taxbill is so lowis that
it does not make profits, but Amazon has also been extremely
aggressive in (legally) booking profits to low-tax countries.
Having campaigned against sales taxes for online transactions
for many years, it has lately changed its tune, and now collects
sales taxes in a growing number ofAmerican states.

As for bullying competitors, most of this is just the savage
magic ofcapitalism. Amazon has crushed local bookshops but
only in the same way that Tesco and Walmart crushed groc-
ers—by providing a cheaper, easier way to shop. However anti-
trust regulators must ensure it is not abusing its market power,
on a case-by-case basis. For instance, Amazon’s currentdispute
with Hachette, a large publisher, may largely be a standard tus-
sle between retailer and supplier. But when the dominant sell-
er of e-books removes pre-order buttons and makes delivery
times longer for Hachette books, that hardly squares with Mr
Bezos’s professed emphasis on customer service. 

Perhaps the biggest concern about Amazon is, paradoxical-
ly, a consequence of its long-term vision. It is hard to compete
with a company whose shareholders do not expect it to make
a profit. Itsvast scale and willingness to operate at zero ornega-
tive margins represent high barriers to entry for potential com-
petitors. This cannot go on for ever. The concern is that Ama-
zon is merely waiting for rivals to go out of business before
raising its prices. If that happens, regulators should jump on it
hard. That would provide an opportunity for another firm—
China’s Alibaba, say—and some investors might rue the Ama-
zon earnings that never came. But consumers would once
again win, as indeed they generally have done as Mr Bezos’s
scrappystartup hasexpanded its reach into so manyaspects of
everyday life. 7

How far can Amazon go?

It has upended industries and changed the waythe world shops. But it should beware ofabusing its power
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ALMOST a century ago, as war
raged in Flanders, Britain

tookthe fateful decision to carve
up the Ottoman empire. It want-
ed to stop Russia and others
from gaining influence over Is-
lam that could be used to in-
flame Muslims in British posses-

sions from Egypt to India. Working with France, Britain set up
monarchies and protectorates, forgingnations out of the tribes
and sects that littered the Ottoman provinces.

After independence this imperial construction continued
to be imposed by despots and dictators. Today it is falling apart
(see page 45). At its heart, in Iraq, a Sunni rebellion is boiling. In
the past ten days the jihadists of the Islamic State of Iraq and
Greater Syria (ISIS) in league with large numbers of ex-Baath-
ists and Sunni militias have taken the second city, Mosul, and
swarmed to within striking distance of the capital. Shia-
dominated Baghdad is unlikely to fall, but a stand-off beckons
in which large parts of Iraq remain in rebel hands and the
Kurdish north drifts towards independence. At the same time,
Syria is engulfed by civil war, split between a western part un-
der Bashar Assad and an eastern jumble offiefs and territories
under the Kurds and rival Sunni militias. Earlier this month
ISIS took a symbolic step towards creating a new Islamic state
by bulldozing a berm on the line drawn by French and British
diplomats to divide Syria from Iraq all those years ago.

For the outside world the litany of beheadings, massacres
and sectarian hatred raises two questions. Is the old order sal-
vageable in Iraq and Syria? And, if so, is it worth saving?

Tribes with black flags
Across the Middle East, post-imperial despotism has collided
with a religious rejection ofmodernityand an angryyouth be-
reft of opportunities. In Iraq the conflict is especially poison-
ous because of the invasion in 2003—a fact that its architects,
including Britain’s former prime minister, Tony Blair, do them-
selvesno service bydenying. The invasion wassupposed to re-
place a dictatorship with a resilient democracy. Instead it im-
planted al-Qaeda and its foreign jihadists, brutalised the
people with years of suicide-bombings, sectarian hatred and
insurgency, and paralysed the West’s will to intervene con-
structively even when there are strong arguments to do so.

What is more, Nuri al-Maliki, the Shia prime minister who
eventually emerged, has governed Iraq disastrously. Fearful of
a Sunni resurgence and of challenges to his own power, he
strangled the institutions of Iraqi democracy in the cradle.
Competent army officers were a threat, so he replaced them.
Low-level Sunni resistance helped unite his own Shia commu-
nity behind him, so he repressed Sunnis and excluded them
from government. Corruption yielded funds to buy off oppo-
nents and reward cronies, so graft flourished.

Many people will now calculate that they can profit from
the Sunni rebellion. Iraq’s Kurds have seized full control of dis-
puted, oil-rich Kirkuk. MrAssad can revel in the seeming proof
that the people he is fighting in Syria are both monstrously cru-

el and the sworn enemies of the West. Iran, which craves re-
gional influence, is needed more than ever by Mr Maliki, a re-
sentful fellow Shia, and it hopes that America may call on it to
help repel ISIS. The Arab monarchies wish that Sunni rebels
might bleed their rival, Iran, which is short of money and al-
ready fighting alongside Mr Assad in Syria. Even Mr Maliki
might fancy his chances of tightening his grip on Iraq’s Shia
majority—and eventually taking backmost ofhis country.

The one thingthat favours Iraq remaining intact is that ISIS’s
brand of fanatical Islam and its mission to export jihad threat-
en everybody. Crucially, that includes the Sunni rebels. Today
ISIS conveniently offers them deliverance from Mr Maliki; to-
morrow it threatens to impose its own brutal version of Islam-
ic rule. Sunni militias are already fighting ISIS in Syria. Sunni
Iraqis fought against its al-Qaeda forerunner once before, dur-
ing the Sahwa, or Awakening, in 2007-08, thanks to American
money and the promise of a stake in the new Iraq. They are al-
lies of ISIS today because that promise was not honoured. For
Iraq to remain in one piece the Sunnis must be persuaded to
try again, under the assurance that this time Iraq really will be
a federal state in which power is shared in Baghdad and insti-
tutions like the army regain their national character.

The sectarian Mr Maliki is not the man to win the Sunnis
over. Ideallyhis Iranian backerswould force him to give wayto
a new prime minister. Similarly the Arab monarchies might
lean on Iraqi Sunnis to reject ISIS, and the Turks might make
clear to the Kurds that they should not rush towards indepen-
dence, but also give federalism a chance.

America can help with the Kurds, but its role should chiefly
be to knock diplomatic heads together so as to prise Iraqi Sun-
nis from ISIS by encouraging a temporary convergence of re-
gional interests. America should be in no hurry to deploy air-
craft and drones—for fear of widening the very sectarian
divide that itwants to narrow. The time formilitaryaction may
come later, if Baghdad is imperilled or ISIS threatens to spread
global terror from its jihadist camps. As part of the campaign
against ISIS, America should accelerate and augment its policy
of training and arming more moderate Syrian forces. That
would, incidentally, strengthen the rebellion against MrAssad,
who has all along cynically fomented jihadism in order to
make himselfappear the lesser of two evils.

Worth fighting for
Winning over Iraqi Sunnis and corralling regional rivals will
not be easy. But it is worth trying. The Middle East’s imperial
boundaries are flawed—but so is every other plausible set of
lines. The break-up of the Balkans showed how much blood is
spilled when people redraw their borders using force. In Iraq
and Syria the process could take years—and would feed sectar-
ianism and global terrorism. It might spread to other countries,
such as Lebanon and Jordan, created by the same imperial ge-
ographers. And when at last peace comes, it will inevitably re-
quire an acceptance that people have more to gain from ac-
commodation than from shutting each other out. Better on
balance to aim for that now, within today’s flawed borders,
than to sit backand watch Iraq go up in flames.7

The Sunni rebellion in Iraq

Desperate odds
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FOR years after the return of
Hong Kong to Chinese sover-

eignty in 1997, China’s leaders
surprised the world by adhering
scrupulously to HongKong’sun-
usual political set-up of “one
country, two systems”. Under
the terms of the handover, Hong

Kong was to retain a high degree of autonomy for 50 years, an
ingenious solution for reintegration of a former colony. In re-
cent years, however, party leaders in Beijing have become less
respectful of that system, and that is stirring up resentment.

On June 22nd a protest group called Occupy Central will
hold an informal referendum on Hong Kong’s politics. Since
1997 Hong Kong’s chief executive has been chosen by a hand-
picked committee of1,200 local worthies, all friends ofBeijing.
China has promised that in 2017 the choice will be by “univer-
sal suffrage”, but it still insists that the candidates must be cho-
sen by the worthies. This weekend’s referendum offers voters
three choices, all of which give Hong Kongers the right to
choose the candidates. Occupy Central says it will promote
the most popular option. China has said none is acceptable. 

To add spice to all this, the regime in Beijing has issued a
white paperremindingthe territory thatHongKong’s “autono-
my” is entirely at the discretion of China’s leaders. It adds that
the judiciary is part of the government and has a “basic politi-
cal requirement” to “be patriotic”. That flies in the face of Hong
Kong’s independent judiciary and its common-law, English le-
gal system. The response of many Hong Kongers has been
more angry than at anything since 1997. Occupy Central has
threatened to bring the business district to a standstill. 

It will come as no great surprise that this newspaper thinks

the chief executive should be chosen democratically. The Bei-
jing government would have done better to stick to its original
promise, not least because in a free election Hong Kongers
would have probably chosen a pro-China candidate anyway.
Now that such an election is an impossibility, both sides
should be looking for a way to climb down. 

When a panda throws its weight around
For the democracy activists, that means accepting that most
HongKongers are pragmatists. Howeversuspicious they are of
the Communist Party, they are also disinclined to back radical
street politics. Hong Kong is still freer (and richer) than the rest
ofChina. Provoking a clampdown hardly seems wise. 

But neither is China’s hardline stance. Many Hong Kongers
moved towards the radicals’ camp after a senior mainland fig-
ure talked about dealing with disorder by sending in the Chi-
nese army. Attacking the independence of the judiciary in the
white paper was also barmy, even by the undemocratic re-
gime’s own aims. The economy is still its priority, and Hong
Kong is its most global financial centre. Rule of law and press
freedom are the foundations of Hong Kong’s prosperity (and a
reason why Shanghai still has not caught up). If China’s presi-
dent, Xi Jinping, is serious about fighting corruption, then he
should be working out how the legal system of the rest of the
country can become more like Hong Kong’s.

China is harming itself in otherways. By breakingpromises
to Hong Kong, it is hardly reassuring Taiwanese voters that
“one country, two systems” could be the basis for reunifica-
tion. And by throwing its weight around, it is doingnothing for
its image as a bully in the region. This weekan attempt to patch
up things with Vietnam failed noisily. A showdown in Hong
Kong will not help China’s peaceful rise. 7

Hong Kong and China

A showdown looms

China’s most prosperous city is becoming dangerouslypolarised

INVESTORS lulled into believ-
ing that low interest rates

would last for ever got a cold
dose of reality this month. First,
Mark Carney, the governor of
the Bank of England, told an au-
dience in the City that rates
could rise “sooner than markets

currently expect”. Now America’s Federal Reserve, which like
the bank has kept rates near zero for more than five years, has
signalled its intention to keep them there at least until next
year; but it too faces ever louder calls, including some from its
own officials, to abandon that pledge (see page 67).

Advocates of fast action worry that rates left near zero for
too long will cause inflation to accelerate in both countries.

And they fear that even if prices stay quiescent, too much
cheap money for too long is inflating asset bubbles: their even-
tual poppingwill create anotherfinancial crisis. These worries
are not unfounded. But they are exaggerated.

Start with inflation. At1.5% in Britain (the lowest rate in four
and a half years) and 1.6% in America, it is below the 2% target
of both countries’ central banks. Of course, central bankers
should fretnotabout today’s inflation but tomorrow’s, and the
vigour ofBritain’s recent growth means the country’s spare ca-
pacity is disappearing: unemployment has dropped to 6.6%
from 7.8% a year ago. But there is no pressure on wages. In
America, the price picture is even more benign: the slack is
greater, and inflation hasbeen belowtarget for two years. As in
Britain, meagre pay rises give no hint ofa wage-price spiral.

What about financial instability? Froth is certainly evident. 

Central banks

Higher rates can wait

Britain’s consumer prices
% increase on a year earlier
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In both Britain and America financial excesses are best countered with rules, not with interest rates 
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ALMOST three months have
passed since Russia an-

nexed Crimea and began stir-
ring up rebellion in eastern Uk-
raine. Formostofthatperiod the
hope of Western leaders has
been that tensions there will
gradually dissipate and that the

crisis will just go away. That hope now looks deluded.
The argument was that Vladimir Putin, Russia’s president,

had got most of what he wanted in Crimea and eastern Uk-
raine, not least a big boost in popularity at home. Partly thanks
to two rounds ofsanctions against individuals close to him, he
had blinked: hence his decision to pull troops back from the
border and more or less to accept Petro Poroshenko as Uk-
raine’s legitimate president after his election on May 25th.
Thus there is no need for further sanctions that could wreak
damage on Europe’s shaky economies as well as on Russia. 

Violence begets violence
The past two weeks have exposed this as wishful thinking. Vi-
olence has increased in eastern Ukraine as the government in
Kiev has sought to regain control and the rebels have fought
back. The government’s unilateral ceasefire announced this
week looks unlikely to work (see page 51). Evidence of deeper
Russian involvement is ever clearer: not just rising numbers of
Chechen and otherRussian mercenaries but also the supply of
weapons, includingmissiles that may have been used to shoot
down a Ukrainian military aircraft, and even tanks that have
rumbled over the border. Meanwhile hopes that Mr Porosh-
enko might strike a deal on gas supplies from Russia have been
thwarted because, for the third time in eight years, the Russian

gas giant, Gazprom, has turned offthe taps. That may affect the
European Union because Russia accounts for a third of the
EU’s gas imports, and halfof them flow through Ukraine.

Not to respond to renewed Russian meddling would be
dangerousand wrong. If the rebels start losingground, the Rus-
sians may step up their support. Mr Poroshenko still plans to
sign the trade deal with the EU that was spurned by his prede-
cessor, Viktor Yanukovych, last November, triggering the Mai-
dan protests in Kiev that led to Mr Yanukovych’s departure.
Ukraine’s government needs further support. The EU should
accelerate efforts to become less reliant on Russian energy.
That implies guardingagainst a gas cut-offby completing inter-
connectors that allow supply from the west as well as the east,
searching for new gas sources and building more terminals for
liquefied natural gas. It also means that the EU must pursue
vigorously its antitrust case against Gazprom, which operates
as a monopolistic arm of the Russian state, not a normal firm.

A third round of sanctions is also needed. The goal of the
first two rounds was to persuade Mr Putin to stop meddling in
eastern Ukraine. So far he seems to have shelved thoughts of
full-scale invasion, but he is intervening more than ever. Ap-
peasers fret that fresh sanctions could provoke more Russian
hostility. Yet, as NATO’s deputy secretary-general has noted,
Russia has already chosen to treat NATO as an adversary, one
reason why countries such as Sweden and Finland are consid-
ering joining (see Charlemagne). There is much scope for fur-
ther Russian revanchism in places like Moldova or Georgia.

Experience shows that the only way to deter bullying is to
stand up to it, even if that comes at a price. Having threatened a
third round of sanctions, the West should make good on its
threats—unless and until Mr Putin stops nakedly interfering in
eastern Ukraine. Anything else would be an invitation.7

Russia and Ukraine

Unblinking Putin 

The West should impose fresh sanctions to determore Russian meddling in eastern Ukraine

In Britain the main exhibit is house prices, which have surged
by10% in the past year, overtaking pre-crisis levels. Household
debt is also on the rise. In America the appetite for risk is most
obvious in the fixed-income market: loans to highly leveraged
companies this year are on track to match last year’s record-
breaking $1.1 trillion. A third of these loans lack the usual cove-
nants that ensure borrowers can repay the money. 

Give surgery a try
These excesses are worrying, especially given the wretched
history of the 2000s, when the Fed stood by as an enormous
housingbubble inflated. Yet higher rates now are the wrongre-
sponse to the latest signs ofexcess, for three reasons. 

First, the excesses are still small, compared with those that
brought down the global economy in 2007. Britain’s housing
bubble is largely limited to London. And in both Britain and
America banks sit on thicker cushions of capital and liquidity,
making them less vulnerable to any downturn in asset prices. 

Second, central bankers and their fellow regulators can
treat financial excess far more surgically today by using
“macroprudential” tools rather than the blunt instrument of
interest rates. The starting-point with mortgages is usually lim-

iting loan-to-value and debt-to-income ratios, but, importantly,
allowing some flexibility for the riskiness of various borrow-
ers. (Canada, for instance, is stricter with buy-to-rent investors
than with homeowners.) Banks can also be compelled to hold
more capital and liquidity against risky loans. And to the ex-
tent that macroprudential measures slow down the growth of
assets, debt and wealth, they delay the need to raise interest
rates, so safer loans remain cheaper for longer.

Third, the danger of raising interest rates to dampen down
asset prices is much bigger now than it was ten years ago, be-
cause rates are near zero. Premature monetary tightening
could push the economy backinto recession and turn inflation
to deflation. The result would be to send interest rates back to
zero for even longer. 

To be sure, macroprudential controls are untested. Applied
too roughly, without allowing for the creditworthiness of bor-
rowers, they too could be fairly blunt. But they are a better first
line of defence against bubbles than just raising interest rates.
Central banks would end up creating far more financial insta-
bility if, in their zeal to deflate bubbles, they kill the recoveries
they have so carefully nurtured. Better, for the moment, to
leave interest rates alone. 7
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Viewing Ukraine and Russia

SIR – Anna Reid asks “Former
ambassadors to Kiev, where
are you?”, and it would be
unchivalrous not to answer
her call (Letters, June 7th). She
is certainly right that it is
absurd to claim that the British
media’s coverage ofdevel-
opments in Ukraine has
shown an anti-Russian bias. It
hardly amounts to anti-Rus-
sian bias to suspect the Krem-
lin ofhaving helped stir up
and equip armed resistance in
eastern Ukraine. By contrast,
Russian television, which is
viewed very widely in eastern
Ukraine, has presented to its
viewers a blatantly false pic-
ture ofevents in Kiev.

The question Ms Reid raises
of the extent to which, in Brit-
ain, Ukraine tends to be seen
through Russian eyes, is an
interesting one. Obviously, far
more British diplomats have
served in Moscow over the
years than have served in Kiev.
And a great deal of reporting
on events in Ukraine is done
by present or former corre-
spondents in Moscow, many
ofwhom speakRussian but no
Ukrainian. The result for some
can be a tendency to view
Ukraine as having fewer rights
than countries that have a
longer history of indepen-
dence. But I think that the
problem is at least as much
about attitudes to Russia as
about attitudes to Ukraine.
Diplomats and journalists
who have spent long periods
in Moscow are sometimes too
ready to accept Russia’s own
view of its “legitimate in-
terests” and its implied claim
to speakfor all those whose
native language is Russian. The
fact that someone speaks
Russian does not necessarily
make them view Russia as
their homeland. 

Although Ukraine may
well never join the European
Union, as a European country
which is trying to build democ-
racy it has the right to aspire to
membership if that is what its
people want. Russia has no
right to veto its aspirations.
ROLAND SMITH

British ambassador to 
Ukraine, 1999-2002
London

Having fewerpeople works

SIR – It is time you abandoned
the bugbear of the declining
dependency ratio between the
numbers of those working and
those supported by them
(“Quality time”, May 31st). The
fact that “fewer babies mean
fewer workers later on” is
manageable. Productivity is
increasing because of im-
proved education, not only of
people through schooling but
also through better computers
and advances in robotics.

As just one example, self-
driving vehicles, already in
sight, will release millions of
truckers, cabbies, bus drivers
and car commuters for more
useful work. Actually, un-
employment appears a greater
worry than a workforce deficit,
as we will need the labour of
ever fewer people to support
our dependents. Perhaps you
could point that out to the
national leaders misguidedly
trying to increase fertility.

Humanity is already put-
ting a greater load on the eco-
system than it is able to carry
sustainably. Shrinking nation-
al populations are not merely
no bad thing, as you suggest,
but actually essential. 
SIR ADRIAN STOTT

London

Plan forhousing

SIR – It will take more to rectify
Britain’s chronic housing
shortage than the Bankof
England twiddling a few
knobs (“A very British binge”,
May 24th). The planning sys-
tem has restricted the supply
ofhomes for a very long time.
Forty years ago Peter Hall
published his epic report, “The
Containment ofUrban Eng-
land”, which concluded that
planning had caused house-
price inflation from 1950 to
1970. Since then the position
has got much worse, with new
construction levels a fraction
of the levels achieved in the
1950s and 1960s. 

Kate Barker’s reports of the
past decade have concluded
that at least 250,000 new
dwellings are needed a year to
stop house prices rising faster
than inflation. This is signifi-
cantly more than the promise

by Labour to build 200,000 a
year. That figure, although a
big improvement on the cur-
rent position, would still not
be sufficient to alleviate the
problem ofexpensive accom-
modation across all tenures.

The challenge can only be
met by a government commit-
ting to get building up to the
250,000 level by the end of a
Parliament, and demonstrat-
ing that commitment by as-
signing responsibility for its
delivery to a cabinet minister.
Without such an initiative
Britain is condemned to an
ever-rising welfare budget to
meet housing-benefit costs as
well as other stresses caused
by unaffordable homes.
ROBIN GOODCHILD

International director
LaSalle Investment Management
London

Caning the Birchers

SIR – Schumpeter used just
one word to identify the John
Birch Society that Fred Koch
helped to found: “anti-commu-
nist” (June 7th). That is ludi-
crous. One of the secret “com-
munists” the Birchers tried to
winkle out was Dwight Eisen-
hower (they said he reported
to his brother Milton, the
president of Johns Hopkins
University). Robert Welch, the
society’s leader, insisted that
Alaska was being prepared to
house anyone who doubted
that fluoridated water was a
communist-backed plot to
weaken the minds of the
American public. 

The Birch Society was
arguably led by a lunatic,
which would have been laugh-
able had it not wielded de-
structive power at the national
level and in small communi-
ties, where it sought to take
over local governments and
school boards and destroy the
reputations of its opponents.
GEORGE ROSEN

Gloucester, Massachusetts

Match report

SIR – You observed that soccer
in the United States “is played
but not watched” (“Beautiful
game, dirty business”, June
7th). Yet according to FIFA,
more tickets for the World Cup

have been allocated to the US

than any other country, apart
from Brazil. Americans have
bought more tickets than the
next three ticket-buying coun-
tries—Argentina, Germany and
England—combined. 
STEVE HINDERMAN

Denver

SIR – “A game of two halves”
(June 7th) mentioned that
Indonesia never tookpart in
the World Cup. It did, once,
before independence, as the
Dutch East Indies in the 1938
World Cup. It lost 6-0 to
Hungary in the first round.
DANIEL NICORY

Salvador, Brazil

SIR – You criticised football for
being far behind other sports,
such as rugby, cricket and
tennis, when it comes to tech-
nology to checkreferees’ deci-
sions. Confirming whether a
ball has crossed the goal line is
one thing. But such technology
could lead to requests by teams
for other things to restore
fairness, such as the offside
rule, throw-ins, penalties and
so on, that would interrupt the
momentum and dynamics of
football. This is the main differ-
ence with rugby, cricket and
tennis, all ofwhich have natu-
ral breaks in the game. 
RUDOLF JUST

Trier, Germany

SIR – The almost uniquely
low-scoring nature of football
compared with other team
sports explains why goals are
celebrated much more joyous-
ly than wickets or touchdowns
or home runs. To subject every
such celebration to a pettifog-
ging process ofdispute and
delay is comparable to man-
dating the universal adoption
ofcoitus interruptus. 

Besides which, without
controversial refereeing deci-
sions what else would we talk
about after the game?
EDWARD MAJOR

Sunderland7
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DIRECTOR (D-1 LEVEL)
UNU Computing and Society

(Duty Station: Macao, China)

UN University Seeks Director for New Institute on Computing and Society in Macao

The United Nations University (UNU) is searching for an entrepreneurial director for 
the re-launch of its computing and information technology institute in Macao, SAR, 
China — UNU Computing and Society.

This Director will set the vision and build an ambitious research programme to address 
key challenges faced by developing societies through high-impact innovations in 
computing and information technologies. UNU is looking for a dynamic individual with 
a strong academic and leadership background who can establish a world-class team 
of researchers, and build partnerships with universities, think tanks and the private 
sector.

A focused research programme, to be developed in collaboration with the Board of 
the Institute, should contribute, through impact and policy advice, to the goals and 
priorities of the emerging UN development agenda. The lnstitute’s scope for doctoral 
and post-doctoral fellowships should contribute to strengthening the next generation 
of computing and information scientists and engineers in developing countries.

The Institute’s core budget is derived from investment income from a US$30 million 
endowment; the assured annual budget is approximately US$2.5 million. The lnstitute 
is located in a colonial-style Portuguese world heritage building situated in the Historic 
Centre of Macao.

Qualification: A PhD degree in a related f eld

For the complete information about this position, please visit http://cs.unu.edu

Applications from suitably qualif ed women candidates are particularly encouraged.

This position is open for application until f lled – all applications/nominations will be 
acknowledged. Review of applications will begin on 15 July 2014.
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Digital highlights

Asia: Squaring the cool
Japan’s government is trying to
emphasise the country’s brand of

“cool”. Unless it is careful, its efforts to do so
might well have the opposite effect

Explainer: The World Cup and politics
Brazil’s president, Dilma Rousseff, is
seeking re-election in October. But

her team’s progress at the World Cup could
affect her chances of success

Middle East: Taking charge
In response to incursions by Syrian
rebels, Lebanon has mobilised a

small militia of border guards. But removing
the rebels within the country will be tricky

In the moment of the heat
Buildings are horribly inefficient consumers
of heat. In winter vast amounts of energy
are wasted heating unoccupied properties
and spaces within them. A new invention
tries to solve that problem with “local
warming” systems in commercial buildings

Links to all these stories 
can be found at:
economist.com/dh72
or by scanning this code

Visit economist.com for news, blogs, audio, video, interactive graphics and debates
Links to all the stories below can be found at: economist.com/dh72

Cartoon competition Our World Cup-themed cartoon competition attracted over 400 entries.
The winning caption (pictured) was provided by reader “El Rev” who will receive the original

Which freedom comes first?
In 1997 José Antonio Fernández Martinez
was dismissed by the Catholic church from
his job, teaching Catholicism in a Spanish
public school, after rejecting celibacy. The
decision of the European Court this week to
endorse the bully-like behaviour of the
church will leave many people puzzled

From our blogs Most read on Economist.com Featured comment

Iraq and Syria
Two Arab countries fall
apart

The Economist explains 
The difference between Sunni and Shia

Comparing Brazil’s states
Welcome to Italordan

The Economist explains
Why Japan’s fast trains are so good

American politics
Be brave, Republicans

“The Economist is being very generous
regarding Barack Obama’s Iraq policy (cool
rationality, cautious, hyperrealism). I would
describe his policies as weak, pondering and
naive. The lack of support of moderate Syrians
has allowed the most vicious and radical
element of the Islamist movement to thrive." 
—on “Cool calculations”, June 13th 2014
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HIGH-TECH creation myths are expect-
ed to start with a garage. Amazon, im-

patient with ordinary from the outset, be-
gan with a road trip. In the summer of 1994
JeffBezosquithis job on Wall Street, flewto
FortWorth, Texas, with hiswife MacKenzie
and hired a car. While MacKenzie drove
them towards the Pacific Northwest, Jeff
sketched out a plan to set up a catalogue re-
tailing business that would exploit the in-
fant internet. The garage came later, in a
suburb ofSeattle, where he set up an office
furnished with desks made from wooden
doors. About a year later, Amazon sold its
first book. 

The world saw a website selling books
and assumed that Amazon was, and al-
ways would be, an online bookshop. Mr
Bezos, though, had bigger plans. Books
were a good way into online retailing: once
people learned to buy books online they
would buy more and more other stuff, too.
The website would be able to capture
much more data aboutwhat they looked at

and thus might want than any normal
shop; if they reviewed things, that would
enrich the experience for other shoppers.
He saw a virtuous circle whereby low
prices pulled in customers and merchants,
which boosted volumes, which led to ever
lower prices—a “flywheel” that would gen-
erate growth for as long as the company
put the interests of the customers first. Ear-
ly on, Mr Bezos registered “relentless.com”
as a possible name; if it was a little lacking
in touchy-feeliness, it captured the ambi-
tion nicely. 

A phone to shop with
The latest manifestation of that ambition
was unveiled in Seattle on June 18th: Ama-
zon’s first phone. The Fire Phone is de-
signed to stand out in a market crowded
with sleekdevices in various ways, such as
with a sort-of-3D screen, but none is more
telling than its Firefly button. This uses
cloud computing to provide the user with
information about more or less anything

the phone sees or hears, be it a song, a tele-
vision show, a bottle of wine or a child’s
toy—includinghowto buy it from Amazon.
If it works as promised, it will turn the
whole world into a shop window. 

The Fire Phone takespride ofplace in an
expanding family of devices with which
Amazon has both anticipated and re-
sponded to shifts in the way consumers
read, shop and divert themselves. Offering
iPad-like tablets, e-readers and a television
set-top box for streaming videos has
brought the company into more direct
competition than ever before with Apple
and Google, which also offer suites of
hardware, digital content and services.
Amazon’s hope is that its signature selling
points—features and quality that belie
their relatively low pricing—will attract
consumers to its devices just as they have
to its online shops. Then they will end up
shopping for other stuff, too. 

There is a lot of other stuff for them to
buy. According to Internet Retailer, a maga-
zine, Amazon now carries 230m items for
sale in America—some 30 times the num-
bersold by Walmart, the world’s biggest re-
tailer, which has its own fast-growing on-
line business—and there is no sign of
let-up. Amazon’s total revenues were $74.5
billion last year, but when one takes into
account the merchandise that other com-
panies sell through its “marketplace” ser-
vice the sales volume is nearly double that.
Though by far the biggest online retailer in
America, it is still growing faster than the
17% pace of e-commerce as a whole (see
chart 2 on page after next). It is the top on-
line seller in Europe and Japan, too, and
has designs on China’s vast market. Last
year Amazon was the world’s ninth-big-
gest retailer ranked by sales; by 2018 it will
be number two, predicts Kantar Retail, a re-
search group.

On top of its online-retail success, Ama-
zon has produced two other transforma-
tive businesses. The Kindle e-reader pio-
neered the shift from paper books to
electronic ones, creating a market that now
accounts formore than a tenth ofspending
on books in America and which Amazon
dominates. Less visible but just as transfor-
mative is Amazon’s invention in 2006 of
cloud-computing as a pay-as-you-go ser-
vice, nowa $9 billion market. Thatventure,
called Amazon Web Services (AWS), has
slashed the technology costs of starting an
enterprise or running an existing one. 

And Amazon enjoys an advantage
most would-be competitors must envy: re-
markably patient shareholders. The com-
pany made a net profit of just $274m last
year, a minuscule sum in relation to its rev-
enues and its $154-billion value on the
stockmarket. Even after a recent slump (see
timeline on next page) its shares still cost
more than 500 times last year’s earnings,
34 times the multiple for Walmart. Its core
retail business is thought to do little better
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1

2 than break-even; most of its profits come
from the independent vendors who sell
through Amazon’s marketplace. Matthew
Yglesias, a blogger, memorably described
Amazon as a “charitable organisation be-
ing run by elements of the investment
community for the benefit ofconsumers.”

The company’s ascent has left a trail of
enemies and sceptics, including competi-
tors crushed—or forced to sell out to Ama-
zon—by its ruthless pricing practices. It has
been attacked for driving workers at ware-
houses too hard and of avoiding tax in
America, Britain, France and Germany.
The French culture minister has accused it
of “destroying bookshops”. To Stephen
Colbert, a comedian whose publisher, Ha-
chette, is warring with Amazon over pric-
ing, Mr Bezos is “Lord Bezomort”.

Amazon is sometimes a bully, but it
does not yet threaten competition the way
that its Seattle neighbour Microsoft did
when it enjoyed a near-monopoly of oper-
ating systems for PCs. For every shop it
obliterates another finds itself selling to
places it never imagined it could. Ward Ga-
han, who runs BiddyMurphy.com out of
an Irish gift shop in South Haven, Michi-
gan, marvels that through Amazon he is
shipping tweed caps to São Paulo. And
Amazon’s success means that competitors
are keenly plotting ways to best the com-
pany. “We wouldn’t be here if it wasn’t for
Amazon,” says Tom Allason, founder of
Shutl, which uses local couriernetworks to
deliver packages from retailers even faster
than Amazon can. It was bought by eBay,
an Amazon rival, late last year. 

Get yourkicks on PHX6
Among the things that Amazon relies on to
keep ahead of such competitors are Mr Be-
zos and the culture he has created. Though
like many billionaires he has developed
outside interests—he has a firm building a
spaceship and owns a newspaper, the
Washington Post—he still dominates the
company, and has made invention, long-
term thinking and viewing the world
through the customer’s eyes its catechism.
An almost perverse pleasure in low mar-
gins inspires ventures no one else would

think of, like AWS. The building names on
the Seattle campus drive the message
home: “Day 1 North” reminds employees
not to be complacent, butalways to act as if
just starting out; “Wainwright” is named
after the first person to buy a book through
the site. The bulldozer is an obsessive cura-
tor of its own traditions. 

MrBezos is a notoriously testy boss, but
also an inspiring one for the right sort of
person. “He challenged me to create some-
thing like no one else challenged me,” says
Vikas Gupta, who built Amazon’s pay-
ments software and now runs a startup.
But the strengths the culture may offer are
accompanied by a touchy, tight-lipped side
that makes Amazon difficult to understand
or to love. Amazonians will not tell visitors
to its campus exactly where Mr Bezos
works. They chatter freely about the con-
sumer benefits of the firm’s devices and
services but say as little as possible about
the commercial logic behind them. The at-
titude is “everything we don’t talk about is
a competitive edge,” says Mr Gupta.

Another huge Amazon advantage is a
global network of 96 “fulfilment centres”,
warehouses both vast and clever that shuf-
fle shipments from thousands of suppliers
to millionsofcustomers. PHX 6, one offour
such centres in Phoenix, Arizona, is a con-
veyor-belted Grand Canyon with a roof.
With 11hectares of floor space it could easi-
ly hold 20 American-football fields. A slo-
gan over the door reads, a bit creepily,
“Work hard. Have fun. Make history.” In-
side, “stowers” scurry about with yellow
containers placing items seemingly at ran-
dom on shelves—board games abut power
tools—and recording their location with
pistol-like scanners. “Pickers” wield pistols
that guide them on the shortest path
through the jumble, measure their pro-
gress and log in the items they pluck from
the shelves. Amazon’splan to deploythou-
sands ofrobots in its fulfilment centres will
shorten the pickers’ journey (and perhaps,
in the long run, their careers). Through al-
gorithmic alchemy, orders are packed into
right-sized boxes, stamped with address la-
bels and hauled away by couriers from
UPS, FedEx and others. 

Not all the stuff in PHX 6 is Amazon’s.
“Fulfilment by Amazon” (FBA) allows in-
dependent merchants not just to sell their
wares on Amazon’s website but also to
ship them through Amazon’s supply
chain. This helps the distribution centres
pay their way. It also binds the merchants
more closely to Amazon. Sellers tracked by
Mercent, an e-commerce software com-
pany, use FBA for16% of their sales, up from
8% in 2012.

Amazon’s original idea was to have few
warehouses and to put them faraway from
population centres, thus avoiding the need
to collect sales tax in the states with the
most business. Now it is positioning infra-
structure like siege equipment near big cit-
ies, speeding delivery and cutting its costs.
In North America Amazon can offer same-
day delivery to 23% of the population, says
Marc Wulfraat of MWPVL International, a
supply-chain consultancy. By 2015 it will be
28%. Spending on fulfilment centres in Eu-
rope and Asia as well as America tripled
between 2010 and 2013, says Colin Sebas-
tian of Baird, an investment bank. In Brit-
ain and parts of America Amazon has
been experimentingwith making last-mile
deliveries itself, a practice thatmay expand
along with its logistic network. 

Following the Prime directive
The company sees ample opportunity for
putting this infrastructure to work. Digital
natives are entering their prime shopping
years. When Walmart, with a poorer clien-
tele, sells almost three times as much to its
average American customer every year as
Amazon does to its, there is plenty of room
for Amazon to grow further. 

One way to narrow the gap is to sell
more “consumables”, such as toiletries
and food. These account for nearly half of
spending by internet-connected American
households, but are thought to be a much
smaller share of Amazon’s sales. Sanford
C. Bernstein, a research firm, thinks its po-
tential American market for non-perish-
ables is $150 billion.

Then there is Prime, the flypaper on
Amazon’s flywheel. Some 25m subscribers
pay an annual flat fee ($99 in America, £79 
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2 in Britain) to belong to this souped-up loy-
alty programme, which offers shipping at
no extra cost as well as increasing amounts
of digital content. Scot Wingo of Channe-
lAdvisor, a company that helps online sell-
ers, reckons that people with Prime spend
around four times what others do and ac-
count for halfofall spending at Amazon. 

Many Amazon activities that look tan-
gential to shopping have been designed to
make Prime even stickier. In April it paid
HBO, a television company, an estimated
$200m-250m for a package of shows
which Prime memberscan stream atno ex-
tra cost. On June 12th it added more than a
million songs. Amazon produces program-
ming of its own for the Prime audience, in-
cluding several kids’ shows (mothers are
good customers). If they own Kindle e-
readers or tablets members can “borrow” a
book a month. A slow reader need never
pay for one. 

And Amazon is very keen that they
should own such devices. The shift from
desktop to mobile shopping is a “big sec-
ond wind to the whole of e-commerce,”
says Sebastian Gunningham, the head of
Amazon’s marketplace, and its devices are
intended to catch as much as possible of
that wind. 

From the original Kindle, on which you
could buy e-books, it moved to the Kindle
Fire tablet, on which you could buy any-
thing, and now the Fire Phone. As with ev-
ery phone and tablet, the user can down-
load apps from all sorts of other people,
though those of Amazon’s rivals look un-
der-represented. The gadgets do pretty
much anything that phones or tablets from
Apple orSamsungdo, and have nifty wrin-
kles—such as a direct video link to techni-
cal support, on the Fire and the Fire
Phone—which others lack. They are also
prettycheap—Amazon doesnotpropose to
turn a profit on them. It does, though, inte-
grate them thoroughly into its other ser-
vices, making them little wardrobes that
open out into the Narnia of everything it
has to offer. The Fire Phone comes with a
year’s free Prime membership, encourag-

ing people to become accustomed to Ama-
zon’s streaming—and its free deliveries. 

Outside the realm of e-books, Amazon
has yet to make a great impression in the
world of devices. Tablets from Apple and
Samsung easily outsell the Kindle Fire—
perhaps because, unusually for an Ama-
zon emporium, its app store offers a small-
er selection than do the others. “We strug-
gle with whether hardware and streaming
media will have value long-term,” says
Eric Sheridan, an analyst at UBS. But the
feature-packed Fire Phone shows that Am-
azon is not giving up. As Eric Best of Mer-
cent says, “the battle for the shopper will
be won on the phone”; Amazon thinks
owning a bit of that battleground matters.

Amazon’s competitors are increasingly
turning all sorts of devices into windows
that display the wares of all sorts of other
shops. Google sells mobile “local inven-
tory ads” which point shoppers to nearby
stores—an online-retailing option that
avoids the need for fulfilment centres and
delivery vans. It has enriched search re-
sults for shoppers with Amazon-like im-
ages and prices. Mr Best says he has no-
ticed a slowdown in the growth of
Amazon’s marketplace sales since Google
became more active in selling stuff; Ama-
zon claims not to see any such trend.

Turkish delight, too
Whereas some see Google as Amazon’s

biggest worry, others tout Walmart, which
has e-commerce sales that are growing
faster than Amazon’s. Then there is Ali-
baba, a Chinese e-commerce giant soon to
receive an infusion ofcash through a share
offering. It is planning a marketplace in
America called 11 Main and is part-owner
of ShopRunner, which promises two-day
delivery from 100 retailers. A new wave of
online-only shops like Wanelo (“Want,
need, love.”) could pose a challenge. Or
perhaps the threat will come from firms
like Instacart, which lets people make de-
liveries in their spare time.

Mr Bezos has always insisted that Ama-
zon will continue to be “customer-fo-
cused” rather than “competitor-focused”.
In the letter he sent to shareholders when
Amazon went public in 1997—and has had
republished every year since—Mr Bezos
warned that because of this focus the com-
pany would take a long-term view. If you
ask Amazon officials about ventures that
appear not to be prospering, like its push
into Alibaba’s Chinese home base, they
echo the boss. “We thought it would take
us five years” to succeed there, says Diego
Piacentini, the international chief. “We’ve
figured out it will take us15.”

But long-termism takes investment. In
its early days Amazon danced around re-
tailers because its lack of stores made it
“capital-light”. Its empire of warehouses
and data centres changes that. Now its
pitch to merchants and technologists is

that itwill build physical assets so that they
don’t have to. Amazon still uses less capital
than traditional retailers, observes Matt
NemerofWells Fargo Securities. But it is no
longer capital-light. The flywheel is ever
heavier—but must spin as fast.

The focus on Amazon’s meagre profits,
though, can exaggerate the impression that
its shareholders are simply waiting for it to
start releasing all the revenue made possi-
ble by the dominant position it has
achieved. In the past five years it has pro-
duced $10 billion of free cashflow, a less
distorted measure of profitability than net
income, which was just $2.9 billion over
the same period, says Mr Nemer. That is
still not much for a company worth $154
billion on the stockmarket. But investors
are counting on Amazon’s growth to in-
crease it. If you look at Amazon’s share
price in relation to its sales (including those
through the marketplace) it looks like a bar-
gain, according to a recent note by Wolfe
Research, an equity-research firm. 

And investors know Amazon’s manag-
ers share their interests. Shares are the
main way Amazon pays top employees;
the highest salary—Mr Piacentini’s—is
$175,000. Though it may look bent on
world domination, it often passes on ven-
tures it thinks will not pay off, like moving
into South Korea. “The cost to be a relevant
e-commerce player would be too high,”
saysMrPiacentini. AWS will be “waymore
global” than Amazon’s retail operation. 

In a television interview last year Mr
Bezos admitted that Amazon “will be dis-
rupted one day”, though not, he hoped,
during his lifetime. It is hard to imagine it
happening soon. That is not because Ama-
zon always makes the right bets. The skele-
ton of an Ice Age bear displayed in Seattle,
which Mr Bezos bought on Amazon’s
abortive auction website, commemorates
the failure. But the bets he has placed on
customers, patience, technology and scale
appear to have paid off. And he has fol-
lowed through on them relentlessly.7

2The biggest play
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ON THE day that fighters for the Islamic
State of Iraq and Greater Syria (ISIS)

occupied part of a city close to Baghdad,
Barack Obama announced a bold plan. It
had nothingto do with the Middle East: the
presidentplans to create the world’s largest
marine reserve in the Pacific. The adminis-
tration also announced a comprehensive
framework to eliminate seafood fraud. 

At the other end of Pennsylvania Ave-
nue, Republicans in Congress were ab-
sorbed by the race for the position of ma-
jority whip in the House (see next article),
and enraged by the disappearance of e-
mails from officials at the Internal Revenue
Service responsible for singling out conser-
vative groups for special scrutiny (see page
30). There were few reminders that six and
a half years ago America had 180,000
troops stationed in Iraq to prevent the
country from slipping into civil war, as
now seems to be happening (see page 45).

The 4,500 American soldiers who died
in that cause, and the hundreds of billions
of dollars the country spent are, in the
blunt assessment of Barry Posen of MIT, a
sunk cost. Mr Posen reckons that a de facto
partition is an acceptable outcome in Iraq,
and that no vital interests of the sort that
America should be willing to spill blood
forare at stake there. Thisviewhas become
mainstream (see chart). More than half of
Americans think their country is less pow-

force, unilaterally if necessary, only when
its core interests are threatened, he argued.
He sketched out those interests with a
thick enough pencil to make it unclear
what they look like. Gains made by ISIS

fighters in Iraq since then have added
some definition. The capture of several big
cities by people who have invented a new
online genre, the war crime self-portrait,
does not yet cross the threshold.

What Mr Obama has done is tell Con-
gress that he is sending 275 soldiers to Iraq
to provide security at the embassy in Bagh-
dad. He has also sent an aircraft-carrier,
along with two smaller ships carrying
cruise missiles, to the Persian Gulf. John
Kerry, the secretary of state, has discussed
the possibility of air strikes against ISIS

fighters. Mr Obama has been more cau-
tious, saying only that any military sup-
port being for Iraq’s government would be
conditional on it doing a better job of in-
cluding Sunnis and Kurds. Some in the ad-
ministration drop broad hints that Nuri al-
Maliki, Iraq’s prime minister, should go.
Meanwhile, a White House official waves
away questions about American air sup-
port as mere “speculation”.

The practical objections to the use ofair
powerare surmountable. David Deptula, a
retired lieutenant-general involved in
planning the air campaign during Opera-
tion Desert Storm in 1991, says that the ve-
hicles carrying ISIS fighters from one city to
the next would be “tailor-made” targets if
they headed for Baghdad. Nor is it neces-
sary to have boots on the ground to direct
the planes or missiles: the air force coped
without them for the first 40 days ofDesert
Storm and drones can now hover over tar-
gets for ten hours at a time, beaming pic-
tures back to their operators.

What American forces cannot do from 

erful than it was ten years ago, the highest
share since the Pew Research Centre start-
ed asking the question in 1974. Accordingly,
Americans feel less inclined to actas global
policeman: the share who think America
should “mind its own business interna-
tionally” is ten percentage points higher
than at the end of the Vietnam war.

Since before he was president, Barack
Obama has said that America cannot fix
Iraq. As he put it in 2008: “Iraq is not going
to be a perfect place, and we don’t have un-
limited resources to try to make it one.”
Last month he set out some principles to
govern the use ofmilitary power that fitted
the national mood. America should use
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2 on high, says Mr Deptula, is push ISIS out
of the cities it holds already. That could
only be accomplished by the Iraqi Security
Forces, perhaps with support from Iran.
Iran’s involvementmakesAmerica’scalcu-
lation more complicated. Though the ad-
vance of ISIS fighters has put America and
Iran in the strange position of rooting for
the same side, the two countries are sup-
portingdifferent groups in Syria’s civil war.
And preventing Iran from building a nuc-
lear weapon is higher on America’s list of
priorities than a stable Iraq. The White
House has ruled out military co-operation
with Iran to fight ISIS, though the two
countries will talk about Iraq on the side-
lines of negotiations about Iran’s nuclear
capability in Vienna.

Faced with a choice between siding
with Iran and watching Iraq slide into civil
war, most Republicans have decided that it
is easier to blame Mr Obama for being
weak. John Boehner, the Speaker of the
House of Representatives, accused the
president of “taking a nap” while ISIS

marched towards Baghdad. Karl Rove, a
former close adviser to George W. Bush,
told Fox news that Mr Obama had squan-
dered the influence that America had in
Iraq back in 2008. Mitch McConnell, the
leader of the Republican minority in the
Senate, has called forMrObama to present
a plan. The president has made it clear that
he wishes to consult with Congress. Thus
far the debate resembles the build-up to
the decision not to intervene in Syria after
Bashar Assad’s troops used chemical
weapons, though this time Mr Obama has
not drawn any red lines.

More constructive critics, such as Sena-
tor Bob Corker, a Republican, have called
for air assistance to the Iraqi security forces
but only after Iraq’s government takes
steps to win backsupport from Sunnis. It is
possible that the president will order air
strikes to halt ISIS’s advance, but America
will do no more than that. Mr Obama has
been consistent on Iraq. The invasion, he
argued while running for office, had left
America less safe and less able to shape
events in the world. Iraq’s government, he
added, was suffering from the armed ver-
sion of welfare dependency: “we’ve
learned that when we tell Iraq’s leaders
that we’ll stay as long as it takes, they take
as long as they want.” For its own good, he
reasons, Iraq’s government must be left to
fight ISIS.

Even with some American air support
for the government forces, the likeliest out-
come in Iraq, argues Ken Pollack of Brook-
ings, a think-tank, is now a drawn-out
struggle between militias loyal to different
sects. If Mr Pollack is right, Mr Obama’s
claim to have ended the war in Iraq—one
of the proudest achievements of his presi-
dency—will have to be modified. Ameri-
ca’s involvement may be largely over, but
the war America started continues. 7

PERHAPS it was a freak storm. On June
10th Eric Cantor, the second most pow-

erful Republican in the House ofRepresen-
tatives, lost a primary to a Tea-Party chal-
lenger. Such defeats are rare. In no year
since 1970 have more than ten incumbents
lost primaries, unless electoral districts
have just been redrawn. Though the GOP

often appears more fractious than the pres-
ident’s party, Democrats have had more
candidates taken out in primaries than Re-
publicans over the past few decades, ac-
cording to Bloomberg News. Nor is Mr
Cantor’s fate typical of this cycle. Brook-
ings, a think-tank, reckons that thus far in
2014, 81 Tea-Party candidates have lost pri-
maries while only16 have won.

That the Republicans looked set to re-
place Mr Cantor as Majority Leader with
Kevin McCarthy (pictured), a congenial
Californian with an MBA, adds to the im-
pression that congressional business will
continue asusual. MrMcCarthy is from the
same ideological pole as Mr Cantor and is
known to be a good fundraiser. His politi-
cal action committee has made small do-
nations to 84 of his colleagues in this elec-
tion cycle. He is less impressive in front ofa
microphone, however. Sometimes he at-
tacks the English language more energeti-
cally than he attacks Democrats. 

Yet it is precisely the unlikeliness of Mr
Cantor’s loss that makes it alarming for Re-

publicans in the House. Most GOP mem-
bers have more to fear from their primary
voters than from the general election in
November. The Cook Political Report and
RealClearPolitics, two political augurs,
agree that there are only 17 competitive
House races out of 435, so for most Repub-
lican congressmen the risk of suffering the
same fate as Mr Cantor feels like the bigger
threat to their jobs. Nor do Tea-Party chal-
lengers have to win many races to be influ-
ential. Only a couple of victories are re-
quired to get House Republicans worrying
about who might be next, and calibrating
their votes to make sure it is not them. 

This helps to explain why there are so
many theories about why Mr Cantor lost.
Some say it was his line on immigration re-
form—he once suggested that migrants
who arrived in America as small children
should be treated kindly—and conclude
that immigration reform isnowdead in the
House. Others think it was his friendliness
to banks, and will be careful to distance
themselves. “The crooks up on Wall Street
in some of the big banks,” Dave Brat, the
college professor who defeated Mr Cantor,
told one radio host, “I’m pro-business, so
I’m just talking about the crooks — they
didn’t go to jail, they’re in Eric’s Rolodex.”
Those who think Mr Cantor spent too
much time building a national profile will
eat even more barbecue at church picnics.
Because nobody knows what finished Mr
Cantor, the best defence is to assume it was
all of the above and vote accordingly.

The immediate tests for Republicans
will come in a handful of votes on busi-
ness-friendly measures. Hostility to gov-
ernment support for big business on the
right of the Republican Party is currently
focused on the Export-Import Bank, an
agency of the government that provides
trade finance. The bankis due for reauthor-
isation in September. It may not get it. 

Another test will be the renewal of the
Terrorism Risk Insurance Act, under which
the federal government helps to under-
write catastrophic losses from terrorist at-
tacks, due by the end of the year. Mr Can-
tor’s scheme to top up the Highway Trust
Fund by ending Saturday deliveries by the
postal service is unlikely to move.

Defeat on any of these points would
make some businesses question whether
the Republican Party is the best vehicle for
the sort ofpolicies that they see as good for
growth. Already it can be hard to spot the
difference between what some left-wing
Democrats and some right-wing Republi-
cans say about banks. Moreover, though
the party seemed to have absorbed the les-
son last year that shutting down the gov-
ernment and flirting with a sovereign de-
fault is bad for America’s credit rating, that
escapade has not inflicted much long-term
damage on Republicans in opinion polls.
Mr Cantor’s loss makes a repeat perfor-
mance marginally more likely.7
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JUST as rocks lobbed into a mud-pit vanish
without ripples, even hefty news events
struggle to shift today’s partisans from

cherished positions. On June 17th it emerged
that Ahmed Abu Khattala, a Libyan suspect-
ed of leading murderous attacks against
American envoys in Benghazi in 2012, had
been snatched by special forces and FBI

agents in a midnight raid and whisked to a
navy warship in the Mediterranean. 

The operation answered a long-standing
demand ofRepublicans in Congress for Ben-
ghazi suspects to be held accountable: critics
of the government had been especially
scathing about Mr Abu Khattala’s continued
liberty, though the radical Islamisthad grant-
ed interviews to foreign reporters at his
home and in a hotel café (where he drank a
strawberry frappé).

When news broke of Mr Abu Khattala’s
capture, President Barack Obama praised
the “incredible courage and precision” ofthe
team that snatched him. An array of Repub-
licans responded that Mr Abu Khattala (pic-
tured, top right) was just one among many
Benghazi attackers, predicted that a wim-
pish government would soon read him his
rights to remain silentand be assigned a law-
yer, and demanded that he should be sent to
the prison camp at Guantánamo Bay as an
enemy combatant.

America should not torture the Libyan
detainee, said Senator Lindsey Graham, a
Republican from South Carolina, but should
seek “weeks and months” of “quality time
with this guy”. Representative Trey Gowdy,

also a South Carolina Republican, was re-
cently named to head a special House of
Representatives panel investigating the
2012 Benghazi attacks, which saw Ameri-
ca’s ambassador and three other govern-
ment employees murdered during attacks
on an ill-defended consulate and nearby
CIA annexe. He wants Mr Abu Khattala to
face a “non-civilian court trial”.

Mr Gowdy’s probe is the ninth mount-
ed by Congress, reflecting the furious sus-
picions that “Benghazi” continues to in-
spire on the Right. Previous investigations
have criticised security provided to dip-
lomats and unearthed e-mails suggesting
that officials initially sought to downplay
the attacks’ significance. They have not
found the scandal that many conserva-
tives are sure lurks out of sight: evidence
that America’s envoys could have been
saved but rescuers were ordered to stand
down by Mr Obama and his then-secre-
tary of state, Hillary Clinton, for reasons
that range from timidity to treason.

Rush Limbaugh, a conspiratorial talk-
show host with a large following, called it
“very obvious” that the Libyan capture
was a “very timely headline given how
things are falling apart in Iraq.” TV pundits
wondered whether the capture would
help or harm Mrs Clinton’s presumed 2016
presidential bid, or do anything to restore
public faith in Mr Obama’s foreign policies
(just 37% approve of how the president
handles the world, in a new NBC/Wall
Street Journal poll). For his part the Demo-
cratic leader in the Senate, Harry Reid (no
stranger to partisan slugfests) accused “dis-
gusting” Republicans of insulting the he-
roes who caught Mr Abu Khattala.

Officials said the Libyan would be “de-
briefed for intelligence purposes” before
being transferred to the federal court sys-
tem, a process that has lasted months in
similar cases. Even if the suspect tells all he
knows, do not expect it to change much.7

Ahmed Abu Khattala

A militant arrested

WASHINGTON, DC

The hothead ofBenghazi is behind bars

The flames of Benghazi and the firebrand

IF YOUR taxes are being audited and you
tell the Internal Revenue Service (IRS)

that you just so happen to have lost the re-
cords relating to the period in question,
you cannot expect much sympathy. The
taxman has heard it all before, and “the
dog ate my accounts” gets you nowhere.
Odd, then, that the IRS is offering more or
less exactly that excuse to Congress. 

As some Republicans waste time on yet
another pointless probe into Benghazi,
others have their teeth in a real scandal. To
recap, the IRS has admitted that some of its
staff targeted groups with “Tea Party” or
“patriot” in their names—plus a few liberal
groups—for extra scrutiny. Several conser-
vative groups found their applications for
tax-exempt status held up in the period be-
fore the 2012 presidential and congressio-
nal elections. Lois Lerner, the then IRS offi-
cial at the centre of the storm, said this was
a mistake by a confused regional office, not
a deliberate attempt to intimidate conser-
vatives. Before Congress she invoked her
Fifth Amendment right against self-incrim-
ination; then she clammed up.

The Republican-controlled House
Committee on Oversight and Government
Reform demanded to see all ofMs Lerner’s
e-mails. Late last Friday (the traditional
time to bury news), the IRS released 27
pages of documents. Tucked away in the
second half was the bombshell that e-
mails sent by Ms Lerner during the two
years under scrutiny had been lost when a
computer crashed, and that the back-up
tapes had already been “recycled”. 

On Tuesday it emerged that the e-mail
records of six other IRS officials whose role
is under scrutiny had also been lost. And
the House oversight committee has found
that before the 2010 election the IRS hand-
ed 1.1m pages of tax information on non-
profit groups to the FBI—a big no-no.

American tax law is so complex and
burdensome that more and more big firms
are fleeing the country for friendlier domi-
ciles (see page 62). Butpeople had assumed
that the law was enforced impartially.
Since the tax system relies on voluntary
compliance, the IRS must be seen to be
scrupulously neutral. That is tricky when it
appears to have gone after conservatives
(and, in a grotesque conflict of interest,
anti-tax groups) after some Democratic
senators had publicly suggested this
would be a good idea. John Koskinen, the
IRS’s boss, is to testify before Congress on
June 20th. Expect fireworks.7

The IRS scandal

A dog ate my
e-mails

NEW YORK

More revelations about the taxman
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WHAT is it like to be a drone pilot? That
question is the subject of “Ground-

ed”, a play by George Brant that has just
opened in the Studio Theatre in Washing-
ton, DC. With one actor (LucyEllinson) and
one minimalist set, the play follows a hot-
shot fighter pilot as she reluctantly joins
the ranks of the “chair force”. Instead offly-
ing through the air, she stares at a screen,
tracking America’s enemies from the un-
easy comfort ofa windowless trailer in Ne-
vada. “The screen isn’t that big, but it be-
comes your world,” she observes. At night
she returns to her husband and daughter,
only to clock in the next morning for an-
other day at the pixelated battlefield. The
life of a shift-work warrior—a mash-up of
“Dilbert” and “The Iliad”—is unsettling. In
the end the pilot goes mad.

The play, which opened at the Edin-
burgh Fringe in 2013, raises uncomfortable
questions. Much of the ink spilt over
drones concerns their targets. Some cele-
brate the ease with which America can
nowvaporise its foes. Others fret that inno-
cents are too often caught in the blast zone.
Less attention has been paid to the men
and women who hold the joysticks. But
now that the air force is training more
drone pilots than fighter and bomber pi-
lots combined, this is starting to change. 

“People assume these pilots have been
desensitised, like they’re playing a video
game,” says Nancy Cooke, a professor at
Arizona State University who has studied
the cognitive effectofremote warfare. “The
opposite is true.” Drone pilots experience
mental-health problemsat the same rate as
fighterpilotsdeployed to Iraq and Afghani-
stan, according to a 2013 study by research-
ers for the Pentagon. 

Being out of harm’s way makes the job
less fretful in some respects, but more so in
others. Whereas fighter pilots drop a bomb
and fly away, drone pilots may spend
weeksmonitoringa village orconvoy, suss-
ing out patterns and getting to know their
enemies. This odd intimacy makes the act
of killing more personal, particularly as
these pilots are forced to witness the fall-
out. Afterwards, instead of bonding with
fellow servicemen at a base, drone war-
riors go home, where they must keep their
daily exploits a secret. 

Unsurprisingly, the air force has trouble
attracting and keeping drone pilots, ac-
cording to the Government Accountability
Office (GAO), an official watchdog. In De-
cember 2013 it had only 85% of the number

it needed, which puts pressure on serving
pilots. Many complain of long hours (near-
ly 60% say they workmore than 50 hours a
week), long commutes, open-ended as-
signments and few opportunities for pro-
motion. Some say they were trained to fly
manned aircraft, but were shunted to the
“chair force” with empty promises that it
would be temporary. A typical air-force
stint is three to four years; some drone pi-
lots have been serving for over six. Morale
is low and burnout, high. Many pilots wor-
ry that their job is the object of scorn.
When the idea of medals for drone pilots
was aired last year, a retired Green Beret
huffed to the Washington Times: “I suppose

now they will award Purple Hearts for car-
pal tunnel syndrome.”

For the Pentagon to meet its goal of at
least 1,650 drone pilots by 2017, it will need
to do a better job of keeping them content.
The air force has already hired more psy-
chiatrists and chaplains. The GAO suggests
signing bonuses wouldn’t hurt, particular-
ly as it costs only $65,000 to train a drone
pilot, rather than the $557,000 needed to
fly manned aircraft. Medals might help,
too—something the Pentagon began re-
viewing this month. In the meantime
policymakers might spare the time to
watch “Grounded”. And when the drama
is over, they can go safely home. 7

Drone pilots

Dilbert at war

WASHINGTON, DC

The stressful lives of the “chairforce”

Place names in West Virginia

Odd and True and Hoohoo too

EVERYAmerican state has a town or
two to make a traveller smile or shud-

der. Who could resist stopping in Lovely,
Kentucky or Happyland, Oklahoma?
Who would want to run out ofpetrol in
Greasy, Oklahoma or Goose Pimple
Junction, Virginia? In Tennessee you can
drive from LickSkillet to Sweet Lips in
less than an hour. A rose by any other
name would smell as sweet, but ifTruth
or Consequences, New Mexico were still
known by its original name ofHot
Springs, would it have the same appeal?
On the other hand, one feels for the
residents ofa little town north of Bal-
timore that took the surname of its post-
master, David Boring. Central Illinois
seems the natural place to find the town
ofNormal. And doubtless many a
would-be princess has passed through
Toad Suck, Arkansas. 

But no state crams more weird and
wonderful names into less space than
West Virginia. For some of them, thank
topography: the low-lying “bottom” land
next to a creekgave its name to Fraziers
Bottom, Green Bottom and Charleston’s
Big Bottom Missionary Baptist Church,
just as salt licks inspired ElkLick, Katy
Lickand LickFork. For others, thank
weather—Cyclone, Hurricane, Tornado
and Whirlwind—or industry: the Ameri-
can Eagle Colliery gave its name to Amea-
gle, just as Wyco began as a mine and
coal camp for the Wyoming Coal Com-
pany. And for others, thankfood: Cucum-
ber, Kale and the lasting tribute given by a
resident to his favourite dessert, Pie.

Meander on mountain roads south
from Nitro—named after the gunpowder
it produced during the first world war—
and you will pass through Crab Orchard
and Slab Forkbefore hitting War and
Cucumber just north of the Virginia

border. Amble north-east from War and
you’ll hit Hoohoo, Odd and True. The
latter got its name when an early Sum-
mers County settler wanted to establish a
post office in his town, and presented a
petition of facts ending with this state-
ment: “Now this is true”. The name stuck.
Farther north you’ll find Brohard and
Gassaway, Big Ugly and Oral Lake, Scrab-
ble and, ifyou’re lucky, Lost City.

What lies behind it all? Appalachia
was settled by the Scotch-Irish, and it is
tempting to credit sheer blarney and love
ofstorytelling. But there is a simpler
explanation: West Virginia abounds in
odd place names because it abounds in
place names. The populations ofWest
Virginia and Nebraska are nearly identi-
cal, but West Virginia has almost 200
more post offices. Topographically, the
state—the only one completely within a
mountain range, the Appalachians—
resembles a crumpled piece ofalumi-
nium foil. Its towns tend to be relatively
isolated and small, which means not just
more towns to name, but also fewer
people to please with each one.

NITRO, WEST VIRGINIA

The Mountain State’s genius fornaming its towns
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IT IS a familiar sound. You are enjoying a
quiet beer in your local watering-hole

when someone starts crying. Unlike
(most) adults, babies cannot seem to order
a refreshing bottle without howling. 

Those who visit bars to seek refuge
from rugrats are fighting back. Last month
Hot Bird, a craft-beer bar in Brooklyn,
barred children. Its owner was fed up with
parents who thought their brats were enti-
tled to VIP service despite drinking only
milk. One pair ofparents asked for the mu-
sic to be turned down because their five-
month-old was trying to sleep. Unattend-
ed sprogs have fallen after climbing on bar-
stools. A dog bit one little girl after she pet-
ted it. The dog-owner and the dog fled. The
parents blamed the bartender. 

Hot Bird is not alone. Other pubs
plagued by prams have taken to excluding
children. Double Windsor bans tots after
5pm. Union Hall, a hipster hot-spot, put a
“No Strollers, Please” sign on its door in
2008 (though it does allow kiddies in a few
afternoons a week). Greenwood Park,
which hasa lovely beergarden and pitches
itself as “family friendly”, closes its doors
on kids under 21after 7pm. 

Bratophobia is not confined to New
York. In January Grant Achatz, a Michelin-
rated chef, complained about a crying
baby in his Chicago restaurant. He could
hear it crying even in the noisy kitchen. Via
Twitter, he wondered ifhe should ban chil-
dren. Last year a Virginia sushi bar banned
all diners under 18. Olde Salty, a restaurant
in North Carolina, allows kiddies, but has
a no-tolerance policy for screamers. 

Businesses that shut out children argue
that parents have plenty of other places to
go. In New York Parkslopeparents.com lists
lots of kid-friendly bars and restaurants.
Cinemas are usually accommodating. The
“cry baby matinee” at the East 86th Street
Cinema, for instance, shows grown-up
movies but welcomes babies. The lights
are dimmed just a little bit and the volume
is not very loud. There is even a nappy-
changing table near the back. 

Balancing the interests of parents and
non-parents is hard. Families like to travel,
but others on long-haul flights want to
sleep in peace. The Economist once pub-
lished a wry leader advocating child-free
zones on planes and trains. Malaysian Air-
lines has taken our advice: it bans infants
from its first-class cabins and offers child-
free zones in economy in some planes. No
American airline has followed suit.

Parents, by and large, thinknon-parents
should grin and bear it when a wailing in-
fant briefly disturbs their tranquil, respon-
sibility-free existence. It is not as ifnon-par-
ents had to get up and feed the little horror
four times last night. A cramped Brooklyn
outlet of Barnes & Noble, a book chain, re-
quires strollers to be left in a designated
parking space on the second floor. Many
mums are furious. Have you ever tried to
hold a baby, sip a latte and read “The Gruf-
falo”, all at once? It’s not easy.7

Child-free businesses

Nippers not
wanted

BROOKLYN

The rights and wrongs ofbanning
babies

A lousy tipper, too

EVAN COX used to deliver pizza. But 18
months ago, as he was running out of

money at college in Seattle, he had a new
business idea. The state of Washington
was in the process of legalising the sale of
marijuana, but he guessed it would take
time for pot shops to open. So he set up
Winterlife, a marijuana-delivery service. 

Delivering dope is like delivering pizza,
but easier. “You don’t need to keep your
product warm, so you don’t need to return
to base nearly as often,” says MrCox. “Your
customers can peruse your menu but
choose from your actual available selec-
tion at the time of arrival.” (And order a
real pizza if they get the munchies after-
wards.) Winterlife generates $1m a month,
he says, and employs 50 people. Its web-
site boasts that it is a “business with a con-
science” that supports orphaned squirrels. 

Mr Cox operates at the edge of the law.
Although it is legal to buy marijuana in

Washington state, the person who delivers
it could be guilty of a felony. That hasn’t
stopped Winterlife from attractingcompet-
itors. Mr Cox has registered as a business
with the city and state, but he cannot open
a bank account, thanks to federal rules. In
April, he paid $167,000 in sales tax to the
Washington State Department of Rev-
enue—in cash.

Dope-delivery services are also popu-
lar in states with stricter laws. In New York,
dealing is banned but possession has been
decriminalised. More than a dozen illegal
delivery services now serve tokers in Man-
hattan and Brooklyn. Anyone with a rec-
ommendation from an existing client can
call a number and wait an hour or so for a
clean-cut youngman to show up, probably
on a bike, with a backpackofdifferent vari-
eties. The messengers sell only marijuana
and carry less than 25g, which makes them
liable fora fine ifstopped, not a misdemea-
nour charge. Police know about their oper-
ations but ignore them.

Atypical 2.5gpackage costs$50 ormore.
This is much pricier than street dope, but
you are less likely to be mugged. Affluent
tokersare happyto paymore forsafety and
convenience. Home delivery works less
well for hard drugs, says Peter Reuter, an
economist at the University of Maryland,
since the markets are smaller and the crim-
inal penalties much stiffer. 

Even in states where bricks-and-mortar
pot shops are allowed, some firms just de-
liver. Wheresweed.com, an industry direc-
tory, lists dozens of delivery-only services
in California, Oregon and Colorado. Many
of San Diego’s storefront pot dispensaries
became delivery services when county
rules forced them to close temporarily. 

MarkKleiman of the University of Cali-
fornia, Los Angeles, believes governments
should favour delivery services over
shops, which degrade neighbourhoods,
are prone to robberies and attract “shoul-
der-tapping” minors who askadults to buy
for them, he says. Mr Kleiman also worries
that storefronts, like liquor stores, provide
a visual trigger, making it hard for drug
abusers to give up.7

Why pot is the new pizza 

Dope to your door

NEW YORK

The economics ofhome-delivered
marijuana
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AFTER 43 years in Congress Charles Rangel has developed a
perfect expression for greeting voters. Arriving this week at a

high school in his New York district, which runs from Harlem
through Upper Manhattan to bits of the Bronx, he gazed about
with a lookoftoothy delight, spiced with wide-eyed amazement.
He looked like a favourite uncle discovering a surprise birthday
party—though as a man fighting for his political life, Mr Rangel
made sure that he was the one bearing gifts.

“You are the gems and jewels of this community,” the 84-year-
old Democrat told studentson June 16th: winnersofa technology
contest sponsored by Congress. They received certificates of
“Special Congressional Recognition” signed by Mr Rangel, and
flags that had flown above the Capitol in Washington. Such flags
are “very sacred, very historic,” the congressman said—some-
thing to pass to their children and their “children’s children”.

A moment earlier the auditorium had been restive. Mr Rangel
was very late. Tardiness is the privilege of a man who has sur-
vived much: a brutal childhood, heroic service in Korea, the civil-
rights era. He was one of the most powerful black men in Ameri-
ca, until he was caught failing to pay all his taxes (awkwardly for
the then-chairman of a tax-writing committee). In 2010 Barack
Obama hinted that it was time for him to retire “with dignity”.

In 2012 he came within 1,100 votes of losing a Democratic
primary to a Dominican-born New York state senator, Adriano
Espaillat. Wearied by scandal and for a time confined to a wheel-
chair by back problems, Mr Rangel was also weakened by de-
mography. His congressional district, New York’s 13th, was re-
drawn to become 55% Hispanic. It has seen rapid gentrification,
notes Basil Smikle, a Harlem-based political consultant, bringing
in white (and black) professionals who prefer Mr Obama’s post-
racial coalition-building to Mr Rangel’s fierier appeals.

On June 24th Mr Rangel faces a fresh primary challenge by Mr
Espaillat, who is backed by some big trade unions and New York
Democratic bosses—though the mayor, Bill de Blasio, is staying
neutral. Mr Rangel has support from Democratic leaders in Con-
gress and ex-President Bill Clinton. He has not shown tremen-
dous grace. During a debate Mr Rangel mocked his 59-year old ri-
val (“this young fellow”), asking what he had done “besides
saying he’s a Dominican”. That jab prompted calls to avoid stir-

ring up racial divisions from Mr de Blasio and—startlingly—from
Al Sharpton, a New Yorkactivist who has often used race as a po-
litical cudgel.

Back in the high-school auditorium, loud cheers greeted Mr
Rangel’s belated arrival. He strode about, no wheelchair in sight,
and declared the room full of future success stories, while warn-
ing that at this moment students in China and India were collect-
ing prizes too. He stressed the power of Congress to bankroll op-
portunity through grants, and growled about hate-filled white
conservatives who “refuse to believe they lost the civil war”.

It was a vintage performance, combining Mr Rangel’s spiky
charm, identity politics and the Washington seniority that for de-
cades let him shower federal dollars on his district, helping it to
overcome urban decay and—a generation back—a crack-cocaine
epidemic. That mix of swagger and patronage explains why Mr
Rangel is hard to beat, though two minor candidates may yet
cause turbulence. One, a youngpastor, could eithersplit the black
vote or the anti-Rangel vote. The other, Yolanda Garcia, has bare-
ly campaigned but does have a very Dominican name, spurring
allegations that she is the creation of pro-Rangel forces (the Ran-
gel camp denies any link). The general election will be easy: Mr
Rangel won 91% of the vote in 2012.

The Rangel campaign has attacked Mr Espaillat for voting
with Republicans on occasion, issuing a leaflet which depicts the
state senator as a puppet controlled by leering conservatives (in-
cluding, curiously, Sarah Palin). But when pressed Mr Rangel says
the primary fight is not “as much about ideology” as about pop-
ulation shifts and which candidate inspires confidence.

For his part Mr Espaillat claims to stand to Mr Rangel’s popu-
list left. Greeting early-morning commuters on the north-western
corner of Central Park—“Senator Espaillat, running for Con-
gress”—he grumbles that his rival is too keen on wooing big chain
stores (Mr Espaillat wants tax breaks for small businesses) and
too soft on Wall Street. But helpers deliver the real message,
booming: “Time to retire Rangel. Been there 43 years.”

Deploring and practising the politics of race
Mr Espaillat is not above making his own ethnic appeals. In 2012
he accused a Dominican-American politician of betraying “our
community” for endorsing Mr Rangel. This time he says he de-
plores the politics of race. Yet ahead of the primary Dominicanos
USA, an outfit funded by Dominican business leaders, has sent
paid canvassers to remind Dominican-Americans to turn out on
June 24th (though the group is careful not to endorse any candi-
date). Paulina Mercado, a canvasser working streets of pre-war
apartment blocks on a hot summer night, has herself registered
600 new voters since November, seeking Dominicans at natural-
isation ceremonies, schools and Little League baseball games.
Overall her group has registered more than 21,000 voters in New
York, to let “the Dominican voice be heard”.

The contrast with Republican politics is instructive. For all
theirflaws, primaryfights in safe conservative districts often raise
large questions: about the proper role ofgovernment, or whether
bipartisan compromise amounts to treachery. In Mr Rangel’s ul-
tra-safe district, those likely to vote in Democratic primaries tend
to want as much government as possible: they disagree only on
how to divide up the spoils. That is one message to draw from Mr
Rangel’s fight for a 23rd term: the president’s post-racial brand of
Democratic politics has shallow roots. Another: Democrats are
short ofnew ideas.7

Charlie Rangel’s fight to remain

Republican primaries are about ideas; Democraticones, about dividing the spoils

Lexington
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ARGENTINA’S plans for making peace
with the international financial mar-

kets had been going rather well. The coun-
try belatedly complied with decisions of
the International Centre for Settlement of
Investment Disputes, an arbitration body;
it compensated a Spanish company, Rep-
sol, for the expropriation of its shares in
YPF, the state oil firm; and just last month it
reached a settlement with the Paris Club,
an informal group of government credi-
tors. This week, however, Argentina’s path
to normality became a lot harder. 

On June 16th the Supreme Court of the
United States declined to hear Argentina’s
appeal against NML Capital, a “vulture”
fund (and subsidiary of Elliott Manage-
ment, a hedge fund) that snapped up
cheap bonds after Argentina’s 2001 de-
fault. The bonds were governed by New
York law, and the fund has since pursued
the country for the payment of all princi-
pal plus outstanding interest in US courts.
NML followed this “holdout” strategy in-
stead of accepting new bonds worth one-
third of the originals at the time, as credi-
tors holding 93% of the defaulted debt did
in exchanges in 2005 and 2010. 

The fund’s legal case hingeson the argu-
ment that a “pari passu” clause in the origi-
nal bond documentation, which guaran-
tees equal treatment for investors, bars
Argentina from paying holders of the ex-
changed debt if it does not also pay the
holdouts. ANew Yorkdistrict court and ap-

ment or outright default as unthinkable.
He said that the government would at-
tempt to reroute its exchanged bonds from
New York to Argentina, away from the
reach of the United States’ courts. That
would allow Argentina to continue paying
the creditors it struck deals with in 2005
and 2010, without paying the holdouts. 

“Transferring the bonds to local law
would be very difficult at the street level,”
warns Henry Weisburg at Shearman &
Sterling, a law firm. First Argentina must
convince a majority of holders of the ex-
changed bonds to agree to the swap. This
task may be insurmountable given that
many ofthe current creditors are bound by
rules restricting them from holding assets
under foreign jurisdiction. 

Carrion trade
Even if Argentina were to succeed in per-
suadingholders ofthe exchanged bonds to
take the plunge, any intermediary that
helped facilitate the rerouting risks being
held in contempt of the New York courts.
Argentina would thus need to find an in-
termediary that is not, and has no desire to
be, subject to New Yorklaw. Lastly, Argenti-
na would need to convince Bank of New
York Mellon, its current trustee, to release
information about the bondholders to its
new intermediary. That could put the bank
into contempt; it has already said it “will
comply with any court order by which it is
deemed bound.” 

It may be that raising the prospect of
this rerouting manoeuvre is designed to
give Argentina leverage in negotiations
with the holdouts. On June 18th a lawyer
for the country told the New York district-
court judge who originally ordered the
country to pay NML that Argentina was
willing to haggle. 

Negotiations would be complicated,
however. One pitfall is technical. Argenti-

peals court backed this view, leading Ar-
gentina to petition the Supreme Court to
hear the case. Minutesafterdismissing that
request, the Supreme Court also decided
against Argentina in a separate suit, allow-
ing NML to locate any assets Argentina
may have squirrelled away abroad. 

Bereft of legal recourse, Argentina is left
with four ugly options. It can pay NML the
full amount (as much as $1.6 billion) it de-
mands, opening itself up to claims from
other holdouts; it could try to negotiate a
smaller payment with NML and other vul-
tures; it could attempt to “reroute” its ex-
changed bonds so that they come under
Argentine law; or it could default. 

On June 17th Axel Kicillof, the economy
minister, dismissed the options of full pay-

Argentina’s bonds
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2 na has in the past argued that settling with
holdouts would activate a Rights Upon Fu-
ture Offers (RUFO) clause in the exchanged
bonds, which expires at the end of this
year, meaning that they would be eligible
for whatever terms the holdouts got. RUFO

is only activated, NML ripostes, if the offer
made to the holdouts is voluntary. Since
Argentina is subject to a judgment order-
ing it to pay NML, it believes the courts
would interpret any settlement as involun-
tary. Anna Gelpern, a professor of law at
Georgetown University, admits the clause
is open to interpretation but says: “Based
on what we’ve seen from the court system

so far, it is more likely to be interpreted
NML’s way than Argentina’s.” 

Otherobstacles to a settlementare even
more formidable. The first is political. Ar-
gentina’s president, Cristina Fernández de
Kirchner, and her crew have fulminated
against NML and the vulture funds, swear-
ing that they would never pay or negotiate
with them. Settling after making such a
fuss would be a violent reversal. Then
again, Ms Fernández has made other U-
turns. She paid off Repsol after Mr Kicillof
stated the government would not give it
“even one cent” and devalued the peso ear-
lier this year after promising not to. 

A second issue is what to do with other
holdouts. If Argentina settles only with
NML, the other vultures will demand the
same terms. Better to deal with them all at
once, says Mr Weisburg of Shearman &
Sterling. But that raises the biggest question
of all: Argentina’s constrained finances.
With its foreign-exchange reserves having
dipped below $29 billion, Argentina does
not have a lot of room to offer the holdouts
an attractive deal. 

Few outsiders will have much sympa-
thy for Argentina’s predicament. The wid-
er question is what effect the decisions of
the United States’ courts will have on other

AFTER months of opposition protests
that it portrays as a “fascist coup”, the

government of Nicolás Maduro has rea-
son for grim satisfaction. Using crude, but
selective, repression, Mr Maduro has
fought the protesters to a state of exhaus-
tion. More than 40 people have been
killed, most of them by government
agents. The leaders of the opposition’s
radical wing are either in jail or have been
deprived of a public platform. The presi-
dent has made none of the concessions
the opposition seeks—the freeingof politi-
cal prisoners and the restoration of bipar-
tisanship to the media, the electoral au-
thority and the courts.

So confident is the regime of its politi-
cal grip that the ruling United Socialist
Party of Venezuela plans to hold a con-
gress next month at which Mr Maduro is
likely to be installed as its head—a post
still formally held by the late Hugo Chá-
vez, who was also Venezuela’s president
until hisdeath in 2013. But the problemsof
Chávez’s “Bolivarian revolution” are far
from over. A survey published last month
by Datanálisis, a respected pollster, found
that MrMaduro’s approval ratinghad fall-
en to 37% (from 52% in December) and that
four out of five respondents thought the
country’s situation was “bad”.

The main reason for such desponden-
cy is the economy. Despite high and stable
prices for oil, its main export, Venezuela is
suffering stagflation. Even the govern-
ment admits that the poverty rate leapt
from 21% to 27% last year, mainly because
incomes failed to keep up with soaring in-
flation, nowover60%. These numbers fail
to capture fully the deterioration in Vene-
zuelans’ welfare: price controls have
prompted widespread shortages of basic
goods (the latest hard-to-find item is cof-
fins). The economy is set to shrink by at
least1% this year.

Venezuela is paying the price for Chá-
vez’s insistence on an overvalued curren-
cy. Cheaper imports bought him populari-
ty. But with government revenue coming
almost wholly from oil, which is sold in
dollars, it also meant less money in official
coffers. To win a presidential election in
October 2012, a dying Chávez ordered an
import binge, paid for by running down re-
serves, issuing debt and printing money to
cover a huge fiscal deficit. Mr Maduro’s
government must now pay the bill. 

Rafael Ramírez, the vice-president for
the economy, has started to reform the
complicated exchange controlsput in place
by Jorge Giordani, a monkish ideologue
who ran the economy under Chávez.
There were already two official exchange
rates—one of 6.3 bolívares to the dollar for
government purchases of food and medi-
cines and the other of 10 bolívares. In
March Mr Ramírez began to offer a daily
supply of dollars at another rate of about
50 bolívares. In London this month he told
investors that these three rates should
“progressively converge”. 

In other words, Venezuela will get out
of its economic hole by devaluing, as it has

so often in the past. Francisco Rodríguez, a
Venezuelan economist at Bank of Ameri-
ca, has argued in several research notes
that much of this adjustment has already
happened. By providing fewer official
dollars, and by letting the black-market
rate go as high as 85 (it is now 72), the gov-
ernment last year forced up the price of
many imports. Mr Rodríguez reckons that
on average, Venezuelans are already pay-
ing around 20 to 23 bolívares for a dollar—
not far from a likely unified rate of up to
30. He thinks that as a result, the fiscal def-
icit will shrink, inflation will stabilise and
growth will resume ahead of a legislative
election in 2015. The implication is that
the worst is over. Provided the oil price
holds up, Venezuela can avoid both hype-
rinflation and a full-blown slump.

This is a useful corrective to the wish-
ful thinking that too often passes for anal-
ysis of Venezuela among the opposition
and outsiders. But is Mr Rodríguez being
too sanguine? Mr Giordani was pushed
aside in a cabinet reshuffle on June
17th—an important victory for the prag-
matic Mr Ramírez. But he still faces resis-
tance from chavista radicals. Although he
has talked of raising the derisory price
that local drivers pay for petrol, for exam-
ple, he hasshrunkfrom doingso. Inflation
is a long way from being under control.
There are other brakes on growth, too:
price controls and government bullying
have done so much damage to private
businesses that it is hard to see them re-
sponding to devaluation by investing. 

The dilemma Mr Maduro faces is that
to restore growth he must take steps, like
further devaluation and relaxing price
controls, that will make him even more
unpopular in the short term. That risks a
resurgence of the protests. The govern-
ment has weathered one storm, but it is
too soon to say that it will be the last. 

Devaluing the Bolivarian revolutionBello

Howmuch worse will Venezuela’s economyget?
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2 sovereign borrowers. Some fret that the
ability of struggling countries to restruc-
ture their debts has been dented. Hold-
outs everywhere have greater incentive to
litigate; creditors who might have other-
wise accepted an exchange offer could find
deals picked apart by vultures. 

Others are more sanguine. Creditors
have struck a blow for the sanctity of con-
tracts and raised the costs of default, they
argue. It is not clearhow stronga precedent
the court decisions really set. Argentina’s
behaviour over the years makes it an out-
lier, in any case. The yields on other emerg-
ing-market debt barely budged on news of
the Supreme Court decision (see chart on
prior page). Ecuador, which defaulted on
$3.2 billion ofdebt in 2008, made a smooth
return to bond markets this week.

Such a prospecthas receded forArgenti-
na. Argentina’s next interest payment on
its exchanged bonds comes due on June
30th. If it does not find a way to satisfy the
original courtorder, negotiate a settlement,
or successfully transfer the exchanged
bonds by that date, the country has only a
30-daygrace period before it enters into de-
fault. “That would exacerbate Argentina’s
current situation ofcurrency distortion, in-
flation and economic slowdown,” says
Eduardo Levy Yeyati of Elypsis, a consul-
tancy. “In addition, of course, to quashing
any hopes Argentina had of financing it-
self in the dollar bond markets.” 7

THE tar sands of Alberta already ac-
count for54% ofCanada’sdailyproduc-

tion of 3.5m barrels of oil. By 2030 that will
rise to 75% of total daily output of6.4m bar-
rels, reckons the Canadian Association of
Petroleum Producers. But only if the indus-
try invests billions of dollars in new pro-
jects and adds another13,000 to its 25,000-
strong workforce. It will also need new
markets.

The boom in shale oil south of the bor-
der has reduced demand from the United
States. TransCanada’s planned Keystone
XL pipeline would ship oil to refiners on
the Gulf Coast (see map) but that project is
stuck as Barack Obama hems and haws
over approval. Stephen Harper’s Conser-
vative government has made no bones
about its frustration over Keystone XL. So it
came as little surprise on June 17th when
the federal government approved the
C$6.5 billion ($6 billion), 1,200km (730-
mile) Northern Gateway pipeline to take

525,000 barrels a day of bitumen to Kiti-
mat, on the Pacific coast of British Colum-
bia (BC), for shipment to Asia. 

Less expected was the tone and format
of the announcement—a lukewarm five-
paragraph news release. There was no talk
of jobs, access to markets or other eco-
nomic benefits. “I expected a strong, re-
sounding endorsement of Northern Gate-
way with the might of the federal
government behind it,” says Andrew
Leach of the University ofAlberta.

The diffidence may be because the pro-
ject still faces huge obstacles. In April Kiti-
mat residents thumbed their noses at En-
bridge, the oil-transport company that is
planning Northern Gateway; they voted
against the project in a non-binding refer-
endum. The BC government is also du-
bious. But the fiercest opposition comes
from the First Nations, the many aborigi-
nal groups worried about the risk of sticky
bitumen spills on their traditional lands
and waters. Past Supreme Court decisions
require the Canadian government to con-
sult and in some cases accommodate First
Nations’ concerns when they are affected
by natural-resource projects. The prospect
ofyears ofcourt battles looms. 

There are other ways to get bitumen to
markets, however, that do not require new
rights of way. The amount of oil tran-
sported by rail is expected to increase to
700,000 barrels a day by 2016, from
200,000 at the end of2013. Kinder Morgan,
another energy firm, has a C$5.4 billion
plan to more than double the capacity of
its Trans Mountain oil pipeline to Vancou-
ver (although it faces a battle over more
tanker traffic in the harbour). And TransCa-
nada wants to spend C$12 billion on its En-
ergy East project to convert a cross-country
natural-gas pipeline to oil, shipping tar-
sands output to eastern refineries or on to
the Gulf of Mexico and Europe. Mr Har-
per’s government has promoted Keystone
XL and Northern Gateway for years. Other
routes will flow faster. 7
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IT WAS close. But in the end Juan Manuel
Santos prevailed in the second round of

Colombia’s presidential election, winning
another four-year term and a mandate to
negotiate an end to Colombia’s 50-year
war with the FARC guerrillas. Mr Santos
won just shy of 51% of the votes compared
with his right-wing rival, Óscar Iván Zu-
luaga, who garnered 45% on promises to
take a tougher line with the guerrillas. 

Mr Santos’s government began formal
talks with the FARC in late 2012. With pre-
liminary agreements on three of five
points, the negotiations have gone further
than all previous efforts to end the conflict.
Just days before the vote Mr Santos re-
vealed that the government has also been
engaged in preliminary talkswith a second
guerrilla group, known as the ELN. 

Mr Zuluaga—along with his political
mentor, Álvaro Uribe, a former president—
had been sharply critical of all this peace-
mongering. He threatened to break off the
talks unless the FARC agreed first to end all
hostilities, and criticised Mr Santos for be-
ing willing to concede too much. 

Even though Mr Zuluaga lost the vote,
the president will not be able to ignore the
sentiments of his supporters. Nearly half
the electorate implicitly backed demands
that guerrilla leaders be made to pay for
their crimes with at least some time in jail.
Mr Santos will also face fierce opposition
from Mr Uribe’s Democratic Centre party,
which will take up 19 seats in the Senate in
July. The president says impunity for the
guerrillas is not on offer but FARC leaders
have said repeatedly they have no inten-
tion ofserving time behind bars.

Colombians cannot live on the promise
of peace alone. “He’ll have to advance on
social issues, on inequality, things that real-
ly touch people’s lives today because
peace could take time,” says Pete Brodnitz,
a political strategist who worked on the
Santos campaign. Priorities include pass-
ing health-care and judicial reforms that
were scuttled in his first term; redistribut-
ing royalty payments from mining and oil
companies; and eliminating the option of
presidential re-election, and increasing
terms in this office to five or six years. 

These are areas where Mr Santos will
attract the scrutiny of the left as well as the
uribistas. Many leftist parties offered him
their support in the election campaign be-
cause of the peace process. With Mr Zu-
luaga safely seen off, they have gone back
to their own corner. 7

Colombia’s presidential election

Four more years
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Juan Manuel Santos is re-elected on a
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HISTORY repeats itself in Afghanistan,
usually as tragedy. The aftermath of

the second round of the presidential elec-
tion held on June 14th eerily echoes events
in 2009, when Hamid Karzai held on to the
presidency amid allegations of“industrial-
scale fraud”. On June 18th Abdullah Abdul-
lah, a former foreign minister, and clear
leaderafter the first round in April, accused
Mr Karzai and the election commission of
being in cahoots in a massive fraud, nota-
bly by stuffing ballot boxes.

Dr Abdullah made similar accusations
in 2009, when he reluctantly withdrew
from the second round. This time he has
demanded vote-counting cease immedi-
ately, said he is cutting ties with election of-
ficials and ordered his observers to boycott
the process. As in 2009, the stage is set for a
spiteful stand-off. 

Changes in the political landscape in
Afghanistan and abroad, however, mean
that this crisis may not fizzle out as fast as
that in 2009. Dr Abdullah entered the run-
off election against Ashraf Ghani, a former
finance minister, having won 45% in the
first round to Mr Ghani’s 32%. Turnout was
initially estimated to be the same as in
April, at 7m (though the first-round num-
ber was revised to 6.6m after more than
350,000 ballots were deemed fraudulent).
The high second-round turnout was a sur-
prise. Many observers thought that fewer
people voted in Kabul and many other
places than in April. 

women at each voting centre. Many of
these may have been used to cheat. 

The West must shoulder some of the
blame in other ways, too. The 2009 presi-
dential poll and corrupted parliamentary
elections in 2010 highlighted to interna-
tional donors, who have financed each of
Afghanistan’s elections, the need for a
proper voter-registration list. No one
knows how many voters (or indeed peo-
ple) there are in any of the country’s 34
provinces. As many as 20m voter-identity
cards are floating around, traded like foot-
ball stickers or sold to the highest bidder.
Diplomats and proposals for a registration
system have come, diplomats and propos-
als have gone. Nothing was done, so this
election was fought using the same fraud-
riddled tools as before. 

This time, though, the stakes are higher.
Foreign troops are almost all due to depart
by the end of2016 and will take much com-
mercial activity with them. The West’s pa-
tience with Afghan corruption has worn
thin and yet another tainted election could
imperil some of the aid the country needs.
And who knows how Dr Abdullah, whose
team includes an array of former warlords
and militia leaders, will behave now he
feels cheated again?

A protracted battle to sort out the elec-
tion is yet another unwanted problem. Do-
nors were hoping for a smooth transition
to a new president by August 2nd. That
might be delayed, jeopardising a Septem-
berdeadline fora security pact with Amer-
ica that will keep a modest foreign-troop
presence after the end ofthisyear. “We will
need to accept a slower process ifwe are to
avoid an acrimoniousprocess,” a diplomat
said this week, calling for “a balance be-
tween speed and thoroughness, because
the thing that Afghanistan doesn’t have is
time.” Given past form it ismuch more like-
ly to be slow, slapdash and perilous.7

Whatever the case, millions of Afghans
braved the threats of Taliban insurgents to
have their say. The election commission re-
ported 130 “security incidents” and the
death of six of its staff on polling day. Gro-
tesquely, 11elderly men in Herat in the west
had fingers cut off as punishment for vot-
ing. Official preliminary results are expect-
ed to be announced, in stages, any day
now. But Dr Abdullah is getting his retalia-
tion in first. He alleges a surge of votes in
the country’s eastern and south-eastern
provinces, the power base of Mr Ghani,
who is a Pushtun, a member of the coun-
try’s largest ethnic group. 

These are the areas where, in 2009, the
biggest frauds were uncovered; the elec-
tion commission discarded more than 1m
votes as dodgy. This time, in Khost, a prov-
ince racked by insecurity, some 400,000
votes were cast, according to officials from
both camps, compared with just 113,000 in
the first round. Dr Abdullah claims a simi-
lar tripling of votes in surrounding prov-
inces—all for Mr Ghani. He again blames
Mr Karzai and his cosy ties to the election
commission for the alleged fraud. He does
not trust it to be detected by the counting
process, which this time is without foreign
oversight.

“Everyone assumed there would be
fraud but these examples in the east are
worrying,” says a diplomat, adding that
Western donors may be partly to blame by
insisting on at least one polling-booth for

Afghanistan’s presidential election

Stuffed again

KABUL

Once more Afghanistan’s voters brave its thugs and are betrayed by its politicians
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DURING a recent televised debate be-
tween the two men vying to become

Indonesia’s next president, Prabowo Sub-
ianto strode across the set to hug his star-
tled rival, Joko Widodo. A theatrical ges-
ture meant to convince viewers that even a
fiery-tempered former special-forces gen-
eral has a softer side, it was still a striking
show of civility in a race that has turned
much nastier since it narrowed to a two-
way contest.

Since the start of the campaign on June
3rd (the vote is due on July 9th), both
camps have complained to the police
about smears, or “black” campaigns. Mr
Joko, the governor of Jakarta, Indonesia’s
capital, has had to counter claims that he is
a closet Christian—a potentially damaging
charge in a largely Muslim country. He has
appeared alongside Islamic preachers and
circulated pictures of himself on the haj to
Mecca. 

Mr Prabowo, a former son-in-law to Su-
harto, Indonesia’s late dictator, has long
been dogged by questions about his hu-
man-rights record. He was dismissed from
the army for his role in the abduction of
pro-democracy activists in the late 1990s.
Voters were reminded of this recently
when a letter from the army’s disciplinary
council surfaced online; it recommended
that he be cashiered. Now Mr Prabowo’s
team has denounced as slander claims by
Abdullah Mahmud Hendropriyono, a for-
mer intelligence chief, once Mr Prabowo’s
commanding officer, but now in Mr Joko’s
camp, that their man is a “psychopath”.

It is not surprising that the gloves have
come off. Mr Joko—usually known as Jo-
kowi—is still ahead, but in several recent
polls his lead has narrowed from 20 points
not so long ago to single digits. Mr Pra-
bowo’s campaign, bankrolled by his bil-
lionaire brother, Hashim Djojohadiku-
sumo, is formidably effective. And he is
backed by two tycoons whose television
channels are watched by about half the
country’s viewers.

Jokowi’s creditable performance in the
first of five televised debates on June 9th
may have stabilised his ratings. Many ob-
servers had expected the soft-spoken Ja-
karta governor to take a beating from Mr
Prabowo, a fluent orator. But Jokowi was
well prepared and ably assisted by his
vice-presidential running mate, Jusuf
Kalla, who landed some punches during a
lively exchange about human rights.

Even without Mr Kalla there in the sec-

ond debate on June 15th, Jokowi parried
Mr Prabowo’s attempts to portray him as a
puppet of foreign capitalists. Admitting a
“neo-liberal” taste for free-market econom-
ics is political suicide in Indonesia. Jokowi
just about managed to sound enough of an
economicnationalist to appease the voters
without irreparably alienating foreign in-
vestors. Still, Mr Prabowo did much better
than in the first debate.

A whiff of panic is discernible in the Jo-
kowi camp, baffled as to why their man’s
lead has been eroding so much, among
youngvotersespecially. And manyobserv-
ers are for the first time having to contem-

plate what a Prabowo presidency might
mean for Indonesia. 

Mr Prabowo has made no secret of his
desire to return the country to its original
August 18th 1945 constitution—a document
Marcus Mietzner of the Australian Nation-
al University describes as a “dictator’s
dream”. Among other things, reinstating it
would mean removingthe checkson presi-
dential power introduced after the over-
throw of Suharto in 1998. Should he be-
come president, Mr Prabowo might not be
able to accomplish this. But, merely by try-
ing, he could cause Indonesia’s young de-
mocracy enormous harm. 7

Indonesia’s next president

Paint it black

JAKARTA

The apparentlyanointed president
finds himself in a tough scrap

Migrant workers in Thailand

The exodus

NEARLYa month after Thailand’s
army seized control of the country,

life has returned more or less to normal
in Bangkok. Some people may lower
their voices and glance over their shoul-
ders before talking politics, but shops,
restaurants and offices are open and no
soldiers patrol the streets. Things are
different some 255km (158 miles) east,
along Thailand’s border with Cambodia. 

Scared by rumours ofan imminent
government crackdown on undocu-
mented workers, Cambodians have been
fleeing the country in droves. At Aran-
yaprathet, just inside the Thai border,
workers arrive packed into trucks, buses
and trains, many with little more than
the clothes on their backs. Cambodia’s
army has sent trucks to its side of the
border to retrieve thousands ofstranded
migrants. The International Organisation
for Migration (IOM), an intergovernmen-
tal human-rights group, estimates that as
of June 19th, some 200,000 Cambodians
had gone home. 

Determining the precise number of
migrant workers in Thailand is difficult.
Phil Robertson, deputy director of the
Asia division ofHuman Rights Watch, a
New York-based lobbying and research

group, explains that “it’s hard to count
these people because they don’t want to
be counted.” But most estimates put the
total between 2m and 3m, with the un-
documented making up the vast major-
ity. More come from Myanmar and Laos
than Cambodia, and they have all long
been subject to abuse by employers and
extortion by officials. 

Worries about a crackdown are felt
most acutely by Cambodians in Thai-
land, mainly for political reasons. Thak-
sin Shinawatra, an exiled former prime
minister who, directly or by proxy, has
won every Thai election since 2001, has
close ties to Hun Sen, Cambodia’s eternal
prime minister, who appointed him his
“adviser on economics”. In excitable
post-coup chatter, which came to noth-
ing, about a putative Thaksinite govern-
ment-in-exile, Cambodia was mooted as
its base. Suthep Thaugsuban, who led the
recent street protests against the pro-
Thaksin government, blamed Cambodi-
an gunmen for killing protesters. In Janu-
ary a Thai naval official claimed Cambo-
dians were being bussed into Thailand to
attackprotesters. Cambodia’s govern-
ment has denied both claims. 

Cambodians work in a variety of
labour-intensive industries: agriculture
inland, fishing and seafood-processing
along the eastern seaboard, the construc-
tion industry and domestic work. Busi-
nesses in Thailand, says Mr Robertson,
have “become dependent on low-cost,
affordable migrant labour.” Although
returnees represent a small share of
Thailand’s total number ofmigrant work-
ers, it may be enough to cause Thai em-
ployers and consumers some pain. Small
wonder, then, that Thailand’s ruling
junta has denied it wants to drive foreign
workers out ofThailand—a claim, it
seems, that is easier said than believed. 

BANGKOK AND ARANYAPRATHET

Rumours drive hundreds of thousands ofCambodians backhome

Leaving in a hurry
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AGOLD-CLAD warrior on a white horse
trotted through the streets of Pavlodar

in Kazakhstan in early June, at the head ofa
flag-waving procession on its way to a sta-
dium, where thousands of young people
joined a rapturous chorus of the national
anthem. The jingoism marks an obscure
holiday celebrating national symbols. But
in this town, just100km (63 miles) from the
Russian frontier, it is also a response to Rus-
sian sabre-rattling. 

Russia-Kazakhstan relations look rock-
solid. On May 29th Nursultan Nazarbayev,
Kazakhstan’s president, played genial host
in Astana, his futuristic capital, to Russia’s
president, Vladimir Putin. Alexander Lu-
kashenko of Belarus was also on hand to
sign a pact creating the Eurasian Economic
Union (EEU), a free-trade group soon to
open to other former Soviet states (starting
with Armenia and Kyrgyzstan). Yet cracks
have emerged in the union even before it
starts functioning next January.

Mr Putin plainly views it as a way to
project Russian power. He had seen Uk-
raine asa linchpin ofthe EEU. Kiev’sgeopo-
litical lunge towards the West has made
him even more zealous in his post-Soviet
integration project. Some neighbours, in-
cluding Mr Nazarbayev, are alarmed. The
Kazakh leader is uncomfortably aware that
Ukraine paid a high price for choosing
west over east. The Kremlin’s bellicose re-
action shocked him. Incendiary claims by
Russian nationalists to parts of “southern
Siberia” (ie, northern Kazakhstan)—dis-
avowed by Moscow but only languidly—
have further jangled nerves.

Along Kazakhstan’s 7,000 km border
with Russia lie towns with large ethnic-
Russian populations. In many, such as Os-
kemen in the industrial north-east, Rus-
sians outnumber Kazakhs. On a hillside,
visible throughout the city, is a blunt re-
minder to its residents of whose country
they are in: towering white letters reading
“Kazakhstan”. Russians living here see the
EEU as a godsend, bringing trading oppor-
tunities and access to the Russian job mar-
ket. Among the older generation, many
wax nostalgic about Soviet days—as, at
times, does Mr Putin. Some dream wistful-
ly of the EEU’s turning into something
more ambitious: in effect, the rebirth of the
single state they used to live in.

Mr Nazarbayev, however, keeps repeat-
ing that the union is economic, not politi-
cal. He has to placate the Russians who
make up more than one-fifth of the popu-

lation, while keeping in check a small but
outspoken alliance of nationalists and lib-
erals opposed to union with Kazakhstan’s
former overlord. Protesters have chosen
eye-catching methods to express their dis-
gust: from wearing surgical masks over
their mouths to avoid catching the “virus
of imperialism” to putting lace knickers on
their heads in protest at a ludicrous regula-
tion regarding underwear imposed by the
customs union that preceded the EEU.

The authoritarian president, not one to
heed those who disagree with him, shrugs
this off. But Mr Nazarbayev turns 74 next
month and cannot, despite appearances,
rule forever. Dealing with the conse-
quences of Kazakhstan’s new bond with
Russia will be one of the hardest tasks fac-
ing whoever eventually succeeds him. 7
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FIVE years after the end of a bloody civil
war that pitted Sri Lanka’s ethnic-Sin-

hala-dominated government against
members of its Tamil minority, fears are
growing about mounting violence along
another of the country’s fault-lines—reli-
gion. On June 15th Sinhala Buddhist mobs
rampaged through three towns on the
southern coast, burning and attacking
Muslim businesses and homes. Families
cowered in marshes and took refuge in
mosques as crowds banged on doors, bay-
ing for Muslims to come out. Some carried
clubs, others flung petrol bombs.

The violence sputtered for nearly two
days. Four people, three of them Muslims,
were killed, and about 80 were injured.
Calm was restored only when the army
stepped in on June 17th. Outnumbered, the
police and their special forces had strug-
gled to beatbackthe mobs. AngryMuslims
say many stood by and did nothing.

The mobswere incited byan inflamma-
tory speech from a Buddhist monk named

Galagoda Aththe Gnanasara. A rabble-
rouser like the Burmese monk, Wirathu,
whom he recently visited, Mr Gnanasara
leads an organisation called Bodu Bala
Sena (BBS), or Buddhist Power Force, that
supports militancy against minorities to
preserve the dominance of the Buddhist
majority. Muslims have been particular
targets. Although just 10% of the popula-
tion, they are making headway in business
and finance. Most shops attacked this
week were run by Muslims. Some were
razed to the ground. 

The BBS organised a rally in the town of
Aluthgama at which Mr Gnanasara raged
that any “marakkalaya” (a derogatory term
for Muslims) who laid a finger on a Sinha-
lese was doomed. His timing was pointed.
Three days earlier hundreds of angry peo-
ple had surrounded the Aluthgama police
station after a Muslim man assaulted the
driver ofa Buddhist monkfollowing a traf-
fic dispute. The monk claimed that he too
had been wounded. The government was
blamed for allowing the BBS meeting to
take place so soon after the incident. The
inspector-general of police said he had
thought the rally would end peacefully.
Muslim parliamentarians countered that
they had tried hard to stop it from going
ahead. Mr Gnanasara’s hate speech clearly
violates the law. Nor is this the first time he
has incited violence against Muslims. He
has not yet been arrested for his latest
speech, though on June 17th the police got a
court order to stop another BBS rally. They
have been authorised to shoot violators. 

The local press has largely ignored or
played down the rioting. As it was under
way President Mahinda Rajapaksa was in
Bolivia at the G77 summit, tweeting breezi-
ly about climate change. After being criti-
cised for his apparent insouciance, he did
take to Twitter again to pledge to “bring to
book” those responsible. He has promised
an investigation and has said the govern-
ment will rebuild destroyed houses and
shops. But his government will find it hard
to portray itselfas a staunch defender of its
Muslim minority. 7
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IS THE patient dead or merely stunned? The Indian National
Congress party was so battered in last month’s general election

that recovery may be beyond it. Founded in 1885, the party that
did most to extract independence from Britain in 1947 and domin-
ated Indian politics for much of the subsequent seven decades
managed to win just 44 seats of 543. One senior Congressman,
who boasts a decent record of predicting elections, admits that
was beyond his worst imaginings. The “cataclysmic” result con-
stitutes the “most serious crisis” in the party’s long history, worse
even than the bleaklate 1970s after Indira Gandhi had suspended
democracy. He likens the political change now under way to the
country’s passing from a first to a second republic.

Congress will play a smaller role in the new dispensation. It is
only just the second-largest party in the Lok Sabha, parliament’s
lower house. Because it has fewer than a tenth of the seats, even
the status ofofficial opposition leadermay depend on a nod from
the government of Narendra Modi, the new prime minister. And
why should he stretch a point to please Congress? When it swag-
gered over national politics, from the 1950s to the 1980s, it often
denied others the perks of formal opposition, the better to crush
them. This weekMrModi began unpickingotherparts of its pow-
er, demanding the resignations of several Congress-appointed
state governors (ceremonial jobs, but with big powers in a crisis),
so that his own loyalists can replace them. Piece by piece, Con-
gress’s entrenched dominance is being undone.

Recovery from one awful election is imaginable. Congress did
get over 100m votes, nearly one-fifth of the total, slightly more
than the now-ruling Bharatiya Janata Party (BJP) managed at the
previous election in 2009. Others in opposition—notably the
Aam Aadmi Party of Arvind Kejriwal—proved a bigger flop even
than Congress. A younger Congress MP doggedly calls his party
the only pan-Indian political force, a “machine” present in all
600,000 villages. He says better marketing could have sold vot-
ers the “wonderful product” offered after ten years in power.

But that underestimates Congress’s ills. Unless the party’s
leadersconfronthowbadly theirmachine isbroken, they will not
be able to fix it. Instead Congress will atrophy further. Such a
prospect seems the more likely because more electoral losses
loom in several states which hold polls for state assemblies in the

autumn. Voters in Maharashtra, an industrial state in the west,
are likely to eject Congress and its local ally there. Congress or its
partnersexpect to lose in Haryana, Jharkhand, Jammu& Kashmir
and Delhi. Next year Bihar, with 100m people, will probably fall
to the BJP. So would UttarPradesh (UP), the biggest ofthe lot, ifas-
sembly elections could be brought forward from the scheduled
contest in 2017. Some speculate that mounting reports ofdisorder
in UP, including horrific rapes and murders ofDalit (once known
as “untouchable”) women, may be used to justify early polls. In
any case, the BJP will strengthen its grip across India’s populous
central and northern states just as Congress, without a regional
heartland, finds the ground disappearing beneath its feet. 

Even if disgruntlement over the party’s recent record in office
eventually fades, Congress faces an existential dilemma: what is
the point of a party of patronage when not in power? Unlike the
BJP, or more idealistic opposition groups, Congress musters few
volunteers to its cause and relies more on paid workers. Its Neh-
ruvian rhetoric, promoting secularism and care for the poor, ap-
peals especially to Muslims and others anxious about Hindu na-
tionalism in the BJP. But their fears about Mr Modi may ease the
more he talks of development and of meeting material aspira-
tions. So Congress has an interest in reminding minorities of Mr
Modi’s past as the figurehead ofa divisive strain ofHindu nation-
alism. At a time when the BJP may want to play down this aspect
of its ideology, Congress may feel it needs to harp on communal
issues, to scare its traditional supporters back to the fold. 

But finding a strategy depends on finding a leader. For the best
part of a century the job has fallen to the Nehru-Gandhi dynasty.
This prevented ugly battles between regional or ideological ri-
vals. Though undemocratic, the bloodline was supposed at least
to bestow minimal competence. Yet as Indian politics relies in-
creasingly on mass communication, stronger leadership is need-
ed. The Italian-born Sonia Gandhi, diffident about taking office,
muddled through bydintofhard workand a readiness to listen to
a clutch ofadvisers. But her son, Rahul Gandhi, long groomed for
the position, is a dud: earnest but lacking in energy, ideas, strategy
and, crucially, the ability to connect with party workers and vot-
ers. Where Mr Modi is red-blooded and presidential, Mr Gandhi
is anaemic and aloof. He is so unwilling to shoulder responsibil-
ities that he has barely spoken since the election, reverting to an
old habit ofslinking into the shadows after a loss. Most damning,
he refuses to lead his party in parliament. “Even in defeat Con-
gress makes so many mistakes; Rahul is useless, but no other
leader is allowed,” concludes a commentator in Delhi.

That is not just a family problem. The Gandhis have dodged
responsibility because of the Congress culture of competitive sy-
cophancy. When a few Congress workers complained about the
terrible election result last month, they felt only emboldened
enough to beg for a different dynast, Priyanka, Rahul’s sister. Yet,
many in Congress fret, she is also flawed, and would represent, as
one mutters, a jump from “frying pan to fire”. 

Breaking the tryst with dynasty
No one publicly dares raise the obvious and better alternative:
that Congress needs to choose a leader on merit even if that risks
splitting the party. Instead, the plan is to sit tight, and wait for Mr
Modi to make mistakes. The result is lopsided, dangerous politics.
Checks on Mr Modi’s government, if any, will have to come from
the courts, NGOs, the press or elsewhere. At the moment, India’s
opposition is not fit for purpose. 7
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WHEN it opened eight years ago, the
railway from Golmud to Lhasa was

one of the most ambitious rail ventures
ever attempted. At a cost of $4 billion,
tracks were built across 550km (340 miles)
of permafrost, reaching an altitude of
5,000 metres (16,400 feet)—the highest rail-
way in the world. This September, an ex-
tension of the line will open from Lhasa to
Shigatse, the first part of a further plan to
knit Tibet into the rest ofChina. 

The line to Shigatse stretches 250km
southwest of Lhasa and will reduce the
five-hour road journey to two hours by
rail. As well as allowing easier access for
tourists to Tibet’s second city, it will make
an area rich in natural resources more ac-
cessible. (The Chinese name for Tibet, Xi-
zang, translates as “Western treasure-
house”.) In the autumn the construction is
due to start on another extension, running
400km from Lhasa to Nyingtri, a county
with large hydropower potential. 

By 2020 the aim is to complete several
other major rail routes connecting Tibet
with its neighbouring provinces of Xin-
jiang, Sichuan and Yunnan (see map). One
of them, a 1,900km railway from Lhasa to
Chengdu, will cost more than $20 billion. 

Two more railways from Shigatse to the
Nepalese and Indian borders, at Nyalam
and Dromo, are also planned, to the alarm
ofthe Indian government, which lastweek
announced plans to fortify 54 new border
posts in Arunachal Pradesh, a north-east-
ern state that China invaded in 1962. 

The party’s infrastructure drive is an

Few outside China believe such poli-
cies are working, especially after unrest
spread across the Tibetan plateau in 2008.
Through religious control, the erosion of
Tibetan language, intense surveillance and
“patriotic education” policies the govern-
menthas sought to suppress traditional be-
liefs and customs. More than 130 Tibetans
have set fire to themselves in protest since
2009. It has become almost impossible for
ordinary Tibetans to travel abroad from Ti-
bet, and border security has been tight-
ened. Before 2008 the number of Tibetans
escaping into Nepal each year was as high
as 3,000. Last year only 300 made it out.

Meanwhile the number of ethnic-Han
Chinese coming to Tibet as tourists or
workers continues to soar. Last year 7.5m 

important part of its policy of integrating
the poorer west of the country with the
richer east. In Xinjiang, in the far north-
west, where many members of the ethnic
Uighur minority chafe at rule from Beijing,
building transport links is also seen as a
way to increase national security. Lavish
spending on infrastructure reflects the cen-
tral government’s determination to use
economic development to pacify restive
western regions. The sheer scale of such
initiatives, in Xinjiang and Tibet, has its
costs. “The people pushing these policies
can’t really see the ‘smaller’ issues of pre-
serving culture and the environment,”
says Robert Barnett, a professor of modern
Tibetan studies at Columbia University. “It
is like using a bulldozer to herd mice.”

Tibet
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The Communist Partydeepens Tibet’s integration with the rest of the country
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2 passengers rode the railway from Golmud
to Lhasa—more than double the popula-
tion of Tibet itself. Improved access to pre-
viously remote parts will increase the vol-
ume of visitors, drawn by the promise of
an unspoiled and spiritually rich land. But
it is a land that is being transformed. 

As the train descends towards Lhasa,
the scenery outside the window changes.
Across the grasslands appear the wide
chimneys of a refinery and other signs of
industrialisation. The industrial develop-
ment of Tibet has lagged far behind Chi-
na’s central and eastern provinces. Now
the party has the technical know-how and
financial reserves to build on Tibet’s diffi-
cult terrain. Ifall goes to plan the extraction
of natural resources will generate eco-
nomic growth. The party values Tibet’s
mineral reserves at 600 billion yuan ($96
billion). One mine in Shethongmon coun-
ty, near Shigatse, is expected to produce
116m pounds (53m kg) of copper, 190,000
ounces of gold and 2.4m ounces of silver
annually. Mining could make up a third of
the region’s GDP.

Trickle down
That would imply a dramatic restructuring
of the economy, which for decades has
been sustained by government subsidies
and state-led investment. Last year the re-
gion’s GDP grew by nearly 13%. Chinese
companies and workers wield advantages:
Tibetans often lack the linguistic skill and
the connections to get ahead. As a result,
much revenue flows back east. However,
some of the gains are now starting to trick-
le down to ordinary Tibetans. The annual
income of even those in the poorest rural
regions is rising. Roads and railways are
making consumer goods more available.
Certain social schemes, too, are aimed at
making people’s lives more comfortable.
The government says one mass relocation
project, completed last year, has moved
2.3m people into houses. The problem was
that many of them were farmers, who did
not want to move.  

As well as railways, there are now six
airports on the Tibetan plateau. Four of
them have opened or expanded since 2010
and there are plans for two more. New air-
ports near the southern border have irked
neighbours. One security adviser to In-
dia’s government noted Beijing’s “more as-
sertive policy” on territorial issues. 

Meanwhile incentive schemesand gov-
ernment grants continue to draw more
Han migrant workers. The railway facili-
tates the flow. MrZhao, a portly 32-year-old
builder from Lanzhou, first came to Tibet in
2006. He says at first, as a Han Chinese, he
felt unwelcome in Lhasa. Local Tibetans
would sometimes steal his company’s
sand. One day Mr Zhao hopes to return to
Lanzhou permanently. But for the mo-
ment, in Tibet, there are roads and railways
to build. 7 

Foreign NGOs

Doing good

AS THE Communist Party has won-
dered what to do about local non-

governmental organisations (NGOs) in
recent years, it has also been taking a
hard lookat their foreign counterparts
operating in China. By one count there
are some 4,000 foreign NGOs in the
country. The party has now accepted that
Chinese NGOs are not all revolutionaries
and has sought to engage with many of
them. It looks to do the same, albeit wari-
ly, with some of the foreigners. 

Jonathan Hursh has an NGO running
community centres for migrant children.
Over the past eight years, it has been on
the brinkofclosure several times. It has
survived, though, and, within its closely
watched remit, has begun to thrive. Mr
Hursh, an American who is 35, says he
has learned some lessons along the way.
His NGO, called INCLUDED, now has
government support for its four centres in
Beijing and one in Shanghai, providing
after-school programmes for more than
400 migrant children each day, plus
early-childhood development classes for
migrant parents. 

Chinese authorities know that NGOs
like INCLUDED can help them cope with
people, such as migrant families, who are
not always popular in cities where public
services are under strain. But the party is
wary of independent groups and espe-
cially hostile to foreign organisations that
seek to influence Chinese society. How-
ever, although such groups can be vulner-
able to government censure, they can
also receive quiet support: one police
officer grilled Mr Hursh for hours, for
example, then claimed to him in private
that, but for his uniform, he would happi-
ly volunteer for the organisation. 

Mr Hursh started the NGO in 2006,
after seeing the desperate need for ser-
vices in a migrant slum on the edge of
Beijing. A former NGO employee, he
used $1,000 ofhis savings to convert an
abandoned machinery shop into a com-
munity centre. 

Slowly, he and his small staffbuilt
local contacts. Hundreds ofvolunteers
helped finish the community centre, and
then staffed it. Local migrant children
came to help mix the paint—one became
a flower girl at Mr Hursh’s wedding. Local
officials, at first wary, became more wel-
coming as they saw the good Mr Hursh
was doing and as they struggled to cope
with more arriving migrants. 

Mr Hursh decided to workwith a
government-run NGO, China Social
Welfare Foundation, a decision that has
helped him navigate China’s bureauc-
racy. The Beijing municipal government
has supported them with several annual
grants totalling 260,000 yuan ($42,000);
Shanghai last year provided 740,000
yuan. These make up a small part of
INCLUDED’s budget—$2.5m for 2014 (the
rest comes mostly from donations by
foreign banks). Mr Hursh also began to let
his Chinese staffand volunteers run the
programmes. 

In Heiqiao, a village in north-eastern
Beijing with nearly 30,000 migrants, on a
recent afternoon the six-year-old son of
migrants from Hebei province explains
that he gets help from student volunteers
with his homework. Like many other
children here, he was born in Beijing but
is still treated as a migrant. He and his
best friend are not too fussy about the
politics, however. They like coming here,
he says, because it is a great place to play.

BEIJING

Aforeign charityshows howto thrive in China

Willing to play with foreigners, too
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TENSION had long been mounting in
Sunni-majority parts of Iraq. When it

broke on June 10th, violence spread with
the force of a flash flood in the desert.
Within 48 hours of seizing Mosul, Iraq’s
second-biggest city, Sunni rebels had bar-
relled down a 200-mile stretch of the Tigris
river valley, scattering troops loyal to Iraq’s
Shia-dominated central government and
threatening Baghdad, the capital. 

The surge was spearheaded by a fear-
somely brutal, al-Qaeda-inspired group,
the Islamic State of Iraq and Greater Syria
(ISIS), but itwasbolstered bya range ofoth-
er armed Sunnis and was backed by many
ordinary citizens. It has wrested the Sunni
quadrant in the north and west of Iraq
from government control. And it has dri-
ven a Sunni wedge between the Shia-ma-
jority south of the country and the autono-
mous region of Kurdistan in the north and
east (see page 48). All but a wisp of the line
of around 1,000km (621 miles) that sepa-
rates the Kurds from the rest of Iraq now
abuts rebel-held or -infested territory.

Baghdad itself is unlikely to fall any
time soon. The insurgents, numbering at
most tens of thousands and armed with
light weapons, are wary of grappling with
a city of7m people, most ofthem, as in Iraq
as a whole, Shias viscerally opposed to the
rebels. Besides, despite chillingcalls by ISIS

for the slaughter of Shias, most of its more
numerous allies within Iraq say they seek

often also point at Saudi Arabia and Iran,
whose rivalry has helped stoke sectarian
mayhem in Syria as well as Iraq, and poi-
sons Sunni-Shia relations more widely.

Yet Iraqis themselves bearmuch blame.
The historically dominant but minority
Sunnis have never acknowledged their re-
duced status or indeed their numerical in-
feriority since Saddam Hussein’s fall. They
let resistance to America’s intrusion
morph into a brutal, religiously bigoted
movement. They turned their noses up at
Iraq’s new democracy and squabbled end-
lessly, failing to unite behind credible lead-
ers, so encouraging the now Shia-domin-
ated establishment in Baghdad to rule over
them with bribes, threats and thuggery.

Iraq’s Shias, for their part, have largely
flocked behind rabble-rousing, unscrupu-
lous politicians. Those men, including the
prime minister, Nuri al-Maliki, during his
eight years in office, have done little to
build sound or just institutions. Instead
they have played political games, packing
offices with cronies and siphoning cash
from the oil geysers that Iraq sits on top of.
This system of spoils has signally failed to
lessen the misery ofmost Iraqis.

In response to the admittedly egregious
and constant provocation of attacks by
Sunni terrorists, Shia leaders have counte-
nanced or sponsored vicious militias bent
on vengeance, some armed and financed
by Iran. Mr Maliki himself has repeatedly
displayed a paranoid sectarian streak. Ig-
noring American pleas, he failed to sup-
port the Sahwa, or Awakening, a 100,000-
strong Sunni tribal force that in 2007-08
helped stanch civil war by hounding terro-
rists, including the progenitors of ISIS.
With little heed to Sunni feeling, he arrest-
ed not only prominent Sunnis on flimsy
charges of terrorism, but thousands of or-
dinary folk. “The army was here to control, 

not conquest but either autonomy for Sun-
nis or a fairer share of power in a united
Iraq. They also fear a full-blown return to
the grisly sectarian warfare that erupted in
2006-07, when scores of thousands died
and at least a million fled their homes.

Iraq’s poorly led but far larger and more
heavily armed government forces may
eventually roll backthe Sunni advance. For
now they man a ragged defensive arc
around the northern and western ap-
proaches to Baghdad that is60-90km deep.
Skirmishing has been continuous here in
recentdays, from Falluja and Ramadi in the
west to Samarra in the north and Baquba
in the north-east. The fall of Falluja, an of-
ten-troubled city of some 200,000, to Sun-
ni rebels last December should have
sounded much wider alarm. The army’s
inability to dislodge the insurgents sug-
gests that progress will be difficult.

How did Iraq, a country the world has
happily ignored since American troops de-
parted in 2011, come to such a pass? The
signs ofan accelerating slide have been ob-
vious for months, though the rot goes back
further. Some still blame the drawing of
“wrong” colonial borders nearly a century
ago. Others say the Americans, whose in-
vasion in 2003 was, ironically, excused in
part by empty claims of al-Qaeda penetra-
tion, wrecked what was left of Iraq’s ad-
ministrative and social fabric after the sa-
distic rule of Saddam Hussein. Fingers

Iraq

How did it come to this?

CAIRO AND ERBIL

The crisis in Iraq has roots going farbackin history. But recently the folly of
interfering outsiders and sectarian leaders within has made matters a lot worse
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2 not protect us,” says Ahmed Hisham, a 22-
year-old student from Mosul.

Mr Maliki not only brushed off Sunni
protests that have festered for more than
two years. In April 2013 his troops shot at
least 50 protesters dead at a peaceful sit-in
in the Sunni city of Hawija. Rather than
reach out after the capture of Falluja by an-
gry rebels, he sent his army to shell the city
and helicopters to dump barrel-bombs,
even as Iranian-backed militias openly re-
cruited and dispatched Iraqi Shias to fight
against Sunnis in Syria.

Mr Maliki has been equally unsubtle in
trying to keep the Kurds in check. Repeat-
edly he has withheld the region’s share of
the federal budget as punishment for Kurd-
ish moves towards greater independence.
Baghdad’s control ofoil revenue made this
tempting, but the payback has now come.
In response to pleas for help against ISIS

Kurdish leaders have smiled and shrugged. 
A débâcle such as Mosul might have

toppled a different prime minister. Mr Ma-
liki has instead sought to turn it to his ad-
vantage, lashing out at Kurdish and Sunni
leaders for purported treachery. Terrified
by the renewed spectre of Sunni terrorism,
many Shias have grudgingly fallen in be-
hind him, accepting that now is not the
time for change at the top. Thousands have
also rallied to calls by religious leaders to
join the army. For the time being a wary
stalemate holds, but the new, precarious
balance marks a shift that is portentous.
The partial Sunni uprising—for this is how
most Iraqis view recent events, rather than
as a simple lunge for power by ISIS terro-
rists—presents multiple challenges.

One of these is presented by ISIS itself,
with itsambition to create a medieval-style

Islamic state bridging the Sunni parts of
both Syria and Iraq. Few among Syria’s
Arab Sunni majority of around 70% or the
quarter or so of Iraq’s 33m people who are
Sunni share that dream. Most Sunnis reject
ISIS’s brutality, its imposition of ultra-puri-
tanical Islamic laws, and the fact that per-
haps a third of its 12,000-odd fighters is
made up of foreigners. In a BBC interview,
one Sunni ex-general from Mosul de-
scribed his fellow rebels as “barbarians”.

But ISIS cannot be taken lightly. The
group, which evolved from the most radi-
cally jihadist wing of resistance to Ameri-
can occupation, was indeed nearly wiped
out by the Sahwa. Helped by Mr Maliki’s
obtuse policies, it had bounced back even
before its recent windfall in Mosul. The lat-
est ISIS yearbook, a document not unlike a
corporate report, details no fewer than
9,540 attacks, including 1,083 assassina-
tions, in Iraq alone last year, not including
its operations in Syria.

The otherhalfof the caliphate
The war in Syria, which ISIS joined in late
2012, brought far bigger opportunities than
the protection rackets and murder it al-
ready excelled at in Iraq. Jihad against the
awful regime of President Bashar Assad
has attracted a flood of proclaimed holy
warriors from across the world, including
France and Britain. Cash has gushed from
private donors in the Gulf, eager to help
what they see as a noble cause, as well as
from the ransoming of hostages. For the
first time, too, ISIS has secured control of
actual territory. It has made the north-cen-
tral Syrian city of Raqqa a testing ground
for its harsh brand of Islamic rule. 

But as other Syrian rebels began to no-

tice, Syria’s regime has largely avoided
clashing with ISIS, sparking talk of links
dating back to Mr Assad’s sponsorship of
violent Iraqi resistance to America. The
group’s goal of incorporating eastern Syria
into a new state may have dovetailed with
the Syrian government’s moves to concen-
trate its overstretched forces in the west,
while chasing out floods ofSunni refugees.

As it increasingly dawned that ISIS was
less bent on toppling Mr Assad’s regime
than in creating one of its own, clashes be-
tween the rebels began to erupt. These
have now expanded into a separate civil
war. On June 17th the Syrian Islamic Coun-
cil, a group of Sunni clerics that back the
mainstream rebels’ cause, formally con-
demned ISIS as a stooge ofMr Assad. 

This internecine bloodying within the
ranks of supposed allies in Syria may be
one reason that the group redirected its at-
tentions to Iraq, though another factor
could have prompted ISIS’s sudden attack
earlier this month on Mosul, a city of 2m
people. On June 4th Iraqi police are said to
have scored a rare coup. In a raid near Mo-
sul they killed a man believed to be the
group’s second-ranking leader, capturing a
trove ofdata on ISIS.

Perhaps fearful of new vulnerabilities,
the group then seems to have hastily
sealed a truce with rival Sunni groups it
had been fightingonlyweeksbefore. Some
sources describe a meeting of Sunni chiefs
that included Izzat al-Douri, a vice-presi-
dent under Saddam Hussein who is
thought to lead one of Iraq’s larger under-
ground Sunni rebel networks. Whatever
the case, fierce clashes with government
forces broke out in Mosul on June 5th—and
five days later the city fell. Numerous re-
ports suggest that Iraqi army and police
commanders, some of them former Baath-
ists, abandoned their posts, prompting
lower ranks to flee. On June 17th Mr Maliki
gave credence to such talk, dismissing four
ofhis generals for dereliction ofduty.

ISIS is riding high for the moment. The
glee may not last. Syria’s regime, perhaps
perturbed by ISIS’s success and suddenly
keen to portray itself as an ally of the West
in the fight against jihadist monsters, has
for the first time mounted sustained aerial
attacks on the group. In Iraq it is probably a
matter of time before rival Sunnis decide
that ISIS’s notoriety is bad for their cause. 

Thismaynot rescue MrMaliki, who has
pleaded for help from America and Iran.
The kind of limited, tactical aid they might
supply may not be enough to turn the tide
decisively. Mr Maliki faces a stark choice.
Either he must plunge his forces into a full-
scale war of reconquest, at untold cost in
lives. Or he must embrace the remaking of
Iraq into a looser, genuinely federal state.
But his days as Iraq’s leader may be num-
bered, as the Americans began hinting
heavily that they would give extra military
help only ifhe speedily departed. 7
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ON THE face of it, the stunning success
of the ISIS offensive in the past ten

days defies understanding. How could a
band of fewer than 1,000 “terrorists”
smash their way into Mosul, put around
30,000 Iraqi security forces to flight in less
than 48 hours and take full control of a city
with around 2m inhabitants? How could a
force that initially numbered not much
more than 10,000 storm across north and
western Iraq, taking several more towns,
including Tikrit, Saddam Hussein’s home,
and Tal Afar near the border with Syria,
while controlling Falluja and most of Ra-
madi, both in easy striking distance of
Baghdad? How could all this happen
when Iraq’s government, which spent
about $17 billion on its security forces last
year (including support from America
worth $1.3 billion), can call on a national
army of nearly 200,000 men trained and
largely equipped by America, backed up
by police and paramilitary brigades of
more than 500,000?

The failure of the Iraqi army to fight for
Mosul and its subsequent collapse have
dismayed the American soldiers and train-
ers who worked so hard to build a cohe-
sive and politically untainted force from
the rubble of Saddam Hussein’s army.
Much criticism for the débâcle has been
aimed at Barack Obama for withdrawing
America’s remaining troops in December
2011, before their mission was completed.

Only some of it is justified. Neither the
American nor the Iraqi forces had planned
for the sudden departure of some 49,000

military advisers and enablers at the end
of 2011. But the main reason for it was the
refusal of Iraq’s government to sign a “sta-
tus of forces agreement” that would have
extended legal immunity to American sol-
diers. Mr Obama, keen to take credit for
ending the war and to save money, might
have done more to persuade Mr Maliki
that he was making a mistake. But Mr Ma-
liki was under pressure from the most
powerful Shia leaders underpinning his
government, as well as from his allies in
Iran, to hurry the Americans out. Accord-
ing to an opinion poll at the time, only 16%
of Iraqis wanted the Americans to stay on.

The Iraqi forces in 2011were still in tran-
sition, caught halfway between the mili-
tary ethos of their American trainers that
emphasised initiative at junior officer and
NCO level and the highly centralised cul-
ture of Saddam Hussein’s army that had
been forged in the 1980s during the long
war against Iran. The deputy commander
of American forces in Iraq, General Frank
Helmick, warned at the time that the Iraqis
would not be able to maintain their capa-
bilities and equipment, let alone take on
new challenges. It was assumed that the
Americans would be there to defend Iraq’s
borders. The revamped Iraqi armed forces
had virtually no air power.

But the growing problems ran even
deeper. Well before the Americans left, Mr
Maliki had begun to subvert the non-sec-
tarian professional army with its many
Sunni and Kurdish officers that in 2008,
with American help, had vanquished un-

ruly Shia militias making bloody sectarian
mayhem. Shia loyalists were rewarded
with high-rankingpositions in combat and
intelligence units, while at lower levels cor-
ruption was becoming rife with commis-
sions being routinely touted for sale. With
the Americans out of the way, Mr Maliki’s
main concern was to ensure that the army
could never become an internal threat to
him. So began a steady downward spiral in
the quality of the Iraqi officer corps, which
saw little need to carry on the rigorous
training the Americans set such store by. 

In 2013, the London-based Internation-
al Institute for Strategic Studies reported in
its annual “Military Balance” that Mr Ma-
liki, who had made himselfde facto minis-
ter of defence and interior, had introduced
political commissars, known as dimaj, into
the force structure. It also noted that “a
broad set of problems continue to plague
the Iraqi army…weaknesses in manage-
ment, logistics and strategic planning…the
chain of command also stifles innovation
and independent decision-making.” 

Since 2012, Mr Maliki has increasingly
used the army against political rivals, often
moderate Sunnis, earning it the label “Ma-
liki’s militia”. This has alienated not only
Kurdish soldiers and Sunni Arabs, but also
Shias who wanted to be part of a genuine-
ly national army. The consequences have
been plain to see in Mosul and elsewhere.
Shia troops saw little point in dying to hold
on to largely Sunni cities.

They won’t always turn tail
Baghdad would be another matter. It is
hard to envisage ISIS taking over, let alone
controlling, a city ofover 7m people, about
80% of whom may be Shias. Shia militias,
perhaps bolstered by units of Iran’s Revo-
lutionary Guard, are likely to fight far more
fiercely for it than did the national army in
Mosul. They would fight even harder to de-
fend the Shia holy cities of Najaf and Kar-
bala that lie not far south ofBaghdad, were
they threatened by ISIS (see next article).

As far as America is concerned, talk of
military collaboration with Iran to beat a
common enemy has been overdone. It is
far from clear that the governments in
Washington and Tehran share the same
agenda. Does Iran want to help curb sectar-
ian civil war or foment it? Nor is it evident
that the limited action the cautious Mr
Obama might contemplate—air strikes, but
no boots on the ground—would give
America the leverage it would need to
force Mr Maliki to change his sectarian
ways or to stand down in favour of a less
divisive successor. Nor does America want
to become the Shia air force. But without
American intervention, Iraq’s government
will struggle to regain control of its lost ar-
eas, making the break-up of the state more
conceivable. America needs to find a strat-
egy before it decides what it should do.
Iran has much less ofa problem. 7

The forces in Iraq

Why Iraq’s army crumbled

The politicisation of Iraq’s securityforces undermined theirfighting ability  
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THEY may not frame it quite so bluntly,
but the dominant sentiment in the

Kurds’ autonomous region of northern
Iraq isa gleeful “We told youso”. The Kurds
have long accused the central government
in Baghdad of shoving them to the margin.
More recently they have taken to criticising
Nuri al-Maliki, Iraq’sprime minister, for ex-
cluding Iraq’sSunni Arabs, too. Seniorpeo-
ple in Erbil, the Kurds’ regional capital, say
they contacted their counterparts in Bagh-
dad on June 8th, two days before Mosul
was conquered, to share concerns about
the horrors ofan ISIS takeover. To no effect.
At crack of dawn on June 10th ministers in
Baghdad called to beg for help, say the
Kurds. By then it was too late.

As the rebels streak across Iraq towards
Baghdad, life in the Kurdish region contin-
ues as normal. Indeed, in many respects it
has improved. Whether Iraq fragments
alongethnic and sectarian lines or remains
a federation with its capital in Baghdad, the
Kurdshave strengthened theirhand. As the
Iraqi army abandoned its posts along the
“green line”, more than 1,000km (621
miles) long, that separates the Kurdish-run
areas from Arab Iraq, the Peshmerga, the
Kurds’ armed forces, leapt forward. They
now control the entire disputed area, nota-
bly includingthe cityofKirkuk, which they
call their Jerusalem, the Bai Hassan oilfield
and Rabia, a key border crossing into Syria.

The Kurds now control around a fifth of
Iraq’s territory, including land they have
long claimed is theirs but which was Ara-
bised under Saddam Hussein. Though
Iraq’s army commanders and Arabs in the
area criticise what they see as the Kurds’
grabbing of Kirkuk, there is little they can
do about it. “We simply filled the security
vacuum,” explains a Peshmerga. Falah
Mustafa, who heads Kurdistan’s foreign re-
lations, is more strident. “We righted the
wrong of Kirkuk and Article 140 has been
de facto decided on the ground,” he says.
He is referring to a clause in Iraq’s federal
constitution, endorsed in a nationwide ref-
erendum in 2005, that provides for a cen-
sus followed by a referendum to decide
whether the people of Kirkuk and other
disputed areas want to stay in the Arab-
governed part of Iraq or join Kurdistan. It
has never happened.

The Kurds’ reputation has surely been
enhanced. The Peshmerga have held to-
gether, whereas the Iraqi army has fallen
apart. The Kurdish region has welcomed
over 300,000 refugees from Mosul and

other places overrun by ISIS. While Bagh-
dad has foryears been beset by bombs, for-
eign businessmen have been flying in and
out of Erbil. Christians have fled from oth-
er parts of Iraq to live in peace in Kurdistan.
Democracy in the Kurds’ region, though
imperfect and tainted with corruption,
functions far better than elsewhere in Iraq.

Though Mr Maliki may need the Kurds,
they have less reason to need him. Rela-
tions between Erbil and Baghdad remain
patchy. Communication between the two
cities during this crisis has been limited.
Since ISIS began sweeping south, Mr Ma-
liki has not asked the Kurds for help. Nor
would they be keen to oblige. “Why
should we?” asks Mr Mustafa. Their priori-
ty is to defend Kurdistan and its people.

Never again
Moreover, amid the turmoil, old griev-
ances towards their Arab compatriots still
fester. The attack by Saddam Hussein’s air
force on the Kurdish town of Halabja in
1988, when 5,000 or so Kurds were gassed
to death, still outrages them. Some Kurds
reckon the Sunnis, led by ISIS, may yet turn
on Kurdistan. “You can’t trust them,” says a
Peshmerga officer in Dohukprovince, close
to ISIS-held territory.

As the balance of power has tipped in
favour of the Kurds, they are sure to press

forcefully for three big concessions from
Baghdad. They want a law to legitimise the
exportofoil from the Kurdish region and to
allow them to benefit directly from con-
tracts with foreign companies for manag-
ing and extracting new finds. They want
Mr Maliki to hand over their full share of
the federal budget. And they want the
Peshmerga to be paid from central govern-
ment coffers. Mr Maliki has been reluctant
to agree to such demands, but his bargain-
ing position is now weak.

The leaders of Iraqi Kurdistan, with its
population of 6.5m, say their region in-
creasingly makes sense as an economic
unit. If it were now to enjoy the proceeds
of the oilfields around Kirkuk, the number
of barrels at its disposal could double, just
as the price has risen to a nine-month high
of nearly $113. Besides, the Kurds have re-
cently completed their own pipeline. Last
week over 1m barrels of Kurdish oil were
sold on the international market, through
Turkey, and several more shipments are in
the offing. A lot of Kurdish oil is also
trucked out, to Iran as well as to Turkey.

If international buyers become less
concerned by the government in Bagh-
dad’s veto on dealing with the Kurds, ex-
ports through Kurdistan’s new pipeline
could speed up to 250,000-400,000 bar-
rels a day by the end of the year, up from
165,000 today. The old pipeline through
northern Iraq to the Turkish port of Cey-
han has been closed since March because
ofattacks. But if the Kurds complete anoth-
er pipeline between Kirkuk and their own
newnetwork, theycould funnel thatfield’s
output to Turkey, too.

The Kurds’ prime minister, Nechirvan
Barzani, a nephew of the region’s presi-
dent, Masoud Barzani, says Iraq can no 

The Kurds and Iraq

A winning hand

DOHUK AND ERBIL

The Kurds are benefiting from the mess in Iraq, but will independence follow?

A new Kurdish era beckons
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TWO nights of terror attacks on Kenya’s
coast on June 15th and 16th left at least

65 people dead, prompting the Shabab, a
Somali militia of extreme Islamists, to
boast that it had turned the country into a
“war zone”. The killings mark a change of
gear. Previously the group hasmainly com-
mitted sporadic acts of cross-border terror.
Its latest massacres come closer to resem-
bling a domestic insurgency. Yet Kenya’s
president, Uhuru Kenyatta, seems to be
blaming his political opponents at home
for encouraging the violence.

The attacks began at night, when doz-
ens ofgunmen struckMpeketoni, a grubby
town on the mainland across from Lamu,
an island that is popular among Western-
ers. Some 50 locals were slaughtered.
Many were said to be fellow Kikuyus of Mr
Kenyatta. Witnesses spoke of militants fly-
ing the banner of the Shabab and targeting
non-Muslims. While the authorities
scrambled to respond, the Shabab carried
out another wave of attacks nearby the
next night, adding15 more to the death toll.
Some reports suggested that a dozen wom-
en had been kidnapped.

The attacks echo those perpetrated by

Terrorism in Kenya

Frightening
tourists away

NAIROBI

Arising tide ofviolence on the coast is
affecting the whole country

longer hold together. But the Kurds, though
united for the moment, habitually debate
the degree of independence they hope to
achieve and the tactics theyshould pursue.
The Barzanis’ Kurdish Democratic Party,
which is enjoying increasingly warm rela-
tions with Turkey, is bidding for an ever-
greater degree of autonomy. But the weak-
er Patriotic Union of Kurdistan, run by the
ailing Jalal Talabani, Iraq’s federal presi-
dent, is closer both to Baghdad and to Iran.
To complicate matters, most of the land
taken by the Kurds this month has been on
the Patriotic Union’s side ofKurdistan.

America, which the Kurds regard as a
crucial ally, does not support the full inde-
pendence of Kurdistan from Iraq, seeing
that as a bad precedent and as a destabilis-
ing force in the region. The governments of
Iran, Turkey and Syria also dislike the idea
of an independent Kurdistan breaking
away from Iraq, since another 21m or so
Kurds spread across their three lands may
get ideas of their own. Iraq’s Kurdish lead-
ers have been particularly careful of late
not to antagonise Turkey’s government. 

The Iraqi Kurds’ cheery red, white and
green flag, with its image of the sun in the
centre, flies everywhere in their region,
whereas the Iraqi standard is absent. Few
Kurds now speak Arabic. Many laugh deri-
sively when asked if they feel Iraqi as well
asKurdish. For the moment, however, their
leaders are biding their time, saying they
are in no hurry to rush for independence.
But in the past few days they have plainly
got closer to achieving it. 7

FOR a country long treated as a pariah,
being courted is as welcome as it is un-

usual. That now is Iran’s experience. As Ba-
rack Obama is dragged back towards the
Iraqi quagmire from which he thought he
had escaped, Iran spots a chance to
strengthen its influence there all the more.
Twelve years afterone American president
dubbed the country part of an “axis of
evil”, his successor is portrayed in Iran as
bending the knee to it. Iran’s rulers can
hardly help sounding rather smug.

Nonetheless, the jihadists who have
taken over swathes of Iraq pose a bigger
threat to Iran than to the United States.
They seek to kill Shias, who make up most
of Iran’s people. By conquering much of
Iraq, they may soon be menacing Iran’s
border. Hassan Rouhani, Iran’s president,
as much as the Americans, wants to pre-

vent part of a fractured Iraq coming under
the control ofSunni extremists.

Moreover, with its influence in Syria
and Lebanon still strong, Iran does not
want to lose its clout in Iraq. After all, it has
spent eight years shoring up Iraq’s prime
minister, Nuri al-Maliki, and it was de-
lighted when he won the most seats in
Iraq’s general election at the end of April.
Like the Americans, the Iranians are loth to
let ISIS knockhim over.

But that does not mean that Iran’s lead-
ers now see the old American enemy as a
friend. For sure, they feel vindicated by the
warnings they gave to the West about let-
ting aid to the rebel forces in Syria fall into
the hands of the likes of ISIS. The sharpest
contradictions, in Tehran’s view, are those
in America’s foreign policy. 

Sitting in the front row at a conference
in Tehran on June 14th, ostensibly to cele-
brate the completion of Mr Rouhani’s first
year in office, was Hamid Aboutalebi, a
diplomat who was recently nominated as
Iran’s envoy to the UN but to whom the
Americans refused to grant a visa, citing
his supposed part in besieging the Ameri-
can embassy in 1979 and taking its staff
hostage. Dubbed a terrorist by American
congressmen a few months ago, Mr Abou-
talebi is in Mr Rouhani’s vanguard, accom-
panying him almost everywhere. Yet even
Senator Lindsey Graham, who in Novem-
ber called Iran’s “murderous regime” the
world’s “largest sponsor of terrorism”,
now wants the White House to talk to it
about Iraq.

But the Iranians are careful not to over-
play their hand. Qassem Suleimani, the
commander of Iran’s crack Quds Force, is
supposed to be in Baghdad—but his pres-
ence has not been acknowledged. The Ira-
nian government is also cautiously open-
ing a dialogue with Saudi Arabia and
Kuwait after years of frosty relations. 

Iran’s leaders are wary of sending Mr
Maliki large-scale, overt military aid. For
one thing, they can hardly afford to. Their
support for Hizbullah, Lebanon’s Shia
party-cum-militia, and for Bashar Assad’s
regime in Syria has been costly. Iran has
been sapped by Western-led economic
sanctions, inflation and unemployment.
And its memory of the eight-year war with
Iraq from 1980, in which half a million Ira-
nians were killed, is still vivid.

Yet if ISIS were to threaten Baghdad or
the shrines revered by Shias in the Iraqi cit-
ies of Najaf or Karbala, which are visited
by hundreds of thousands of Iranian pil-
grims every year, that would be another
matter. “I am very scared about this. We
don’t need another war,” says Ali Da-
moon, a 30-year-old estate agent in affluent
northern Tehran. “The world already
thinks badly of us,” he adds. “If Iran be-
comes involved in Iraq it will only get
worse.”

Iran’s leaders are sure to do a lot of dip-
lomatic manoeuvring and may lend their
fellow Shias in Iraq discreet military help.
But they are unlikely—unless things get
much worse for the government in Bagh-
dad—to rush in with tanks. 7

The view from Iran
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Sharing an interest with America
doesn’t mean Iran will befriend it

Rouhani is happy to help
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Israel and Palestine 

Stirring bad blood

THE abduction of three young Jewish
settlers on June 12th near the city of

Hebron, in the south of the West Bank,
has stirred Israeli emotions as viscerally
as the kidnapping ofa young Israeli
soldier, Gilad Shalit, by militants ofHa-
mas, the Palestinian Islamist movement,
eight years ago. This time it is unclear
who did the deed. But it is creating even
worse blood between Israelis and Pales-
tinians. Israel’s prime minister, Binyamin
Netanyahu, has blamed Hamas, which,
to his fury, has recently sealed a Palestin-
ian unity government with its more
secular rival, Fatah.

As a result, the Israeli security forces
have embarked on their widest sweep of
the West Bank’s towns in almost a de-
cade, broadening their mission from a
manhunt for the students to an at-
tempt—in the words of Israeli’s army
radio—to “uproot” Hamas, which has
shown signs of revival on the West Bank
since the unity deal was struck. Israeli
politicians and generals say they are
certain Hamas is behind the kidnapping.
But the movement has denied it.

Military checkpoints are ringing West
Bankcities, boxing in the Palestinians,
including even those who have permits
to work in Israel or on building sites in
the Jewish settlements. More than 300
Palestinians have been detained, in-
cluding members of their defunct parlia-
ment, in which Hamas had a majority.

A week into the manhunt, during
which at least one Palestinian has been
shot dead, Palestinian leaders worry that
violence may erupt and spread. “We are
afraid ofarmed attacks [against Israelis]
reminiscent of the last intifada (upris-
ing),” says a Palestinian minister, who

only a few days before the kidnapping
dismissed predictions ofsuch a thing.
Hamas is “seeking to inflame the situa-
tion and drag everyone towards violence
and chaos, to rebuild its military wings,”
says one ofMr Abbas’s senior security
men, fearing that the deal between Ha-
mas and Fatah may unravel if the Islam-
ists hit backagainst the Israeli forces
ordered to clamp down on them by Mr
Netanyahu.

At first Israel’s prime minister blamed
Mr Abbas for the kidnapping, saying the
new Palestinian government was respon-
sible for law and order in the West Bank.
But Israel’s security people argued that
they need to retain co-operation with
their Palestinian counterparts in Fatah to
recover the hostages. Mr Netanyahu then
backtracked, calling for Mr Abbas’s help.

But on the streets of the West Bank, as
in Israel, emotions have begun to bubble.
“Action at last,” cheered a Palestinian. A
Facebookpage posted by an Israeli call-
ing for the execution ofone Palestinian
prisoner every hour until the young
hostages were freed quickly attracted
17,000 likes. 

JERUSALEM

The kidnapping of three young Israelis threatens an edgycalm 

David Landau We are delighted to report that David
Landau, our correspondent in Israel, has been awarded
the Order of the British Empire “for services to
advancing UK/Israel understanding and peace in the
Middle East”.

Pray for our boys

Boko Haram, the extreme Islamist insur-
gents in northern Nigeria, whose large-
scale raids and the abduction of women
and girls have grabbed international head-
lines and humiliated the government. 

In the aftermath of the attacks on Mpe-
ketoni, the Shabab achieved both aims.
Kenya’s tourism, which has provided 15%
of GDP in recent years, is in tatters. Warn-
ings lastmonth by the British and other for-
eign governments prompted flustered tour
companies to evacuate clients from Ken-
ya’scoastal touristhub, Mombasa. The lux-
urious resorts and hotels on Lamu island
stand virtually empty. Operators admit it
could take years to restore confidence.

The response of Kenya’s government
has baffled observers as much as the
slaughter has shocked them. After nearly
two days of silence, Mr Kenyatta declared
on June 17th that the Shabab was not in-
volved. Instead he blamed the attacks on
“local political networks”, in an apparent
effort to deflect hostility onto his domestic
opponents at a time of rising tension be-
tween his ruling Jubilee coalition and the
main opposition, which he narrowly de-
feated in an election a yearago. “The attack
in Lamu was well-planned, orchestrated,
and politically motivated ethnic violence
against a Kenyan community, with the in-
tention of profiling and evicting them for
political reasons,” he said. “This therefore,
was not an al-Shabab terrorist attack.” The
implication was that the opposition was
keen to see Kikuyus targeted.

Mr Kenyatta has so far ignored the de-
mands of the opposition, the Law Society
of Kenya and other influential organisa-
tions to fire Joseph Ole Lenku, his interior
minister. No high-level officials have been
sacked as a result of the disastrous han-
dlingofSeptember’s assault by the Shabab
on the Westgate Centre, a smart shopping
mall in the capital, Nairobi, when at least
67 people were killed. 

Since then the Somali militants have

switched to softer targets, such as commut-
erbuses and open-airmarkets. This has left
the government open to accusations of not
caring about ordinary Kenyans, a claim
that wins a sympathetic hearingespecially
among Kenya’s impoverished coastal peo-
ple, most ofwhom are Muslim. 

The Shabab says its campaign is a re-
sponse to the continuing presence of Ken-
yan troops in southern Somalia, where
they have occupied the port city of Kis-
mayo and its surroundings since invading
in 2011 in an effort to defeat the group,

which still controls swathes of Somalia. It
also says that the latest attacks are an an-
swer to three recent drive-by shootings of
prominent radical preachers in Mombasa.
Local human-rights groups allege that the
imams died in extra-judicial killings ar-
ranged by the authorities, a charge the Ken-
yan government denies. In any event, this
wave of violence, together with the disen-
chantment of coastal people and the ap-
parent eagerness of the ruling class to ex-
ploit ethnic and religious divisions, is
gravely threatening Kenya’s stability. 7

Massacre at Mpeketoni
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ON JUNE 18th the Ukrainian crisis,
which has slid into a nasty and in-

creasingly bloody civil war of late, took a
small step backwards to possible de-esca-
lation. After talking to Vladimir Putin, his
Russian counterpart, Ukraine’s president,
Petro Poroshenko, declared a unilateral
ceasefire in the east to give time for anti-
government insurgents either to leave Uk-
raine or to give up their weapons. How-
ever, the fighting around Donetsk and Lu-
hansk now has its own self-perpetuating
logic, driven by daily skirmishes between
rebel militiamen with unclear allegiances
and poorly trained, ill-equipped Ukrainian
troops. Decisions taken in Kiev, or in Mos-
cow for that matter, may have little effect
on the ground. 

The insurgents in the east were quick to
say they would not abide by the ceasefire.
The real danger is that, ever since the fall of
Viktor Yanukovych in late February, ratio-
nal solutions to the crisis in Ukraine have
“not been in demand” in Moscow, accord-
ing to Sergey Utkin of the Department of
Strategic Assessment at the Russian Acad-
emy of Sciences. Instead of a stable post-
Yanukovych Ukraine, the Kremlin appears
to prefer a weak country under an ever-
present riskoffallingapart—or, as Mr Utkin
puts it: “A Ukraine that is so occupied with
its own internal problems that it doesn’t
have time for anything else.” Mr Putin

tanks. Rebel fighters are coming under ar-
tillery fire, yet they do not have much
heavy weaponry, making the tactical logic
of arms transfers clear, says Alexander
Golts, a military analyst. Yet Mr Golts adds
that there are no concrete facts about what
is coming from Russia—a sign that the
1,600-kilometre (1,000-mile) border is hard
to monitoreven with Western surveillance
technology. 

In recent weeks Russia has tried, with
varying degrees of success, to “attach and
shorten the leash” over the armed rebels in
the east, says Mark Galeotti of New York
University. The rise of the Vostokbattalion,
initially reliant on Chechen fighters and
now largely Ukrainian, is an example. Mr
Putin would like to consolidate his control
over the disparate militia groups, not least
so that he can credibly claim to be able to
stop the violence as part of a potential
“grand bargain” with Mr Poroshenko. The
problem, says Mr Galeotti, is that Russian
policyhasbecome a “victim ofitsown suc-
cess,” in that it has fostered the creation of
armed groupsand newlyempowered war-
lords who wield more influence than the
Kremlin had foreseen. They have their
own interests and priorities which do not
always align with Mr Putin’s. 

The past few days have also seen the re-
emergence ofanotherold weapon: natural
gas. On June 16th Gazprom, Russia’s gas
giant, halted deliveries to Ukraine, because
of what it says is a $4.5 billion unpaid bill.
The dispute is over price, a subjective mea-
sure since Russia charges wildly different
amounts depending on its relations with
the buyer. (Mr Putin tried to prop up Mr Ya-
nukovych by offering him a cut-rate price
of $268 per thousand cubic metres; Gaz-
prom now wants $385.) Even with the taps
off, the move was just a warning shot. Uk-

seems to have ignored his own warnings
in past conflicts about how anarchic vio-
lence knows no borders. 

In another twist, Mr Utkin notes, more
revanchist and conservative voices in Rus-
sian foreign-policy circles have for years
accused the Americans of stirring up
“managed chaos” around the world as a
way of nefariously advancing their objec-
tives. Now those same hardliners are back-
ing a Russian policy aimed at just such a
goal in Ukraine. With support that can
range from winking approval to proxy de-
liveries of arms and money, the Kremlin
has tried to ratchet up (and down) instabil-
ity in eastern Ukraine as a way ofapplying
pressure to the government in Kiev, wield-
ing the implicit threat of widespread civil
war or even invasion. 

In practice that has meant allowing the
passage of Russian volunteers into Uk-
raine to join the fight and giving political
cover to separatist leaders like Denis Pushi-
lin and Alexander Boroday, who have
been in Moscow for meetings with key fig-
ures, including Vladislav Surkov, a long-
time master of political sorcery close to Mr
Putin. More murkily, some Russian weap-
ons seem to be finding their way to eastern
Ukraine, perhaps including an Igla rocket
system that was used to shoot down a mil-
itary aircraft on June 14th, killing almost 50
soldiers, and a handful of Soviet-era T-64

Russia and Ukraine

Ratchet up, ratchet down
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Violence in eastern Ukraine may abate fora while, but Russian meddling could
crankit up again
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2 raine has months before it needs to worry
about dwindling stocks for winter, and
Russia has its own interests in seeing the
gas flow again. Last year more than half of
the Russian gas sold to Europe went
through pipelines across Ukraine. On June
17th a mysterious explosion damaged one
of them. This, and the shut-off, may enable
Russia to put pressure on the European Un-
ion to permit construction of the South
Stream pipeline, now stalled (see story
alongside).

All this has taken place against a back-
drop ofRussian troops rotating to and from
the border. They are meant to serve as a re-
minder to Mr Poroshenko that, lest he
think otherwise, his forces cannot achieve
a decisive victory on the battlefield alone:
he will have to deal with Mr Putin if he

wants to pacify the east. The demonstra-
tive presence of the Russian army—several
brigades have again moved to the border
after some weeks back at base—is also
meant to curb temptations in Kiev to resort
to heavier weapons, including air power. 

Unless he absolutely has to, Mr Putin
would much rather not invade. He would
prefer to attain his objectives—getting Mr
Poroshenko to accept greatly decentralised
power in the regions, for example, and to
give up hopes of NATO and EU member-
ship—without sending in troops. But if it
comes to a choice between invasion, with
all its sizeable dangers and costs, and any-
thing resembling an open defeat, which
would mean a damaging loss of face at
home and abroad, Mr Putin would proba-
bly choose to go in.7

Eastern Ukraine

Life among the rebels

IN LUHANSK, a shabby mining city near
Ukraine’s eastern border, the fighting

sounds like the rumble ofdistant thun-
der. Smoke rises to the north, where
apartment blocks fade into tightly packed
cottages and allotments. Outside the
dilapidated hospital, “Chechens” (short-
hand for Russian and Caucasian merce-
naries who are the backbone of the
insurgency) lounge in a truck. Muscled
and swaggering, with kerchiefs knotted
round their heads, they are a far tougher
proposition than the locals who make up
the rankand file. Several hundred are
said to be barracked in student hostels.

For the government in Kiev, the only
solution may in the end be military.
Fuelled by Russian weapons and propa-
ganda, the insurgency has no clear lead-
ership. Over 30 groups control different
towns and buildings in the cities, where
fragile truces between militias and may-
ors preserve a semblance ofnormality. In
Donetsk, firmly under insurgent control,
a “People’s Republic” issues journalists
with accreditation cards. The minister for
humanitarian aid, his manbag and loaf-
ers in striking contrast with colleagues’
pseudo-military dress, shows offmedi-
cine and food for distribution to refugees.
That the locks have been torn offthe
office doors, he admits, has led to pilfer-
ing. An unpleasant smell hints at the
absence ofa minister for cleaning. 

A couple ofstreets away, municipal
services are still run from the mayor’s
office, nominally part of the Kiev govern-
ment. Pensions and salaries are being
paid; public transport is running; utilities
continue to work. A new cycle path has
just opened along Artyoma Street. Taking

action against the insurgency by, for
example, turning offthe electricity to the
television tower (which broadcasts only
Russian channels), is impossible. As the
mayor’s press secretary admits, “ifwe
actively tookKiev’s side we wouldn’t
exist any more.” 

Normality may yet disappear alto-
gether. In Donetskand Luhanskfew bank
machines still dispense cash and drivers
riskhaving their cars commandeered by
men with guns. The streets empty as
soon as darkness falls. On June 17th the
People’s Republic posted armed men
inside the Donetskbranch of the national
bank; whether it has access to national-
government bankaccounts is unclear.
Some cities may go the way ofSlovyansk,
where the local hospital depends on its
own generator for electricity, there are
long queues for water, and mortar fire
from nearby Ukrainian positions causes
a steady stream ofcivilian deaths and
injuries. Some 60,000 people, half the
town’s population, have left. 

Ordinary people hold their breath
and wait. Two kind ladies, bustling about
their empty café to packa picnic of blinis
and cucumber, say they just want peace.
“Why are they shooting at us, what have
we done wrong?” In his little flat, an
archaeologist from LuhanskUniversity,
sorting through his collection ofdelicate
flint blades, says that a few months ago
he could organise small pro-Ukrainian
rallies ofa few hundred. Now most of his
friends and colleagues have gone. There
will be no digs for him this summer. The
site where the flints came from has fallen
under rebel control. His other site, in the
Crimean hills, is now part ofRussia.

DONETSK AND LUHANSK

Acertain normalitycontinues in insurgent territory—forthe time being

FOR those worried by the Kremlin’s
growing influence in Europe, Bulgaria

has long been a prime suspect. As much as
90% of its gas comes from Russia. It is an ar-
dent backer of South Stream, a Balkan gas
pipeline that Russia is promoting in de-
fiance of European Union rules on public
procurement and energy liberalisation. A
Russian presence in the murky worlds of
Bulgarian banking and political-party fi-
nance has also aroused concern. 

This month the issue has come to a
head. On June 3rd the EU flatly told Bulgar-
ia to stop work on South Stream, a project
also backed by the governments of Aus-
tria, Greece and Hungary. The Bulgarian
government—a minority coalition of So-
cialistsand a partyofethnicTurks—instant-
ly refused. On the same day the EU tempo-
rarily cut tens of millions of euros in
regional-development funds, the distribu-
tion of which has long been a bailiwick of
the Turkish party, the Movement for Rights
and Freedoms (DPS in Bulgarian). The EU

has privately threatened to freeze more.
This stoked a row inside the coalition be-
tween DPS and itsSocialist (ex-communist)
allies, South Stream’s strongest backers.

On June 8th John McCain, an American
senator, on a visit to Sofia, bluntly warned
the Socialist prime minister, Plamen
Oresharski, over the danger of proceeding
with South Stream. America is particularly
unhappyabout the project. One ofthe con-
tractors, Stroytransgaz, is owned by Gen-
nady Timchenko, a Russian magnate who
is on the White House sanctions list be-
cause ofhis ties to Vladimir Putin.

Mr Oresharski promptly said that he
was suspending work on the pipeline,
pending consultations with the EU. His en-
ergy minister contradicted him, saying the 
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2 decision to back South Stream was “irre-
versible”. An already weak government
began to lookdoomed. On June 17th Rosen
Plevneliev, the president, said that the
country’s political parties had agreed to
hold an election this autumn, more than
two years ahead ofschedule.

The president—a strong Atlanticist and
pro-European who doesn’t belong to any
political party—has come out well from
this. But he lacks a political base. Some
hope he will form a political party to cam-
paign in the election. The other big winner
is the beefy Boyko Borisov, an ex-body-
guard who heads GERB, the nominally
centre-right opposition party. The most
likely election outcome will be a govern-
ment headed by him, with the perennial
DPS as a junior partner.

But shuffling the cards will not resolve
worries about corruption and the abuse of
power that have fuelled the political crisis.
Particular controversy surrounds a leading
figure in DPS, Delyan Peevski, a media ty-
coon whom the government tried to put in
charge of the state security agency. He
came second in the party’s list for the Euro-
pean elections, but had to step down be-
cause ofopposition from the Liberal group
in the parliament, to which DPS belongs.
He now claims that Tzvetan Vassilev, a
banker with close ties to Moscow and the
Socialist Party, tried to have him killed last
week (Mr Vassilev denies this).

The fall of the government may be a
sign that, when it comes to the crunch, lo-
cal magnates’ power exceeds the Krem-
lin’s. But that is no cause for comfort.7

IT WAS a deliciously French moment of
exasperation. On June 16th a railway

strike prompted public rage when it threat-
ened to disrupt a national philosophy
exam. On the sixth day of a rolling strike,
unions at the SNCF national railway en-
croached on the first day of the baccalau-
réat school-leaving exam, a ritual that be-
gins with a four-hour philosophy essay. As
strikers downed tools and commuters bat-
tled to work, some 340,000 French teen-
agers were wrestling with the question
“Do we live in order to be happy?”

If François Hollande had been sitting
the exam, he would surely have answered:
“Fat chance as long as there are rail unions
around.” A strike originally expected to be
short-lived was extended on June 18th into
its ninth day, the worst industrial action

since he became president in 2012. On
some days, more than half of TGV fast
trains have been cancelled, as well as two-
thirds of certain commuter trains in the
Paris region. The SNCF management called
it the worst strike for13 years.

The two unions behind it, the CGT,
which is close to the Communist Party, and
the even harder-talkingSUD, are protesting
against plans to merge two rail companies:
the SNCF, which runs the trains, and RFF,
the highly indebted firm that manages the
tracks. After months of discussion, this re-
form went before parliament on June 17th.
Nothing in the bill changes the special sta-
tus of railway workers. But the unions sus-
pect itwill lead to changes in working prac-
tices and perks once the railways are
opened up to competition in 2019. 

This conflict is the firstbigunion-led test
for Mr Hollande. Until now, the largest
protest he has faced was over the legalisa-
tion of gay marriage. In fine tradition, he
has booted the problem to his new prime
minister, Manuel Valls, who has sounded
tough, declaring that there is “no question”
of shelving the reform. They are betting
partly on union divisions to undermine
the strike: Laurent Berger, leader of the
CFDT, a big union which backs the reform,
has accused those on strike of “contempt”
for bac candidates. Mr Valls also has public
opinion on his side. An overwhelming76%
say they oppose the strike. With the econ-
omy at a standstill and unemployment
high, there is little sympathy forpublic-sec-
tor rail workers. The French are well aware
that they get perks such as free tickets and
that most train drivers retire at 50. 

Yet the reason this strike has hardened
goesbeyond railwayreform. Paradoxically,
it partly reflects union weakness. Grass-
roots members are frustrated that industri-
al action has lost much of its punch. The
sort of paralysing strikes once common in
France have become rare. By law, public
services must run a minimum service dur-
ing strikes, and days of industrial action

are no longer paid. Between 2005 and 2011,
the number ofdays lost to strikes per 1,000
employees fell from 164 to 77. On the SNCF

works council, support for the CGT has
dropped from 44% ten years ago to 36% to-
day. Thierry Lepaon, the CGT leader, faces
intense pressure not to give up the fight. 

The conflict also seems to have crystal-
lised broader discontent with the govern-
ment. Some strikers talk of anger over its
new business-friendly policies and auster-
ity plans. So do part-time theatre workers,
who are protesting against benefit
changes. Mr Valls can ill afford to let the
chaos continue. But, billed as a bold re-
former, neither can he be seen to give in to
his first protest on the streets.7

French rail strikes

Unhappiness is the
truth

PARIS

A rerun ofFrance’s bad old days tests
the Socialist government’s resolve

The long march to work

MANY Germans believe that democra-
cy took root in their country only

after the Spiegel affair in 1962. In the shad-
ow of the Cuban missile crisis, the West
German defence minister, Franz Josef
Strauss, tried to intimidate a magazine, Der
Spiegel, for its unflattering coverage of the
army. Its offices were searched on suspi-
cion of treason and its publisherand sever-
al editors arrested. But Germans took to
the streets to insist on freedom of the press.
Mr Strauss was forced to step down, the
highest court backed a free media—and
Germany became the vibrant democracy
that it is today.

But has the German press now mutated
into an institution that could undermine
democracy? Peer Steinbrück, the losing So-
cial Democratic candidate for chancellor 

Germany’s media

An unwholesome
nexus

BERLIN

Doubts spread about media
freedom—not of the press, but from it
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“MY CONDITION, excuse me, is the
dismissal of the finance minister,”

says a man’s voice, referring disparagingly
to “Count von Rostowski” and demanding
that he be replaced by a “technical and
apolitical” minister. The man setting out
his terms is allegedly Marek Belka, the go-
vernor of the Polish central bank. And the
minister whose dismissal he was seeking
is Jacek Rostowski, the finance minister,
who did indeed lose his job in November
last year. Mr Belka also crudely mocks the
ten-member Monetary Policy Council
(MPC), which sets interest rates, and asks
for new legislation to increase the central
bank’s powers.

The illegal recording of an obscenity-
laced private conversation between Mr
Belka and Bartlomiej Sienkiewicz, the inte-
rior minister, which was released on June
14th by Wprost, a weekly, has set off a
bombshell. It has triggered calls for the res-
ignation of Donald Tusk, the prime minis-
ter, and for snap elections, and has left Mr
Belka’s reputation in tatters. The recording
was apparently made last July at a swish
Warsaw restaurant that is popular with
politicians. Wprost says it has more record-
ings. This week security services raided its
offices, triggering widespread protests
from defenders ofmedia freedom. 

The most controversial part of the con-

versation between Mr Belka and Mr Sien-
kiewicz is their discussion on how Mr
Belka could intervene to prop up the econ-
omy and thus avert a slowdown that could
benefit the opposition Law and Justice
partybefore nextyear’s elections. MrBelka
is the boss of an institution that is required
by law to be independent.

Can Mr Tuskride out the storm without
firing any of the policymakers involved?
Both he and Mr Rostowski deny that there
was any pressure to fire him. Mr Rostowski
was replaced by Mateusz Szczurek, a for-
mer economist at an international bank
with no political experience. New laws
that include a provision allowing the cen-
tral bank to buy government debt on sec-
ondary markets are also in the works: this
was a condition of the bank’s support for
the government. 

In a news conference, Mr Tusk lament-
ed the crude language used during the din-
ner conversation (much sport was made,
for instance, of the private parts of an im-
portant member of the MPC). He said that
he worried that the recordings “were an at-
tempt to bring down the government by il-
legal means.” 

Mr Belka, a respected former finance
and prime minister, has apologised for his
language but seems to be hanging on to his
job. The MPC, in a strikingly lukewarm
statement, stated that itwasbacking the go-
vernor, although it also added that the “un-
lawful eavesdropping may create the im-
pression that the chairman of the
Monetary Policy Council played a part in
the political-electoral cycle,” which would
be “unacceptable”. Financial markets
dropped early in the week over worries
that Mr Belka might leave, but have since
stabilised. Most analysts reckon Poland’s
strong economic fundamentals and the
central bank’s solid reputation would not
be seriously affected if the governor were
to depart.

Mr Tuskhas also refused to fire Mr Sien-
kiewicz, whose security services should
have been in charge of ensuring that their
boss was not bugged. If the affair cannot be
quickly wrapped up, Mr Tusk faces the
danger of a series of corrosive revelations
about senior members of his government.
Whatever the outcome, the scandal has
cast a shadow over the government’s
claims to probity and competence, its main
pitch in the campaigns for local elections
this autumn as well as for presidential and
parliamentary elections next year.7

Polish politics

Vistulagate

WARSAW

The prime minister tries to ride out a wiretapping scandal

Belka may wish he hadn’t said it

last year, suggests so. During the campaign
he was hounded by the German press
pack. But that was not the subject of Mr
Steinbrück’s pointed question. Rather it is
the case ofChristian Wulff.

Mr Wulffwas president ofGermany for
598 days, resigning in February 2012. He
had many flaws, as he describes with dis-
arming frankness in a new book. This
makes “At the Top, at the Bottom” a much
better read than most political memoirs.
Some chapters read like a thriller, because
they offer a microscopic look at the un-
wholesome nexus between Germany’s
media, politics and judiciary.

According to Mr Wulff, he was deliber-
ately destroyed by Germany’s biggest tab-
loid, Bild, and itseditor, Kai Diekmann. Sev-
eral highbrow publications, including Der
Spiegel and the Frankfurter Allgemeine Zei-
tung, chimed in, as did the television talk
shows. The issues involved are hard to
summarise, partly because they have been
so trivial. It all began with a fuss over a
private mortgage to Mr Wulff. It continued
with an angry voicemail that Mr Wulff left
on Mr Diekmann’s phone. It went on with
questions over who had paid a hotel bill
when the Wulffs visited the island of Sylt.
And so forth. Cumulatively, the onslaught
robbed the president ofboth his credibility
and his dignity. 

The most disturbing passages concern
the nods and winks that passed between
journalists on the hunt and prosecutors in
Lower Saxony, Mr Wulff’s home state.
These included a longtime political enemy
of his. Responding to all the coverage, the
prosecutors began an investigation into
corruption and asked for Mr Wulff’s im-
munity to be removed—informing Bild in
advance. Mr Wulffhad to resign.

Yet the investigators found nothing sub-
stantive against him. So they redoubled
their efforts. In all 24 agents, costing more
than €4m ($5.42m), searched five terabytes
of data, 45 bank accounts, 37 telephone
lines and eight houses in a public spectacle
accompanied by continuous leaks to the
press. MrWulffwas humiliated, even as no
charge held up. The final one was over
who had paid €140 fora dinnerat the 2008
Oktoberfest in Munich. In May the judge
threw it out, declaring Mr Wulff innocent.
On June 12th the prosecution gave up its
right to appeal.

The judge may be the only one to
emerge with much credit from this sorry
tale, as the guarantor that the rule of lawre-
mains intact. The prosecutors, press and
public all look bad, ready to sacrifice prin-
ciples such as the presumption of inno-
cence, proportionality and dignity (all of
which are enshrined in the constitution)
for a cheap gladiatorial thrill. “In Wulff’s
case the sharp blade offree speech became
a torture device,” MrSteinbrückconcludes.
“The scandalisers themselves became the
scandal.”7
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SWEDEN and Finland stopped being neutral years ago. They
both participate in NATO exercises, commit troops to its rapid-

reaction force, took part in peacekeeping operations in Bosnia
and Kosovo, joined the fight in Afghanistan and, in the case of
Sweden, even got involved in the 2011air war in Libya.

The two Nordic countries are thus more willing participants
in the transatlantic alliance than several full members (Germany
refused to have anything to do with Libya). Yet they do not enjoy
the biggest benefits of NATO: a seat at the decision-making table
and the protection afforded byArticle 5, the clause thatdefines an
attack on one as an attack on all. This did not matter much when
Russia was a “partner” and neutrality, or rather non-alignment,
was a badge of national identity. But Vladimir Putin’s aggression
towards Ukraine is forcing a reassessment.

This is especially true in Finland, once part of the Russian em-
pire. Alexander Stubb, who is about to take over as prime minis-
ter, made clear his wish to push for NATO membership with the
aim of “maximising Finland’s national security”. He was elected
this weekas leader of the conservative Kokoomus party, succeed-
ing Jyrki Katainen, who is moving to the European Commission.
Nothing will happen immediately, as the current five-party co-
alition excludes moves towards NATO. But Mr Stubb said the
country needed a “comprehensive debate” after next April’s gen-
eral election and, ifhe wins, he seems determined to lead it.

Russia is snarling. Sergei Markov, a senior political adviser to
MrPutin, said Finland risked triggering the third world war. “Anti-
Semitism started world war two. Russophobia can start a third
world war. Finland is one of the most Russophobic countries in
Europe, afterSweden, Poland and the Baltic countries.” In a coun-
try that gave rise to the term “Finlandisation”, the enforced neu-
tering of foreign policy by the Soviet Union during the cold war,
Mr Stubb is going further than his predecessors. Public opinion is
ambiguous. Polls find most Finns against joining the alliance, but
they would agree to if the country’s leaders advocated it.

The trouble is that Finland’s leaders are themselves divided.
The Social Democrats are opposed. Aspects of foreign and de-
fence policy, particularly relations with Russia, are in the hands
of the president, Sauli Niinisto, who has tempered his past sup-
port for NATO. He is arguing instead for the idea of more defence

co-operation in the European Union, whose Lisbon treaty in-
cludes a commitment that, if any member comes under “armed
aggression”, EU members “shall have towards it an obligation of
aid and assistance by all the means in their power”. But how
much could anyone trust promises from a body that struggles
even to meet its modest commitment to have two “battle groups”
ofabout1,500 men ready for deployment at short notice?

The climate would change if Sweden, the Nordic “big broth-
er”, moved towards NATO. Sweden is increasing defence spend-
ing. Its 2009 “solidarity declaration” says Sweden will “not be
passive” if an EU or Nordic country is attacked. Its foreign minis-
ter, Carl Bildt, has been very active in the Ukraine crisis, as one of
the prime advocates of a close partnership between the EU and
Ukraine. But despite some debate about NATO membership, a re-
cent parliamentary commission report shied away from the is-
sue. And the centre-right government, more favourable to NATO

than the centre-left, is expected to lose an election in September.
For now, Sweden and Finland are seeking more integration

among Nordic countries. Much has been achieved in joint train-
ing and logistics. But most of the easy gains from peacetime co-
operation have been made. The hard part (what to do in wartime)
remains clouded by the fact that two (Norway and Denmark) are
NATO members and the rest are not. The lack of clarity makes for
uncertainty on NATO’s northern flank. The defence of the ex-So-
viet Baltic states, too long ignored for fear ofupsetting Russia, has
become a conundrum for NATO military planners. The Baltic trio
are a plausible flashpoint, given sizeable Russian minorities in
two of them, and they are also the hardest allies to defend. Small,
thinly populated and (barring Estonia) spending pitiful amounts
for their own defence, the Baltics are entirely within range ofRus-
sian anti-aircraft and air-to-ground missiles. How far would Swe-
den and Finland go to protect them?

Karlis Neretnieks, a Swedish former general, argues that the
problem would worsen ifRussia were to invade (or just “borrow”
temporarily) some of the Baltic islands to deploy their missiles,
thereby threatening the whole Baltic Sea, and much of southern
Sweden besides. Indeed, Sweden has just deployed troops and
planes to the island of Gotland. Finland, for its part, is treaty-
bound not to militarise the Aland Islands, an archipelago at the
entrance to the GulfofBothnia. 

Hug them tighter
Sweden and Finland want to be asclose and interoperable aspos-
sible with NATO, without being members; NATO has sought to
embrace them ascloselyaspossible, and isdrawingup new privi-
leges, without granting them decision-making rights. It is time to
consummate the relationship. Uncertainty gives Russia scope for
mischief-making. Finnish and Swedish membership would en-
hance security by turning the Baltic into a NATO lake.

Might Russia throw a dangerous hissy fit? It is telling that Swe-
den’s semi-neutrality did not prevent Russian bombers last year
from staging a mock attack (it was NATO planes, not Swedish
ones, that scrambled to meet them). The Swedish chief of staff
subsequently declared that his forces could defend only a small
part of the country against Russian attack, for a week at best.
NATO bluntly told Sweden that, without being a full member, it
could not expect the allies to come to its defence. Russian belliger-
ence only strengthens the case for NATO membership. 7

What price neutrality?

Russia stokes fresh debate among the Nordics about NATO membership
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“IT HURTS too much to think about,”
says the former head of a big British

bank when asked about the retreat of Brit-
ain’s banking champions from interna-
tional markets. “It is such a wasted oppor-
tunity.” A senior executive at another big
international bank is just as downbeat
about London’s ability to attract invest-
ment. “The UK is a lot less attractive for us,”
he says. “We don’t trust it.”

Such comments would have been in-
conceivable a few years ago, when British
banks were ridinghigh and Britain’s role as
the pre-eminent international financial
centre seemed unassailable. Before the
credit crunch, finance was Britain’s most
successful industry, its biggest exporter,
taxpayer and provider of well-paid jobs.
Now it is being humbled, with negative
consequences for the wider economy.

The most easily measured is on govern-
ment revenues. Corporate taxes paid by
predominantly British banks accounted
for 16% of the corporate tax take in 2013,
more than the share from oil and gas firms
in the North Sea. Yet this figure represents a
drastic shrinkage. Since 2007 the amount
of corporate taxes paid by financial firms
has fallen by almost half.

Well-paid jobs are also going in their
tens of thousands. In recent weeks Bar-
clays started cutting the first of 7,000 posts,
mostly in its investment bank. This marks
the end of its erstwhile effort to become

British banks proceeded to dominate
international finance for over a century. By
some measures they were only eclipsed by
American rivals in the 1980s. But in the
new millennium they made a spectacular
return—zooming back into investment
banking and onto the international stage.
Having been almost absent from the rank-
ings of the world’s biggest banks in the
1990s, British banks had by 2008 claimed
two of the top three spots (see chart). 

But that was the peak, with RBS and
HBOS since bailed outbya reluctant British
government. And Barclays has suffered
embarrassing losses, paid hefty fines for
riggingkey interest rates and been defenes-
trated by the Bank of England. It is now
throwing in the towel on large parts of its
investment bank. The only exception to
this general decline is HSBC, an Asia-fo-
cused bank which only moved its head-
quarters to Britain in 1993.

The retreat is partly by government de-
cree. Politicians see little reason for state-
owned banks such as RBS to have large for-
eign operations. Instead they encourage its
managers to focus on the sorts of things
that please voters, such as writing mort-
gages and providing loans to small busi-
nesses. New regulations, such as Britain’s
ring-fence between retail and investment
banking, are also encouraging banks to
trim their international and investment-
banking businesses. 

Does this matter? Those writing the
new rules say, no. London has long been to
finance as Wimbledon is to tennis, they
say: Britain provides the court and encour-
ages foreigners to provide the best players.
They believe Britain can continue reaping
the rewards of being an international
banking centre, while at the same time
having tame domestic banks that won’t
put taxpayers’ money at risk of another

one of the world’s biggest international
banks. Other British banks are also in re-
treat. Back in 2008 Royal Bank of Scotland
(RBS) was the world’s third-largest bank.
Yet last month it filed papers to spin off or
sell its American retail banking unit as part
of a process to scale back or divest all its
businesses outside Britain. 

The shrinkage is wrenching for a coun-
try that more or less invented modern in-
ternational banking. Exactly 150 years ago
this newspaper crowed about Britain’s ex-
cellence in “understanding cautious, but
not over cautious banking—bold, but not
over bold banking—better than any other
country.” 

Britain’s global banks

Now you see them…

The shrinking ofBritish banks is bad for theiremployees, the Cityand Britain
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2 bail-out. There is some merit to this. Some
250 foreign banks operate in Britain. Be-
tween them they own almost half the
country’s banking assets. Foreign banks
pay employee-related taxes and their staff
pay income taxes, even if they generally
structure their operations to ensure they
pay little corporate tax. 

Yet London’s role as an international fi-
nancial centre is coming under threat from
many of the same forces that are shrinking
British banks. Regulators around the world
are fencing off domestic financial markets,
forcing banks to set aside capital and li-
quidity to support local lending. Many are
also restricting the ability of their own
banks to expand into other markets. This
“balkanisation” of finance may well lead
to a financial system that is more resilient
to foreign shocks, but less diversified and
therefore riskier. 

Diversified banks with operations
around the world are generally able to off-

set losses in one country with profits from
another. Yet as British banks retreat to their
home market, they will lose many of these
benefits and will be more closely tied to
the fortunes of the British economy. That
means they are likely to find themselves
lending too much when times are good
and contracting too sharply when they are
bad, exaggerating booms and busts.
Shrunken banks may also have other big
economic implications, not least if they are
unable to finance exports.

Britain’s banking industry still has
many strengths, not least a cluster of
skilled professionals that includes ship-
pingand insurance expertsaswell as bank-
ers, lawyers and accountants. It is located
in a favourable time zone for trading be-
tween America and Asia. These make it
likely that London will remain a centre of
finance ofsome sort. But the diminution of
home-grown banks will make the City less
interesting and Britain poorer for it.7

THE screws on Britain’s housing market
are being gently tightened. New figures

published on June 17th showed that in the
past year house prices in Britain increased
by10%. In London they rose by almost19%.
Such increases look unsustainable; so
Mark Carney, governor of the Bank of Eng-
land, has said he will “nothesitate” to quell
the market if necessary. He had already
hinted that interest rates might go up
sooner than expected—perhaps suggesting
a rise this year. 

House prices are soaring mostly thanks
to government policy. Though the Bank’s
base rate hasbeen at just0.5% forfive years,
mortgages remained relatively expensive
and hard to get until late 2012, when a
scheme called Funding for Lending was in-
troduced to funnel public money to strug-
gling banks. Since then, rates have fallen
steadily and house-buyers have been bor-
rowing more. Loan-to-income ratios for
first-time buyers are at their highest record-
ed levels. In London, cash buyers have also
played a bigpart in the boom. Some are for-
eigners, but most are probably well-off lo-
cals, using their savings to buyhomes as in-
vestments or for their children.

This surge of money into housing has
combined with a chronic shortage of sup-
ply to boost prices. Population growth sug-
gests as many as 250,000 new homes are
needed in England alone to keep up with
demand. Yet construction has undershot

that foryears: just112,630 homeswere com-
pleted in the year to April 2014, a third less
than in 2007. The latest figures on housing
starts (see chart) suggests things are im-
proving, but not nearly enough. Building is
unlikely to get much past its pre-recession
highs before at least 2020, reckons Mark
Clare, the boss of Britain’s biggest builder,
Barratt Homes, and even then only with
sustained government support such as
help-to-buy, which subsidises mortgages
for first-time buyers.

In other senses too, the recovery is ten-
tative. Though first-time buyers are taking
on more debt, there are notall thatmany of
them: total mortgage lending is almost flat.

In the year to April, 1.1m homes changed
hands: a big increase on the recession-era
low of850,000, but still far below the 2007
peak of 1.7m. In most of the country—ex-
cluding London, the south-east and east—
house prices remain below their peak. In
some poorernorthern towns, theyare well
below the level ofa decade ago.

This leaves Mr Carney needing to pull
off a difficult trick: to restrain house prices
in the places where they are bubbliest
without denting the broader economic re-
covery or causing a crash. Raising interest
rates sharply would slow the housing mar-
ket, but also hit firms borrowing to invest
and consumer spending, which would
damage the wider economy. But to do
nothing might lead people to take on debts
they cannot repay when rates eventually
rise. To cool only the most overheated
parts of the housing market, Mr Carney
therefore appears to be preparing the
ground for a combination of gentle rate
rises with reforms to the mortgage market. 

The merest hint of these measures may
be having some effect. Even before Mr Car-
ney’s speech, two big lenders, Lloyds and
RBS (both of which are partly owned by
the state) pledged to impose a loan-to-in-
come cap on high-value mortgages. Since
the speech, some of the cheapest mortgage
deals have disappeared. And new rules in-
troduced in April will stop some people
gettingbigmortgages. Estate agents say this
sort of gentle meddling ought to slow the
precipitous price increases without stran-
gling the property market’s recovery. 

What monetary policy cannot do is fix
the deeper problem—which is that houses
will remain least affordable in the places
where most jobsare beingcreated. Price in-
creases in the capital are making lots of
money for construction firms who own
land: Berkeley Homes, a London-focused
builder, increased its profits by 40% in the
year to April. But they are not stimulating
much supply, largely because planning re-
strictions are so tight. In St Albans, a south-
ern commuter town, the price ofgreenfield
land with planning permission has al-
ready eclipsed its heady pre-recession lev-
els. Yet where there is actually plenty of
land with permission to build, forexample
in the Thames estuary, house prices re-
main too low to entice builders.

George Osborne, the chancellor of the
exchequer, at least understands the pro-
blem. “British people want our homes to
go up in value, but also remain affordable,”
he said in a recent speech. Yet he has of-
fered no new solution to London’s unaf-
fordable housing. The green belt surround-
ing the capital, on which building is
banned, will remain intact. House-build-
ing will therefore be limited to former in-
dustrial sites which are expensive to build
on. As a senior civil servant notes, Britain’s
housing market is getting back to its pre-re-
cession normal state: broken. 7

House prices

Taking the heat out

Increases in interest rates will at best slowBritain’s housing boom

Getting less for more
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EVEN by Foreign Office standards, there is something Ozyman-
dian about the temporary digs of the Middle East section.

They are in the Old Admiralty Building, Britain’s oldest purpose-
built office block, completed in 1726 and recently vacated by the
Department for International Development. A smell of dust and
emptinessfills its cavernouscorridors. Who else works here? Will
it become a luxury hotel, like the recently flogged Admiralty Arch
next door? What is that banging on the third floor? The press offi-
cer, smiling wanly, cannot say.

There is a whiffofVienna in Whitehall these days. Beloved of
the tourists milling outside it, the Foreign Office’s great stone
walls and soaring ceilings are unshrinking; the ambitions within
are not. Filleted of responsibility for development aid in 1997, re-
shaped around management fads and ravaged by cuts, the ser-
vice is much reduced. Where policy work and language skills
were all, diplomats are now appraised on their “strategic aware-
ness” and ability to “communicate and influence”. At £1.5 billion
($2.5 billion) and falling, Britain spends much less on the Foreign
Office than on subsidisingpensioners’ heating. Decline is inevita-
ble: Whitehall no longer governs much of the world. Yet under
David Cameron’s coalition government it has accelerated, which
reflects a broader diminution ofBritish foreign policy.

For decades Britain’s claim to exert global influence has been
based on its leadership in Europe and, especially, closeness to
America. Maintaining those struts has been, forall MrCameron’s
recent predecessors, an objective in itself; both are decayed. Mr
Cameron and William Hague, the Conservative prime minister
and foreign secretary, are reluctant Europeans, not least because
many in their party wish to leave, not lead, the European Union.
Mr Hague’s absence from the Franco-German-Polish delegation
that rushed to Kiev early on in the Ukraine crisis was indicative of
this; at a recentEU summit forAfrican headsofstate, MrCameron
was the only no-show among European leaders.

On America, because it matters more, the slippage is worse.
Mr Cameron has co-operated well with Barack Obama on one
war, in Libya, failed to gee him up for another, in Syria, and spo-
ken remarkably little to the president in between—least of all
about Iraq and Afghanistan, where Britain has expended £37 bil-
lion and 632 lives. Mr Cameron and his Tory colleagues on the

National Security Council do not wish to be sullied by the disas-
ters of their Labour predecessors, confesses one insider. With
such little interest at the top, it is perhaps no wonder the seers en-
sconced in the Old Admiralty Building failed to predict the latest
jihadist surge in Iraq—though it might have helped if more than
three ofBritain’s ambassadors to the Middle East spoke Arabic.

America fears a worse diminution in its British ally. In the past
18 months Mr Obama and his leading officials have given Britain
three painful warnings: to stick with Europe, spend more on de-
fence and ensure it hangs on to Scotland, which harbours Brit-
ain’s nuclear-submarine capability and is preparing for an inde-
pendence referendum in September. Failure on any of these
could represent a calamitous loss of power; all are possible. By
late 2017 what remains ofBritain, a Scotland-denuded rump with
the smallest British army in centuries, could be packing up in
Brussels and pondering what all that Eurosceptic talk of foot-
loose liberation was about. It is hard to imagine the argument for
Britain retaining its seat in the UN Security Council in that
event—or against turning halfofWhitehall into luxury hotels.

It is a humiliating prospect, and Mr Cameron has done too lit-
tle to avert it. HisEuropean policy isa mess; and this reflectsa gen-
eral habit of expediency and intermittency in foreign policy. Gu-
rus of the subject, grandee diplomats and soldiers, disdain Mr
Cameron almost unanimously. They say he is incapable of strate-
gic thought, that his National Security Council is nothing but a
current-affairs talking-shop. These are well-aimed barbs. Yet their
implication, that Britain would stand taller if Mr Cameron were
more serious or muscular, is misguided.

The gurus take too little note ofthe circumstances in which his
coalition government tookpower. It inherited a demoralised and
broke Foreign Office; demoralised and unaffordable armed
forces; and an economic crisis. In that context, Mr Cameron’s re-
cord on foreign matters isn’t all that bad. The coalition has gone
some way to tidying up the army’s ruinous procurements and
pepped up the Foreign Office a bit. MrHague hassought to restore
its traditional skill at understanding foreign places, while trying
to forge new, more commercially oriented alliances, especially in
Asia. That endeavour can appear wishful; India and China re-
specteconomicheft, notdiplomaticentreaty. But the government
is at least trying to improve matters there, too: fixing Britain’s
ruined finances is its biggest strategic priority by far.

Not much without the cousins
The other big caveat to Mr Cameron’s failings abroad is his allies.
Because ifhisEuropean policy isa mess, so isEurope. In the battle
to save the euro, the EU’s foreign policy, such as it was, has fallen
into disarray; as, it should be noted, has the agreement wrungout
in Kiev by the EU delegation. And in MrObama, MrCameron has
had a cold-fish president in retreat mode. Nothing is more forma-
tive to Britain’s global weighting. With America, it remains a seri-
ous intelligence and useful military power. Without America, its
capabilities are in global terms barely significant—and on Syria
and Iraq America has been absent.

These are secular trends in British power, beyond the ability
ofMrCameron oranyrival to influence much. He recognises this.
Having been burned on Syria, he has been cautious on Iraq be-
cause, until America moves, Britain has little to offer there. It is be-
littling. But to imagine thatMrCameron, through muscular diplo-
macy, could reverse Britain’s relative decline is to be guilty of
another sort of the insularity ofwhich he is often accused.7

Running out of gas

British foreign policy is feeble. That is not reallyDavid Cameron’s fault

Bagehot
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THE wooden shacks are neatly grouped
in blocks; fences separate lots; there is

even the odd well-tended garden. Asslums
go, Brisas de La Popa is surprisingly organ-
ised. But as Miguel Villazon drives through
this district on the outskirts of Valledupar,
a city in north-eastern Colombia (pic-
tured), he remains unimpressed. “Upgrad-
ing this neighbourhood will take years,”
grumbles Mr Villazon, the mayor’s right-
hand man. Streets will have to be wid-
ened, shacks moved and sewers put in.
“Doing all this before people come, would
be much, much cheaper.”

Like many cities in poor countries, Val-
ledupar has grown in higgledy-piggledy
fashion, from a town of150,000 in 1985 to a
city of nearly 440,000 now. Land was oc-
cupied before critical infrastructure was
put in, often at great expense. But now Val-
ledupar and eight other cities in Colombia
and Ethiopia—to be joined by others in Ec-
uador, Mexico and India—want to show
that urban growth need not be so disorder-
ly. They are part of the Urban Expansion
Initiative, an ambitious programme
launched by New YorkUniversity (NYU) to
help cities make long-term preparations
for their growth.

Between now and 2050 the number of
people living in cities will grow from 3.9
billion to 6.3 billion. The proportion of ur-
ban dwellers will swell from 54% to 67% of
the world’s population, according to the
UN. In other words, for the next 36 years

citywants to expand and attract even more
people,” says Horacio Terraza of the Inter-
American Development Bank.

Restrictive policies are doomed, says
Shlomo Angel of NYU, whose research is
the basis for the initiative. He and his col-
leagues looked at two sets of satellite im-
ages for 120 cities taken in 1990 and 2000.
The result, set out in a book, “Planet of Cit-
ies”, was that both urban populations and
land cover grew on average at the same
rate in citiesofall sizes (by1.6% and 3.7% per
year respectively) regardless of planning
policies. Attempts to block growth mostly
backfired. In Seoul, for example, a protect-
ed greenbelt did little to prevent sprawl,
but led to astronomically high house
prices in the centre.

A much better policy, says Mr Angel, is
to “make room”—not with a detailed mas-
ter plan of the sort that gave rise to ugly ar-
tificial cities such as Brasília, but with a
“platform” that can be builtupon like Man-
hattan’s now-famous street grid. It was
adopted in 1811 and allowed the island to
be developed over time. Today’s fast-grow-
ing cities should establish expansion areas
that can accommodate expected growth,
plan arterial roads and public spaces, and
secure the rights for both, says Mr Angel.
Thiswaystreetscan be builtand infrastruc-
ture put in as needed.

Of the five Colombian cities participat-
ing in the NYU initiative, Valledupar has
made the most progress. Its mayor, Fredys
Socarrás, is in a hurry. Elected in late 2011
on an anti-corruption platform, he has less
than two years left in office (mayors can
only serve one term in Colombia). Long-
term planning, he says, is vital to re-estab-
lishing confidence in the city’s govern-
ment. Valledupar is expecting to add an-
other 200,000 people by 2040. 

To accommodate them and future land
needs, Mr Socarrás wants to allow the 

the world’s cities will expand by the equiv-
alent of six São Paulos every year. This
growth will largely occur in developing
countries (see chart). But most govern-
ments there are ignoring the problem, says
William Cobbett of the Cities Alliance, an
NGO that supports initiatives such as
NYU’s. Those that don’t often find urban
migration unmanageable. 

Some governments are trying to curb
the growth of cities by imposing limits on
movement and restrictions on land use.
They fear plans that mark out land for fu-
ture development will result in even great-
er migration. “Such plans are necessary as
a safety net, but they could signal that a

Urbanisation

Roads of redemption

VALLEDUPAR, COLOMBIA

Cities are bound to grow, but theyneed planning to be liveable
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2 city’s area eventually to triple to 80 square
km (31square miles). His plan’s map is cov-
ered by a grid of big lines—future arterial
roads, the guide rails of the city’s growth.
They are meant to accommodate not only
cars but important infrastructure of all
kinds, from water pipes to bus routes. To
ensure that these services can be easily
reached from any point in the expansion
area, the roads are spaced about 2km from
each other.

In Ethiopia the impetus for city plan-
ning comes from the federal government.
Mekuria Haile, the urbanisation minister,
attended one of the initiative’s workshops
in AddisAbaba lastyear. He facesa difficult
task: the number ofEthiopians living in cit-
ies will triple by 2040, according to the UN.
Awasa in central Ethiopia is expected to
grow from about 200,000 inhabitants to-
day to more than 1.2m by 2040. It is one of
four cities that have already drawn up
long-term plans. The government now
wants all of the country’s cities to follow
the NYU model. Ethiopia is able to move
quicklybecause ithasbuilt a capacity to do
urban planning in recent years, says David
DeGroot, who helps the initiative on the
ground. Local governments have been
strengthened and a new university has
trained hundreds ofurban planners.

Ethiopia also benefits from having
straightforward land laws. The govern-
ment owns the land; it is only leased to
those who use it. If a city wants to expand
into a rural area, farmers must be compen-
sated for lost income. So far, this has gone
smoothly: rules are clear and payments
generous. In Colombia the situation is
more complicated. Cities have to make up
their own rules for how land rights are se-
cured and owners compensated. One pos-
sibility under discussion in Valledupar is
to give owners tax breaks when they sell
their land, which would be worth more
once it is developed.

Long-term planners face otherpotential
hurdles. In Colombia political transitions
can be disruptive. Mr Socarrás’s predeces-
sor did not care about urban planning and
there is no guarantee that his successor
will. “Ifthe plan isnot implemented before
the mayor’s term ends, this could jeopar-
dise the entire project,” says Nicolás Ga-
larza, an NYU researcher who is working
on the initiative in Colombia.

Cities have little choice but to try to
channel growth. Slums like Brisas de La
Popa can be upgraded, but in big cities this
is more difficult. Bangkok, for instance, has
grown without central planning. As a re-
sult, it has few arterial roads, no piped sew-
erage system and no network of water
mains in many districts. But it does feature
epic traffic jams, polluted groundwater
and unstable land. “Whether we want it or
not, urbanisation is inevitable,” says Mr
Angel. “The real question is: how can we
improve its quality?” 7

REFUGEES are barometers of violence.
Their increase, says the UN High Com-

missioner for Refugees (UNHCR), António
Guterres, shows that armed conflict round
the world really is getting worse—the im-
pression is more than just anecdote. Ac-
cording to his organisation, at the end of
2013 more than 50m people had been
forced to flee from their homes (see chart).
It is the largest count ever, an increase of
6m, or13%, over 2012—and the sharpest rise
for decades. There are now as many dis-
placed people as the populations of Spain
or South Africa.

The main explanation is the war in Syr-
ia, which has produced more homeless
people than any other recent conflict—9m,
almost half the pre-warpopulation. Nearly
3m of those have crossed borders in order
to throw themselves on the mercy of aid
agencies or foreign states (mostly Turkey,
Lebanon and Jordan). They are defined as
refugees. The rest have stayed miserably
within the country that has made them
homeless and are called internally dis-
placed persons. 

Syria has produced more refugees than
any other conflict of the past two decades:
more than the genocide in Rwanda (2.3m
refugees in 1994); the war in Kosovo
(800,000 in 1999) or the post-war period in
Iraq (at least 300,000 in 2006-13). Syria
used to be one of the likeliest hosts for oth-
er countries’ refugees (mostly from Iraq). It
has become the largest producer of refu-
gees after Afghanistan—testimony to the
exceptional brutality of the Syrian conflict.

This is not the only explanation,
though. The civil war in the Central Afri-
can Republic (CAR) displaced 800,000
people within the country and almost
100,000 who fled to neighbouring states.
Strife in Mali is in its second year, and in So-
malia in its fourth. The persistence of old
wars explains much of the rest of the
growth in the number of refugees. 

In the past, many refugees were able to
go home after a year or two. In the early
1990s, between 2m and 3m exiled people
went back to their old homes each year.
The number of those returning is now be-
low 500,000 a year and has been for sever-
al years. A few more refugees have been
able to resettle in a newcountry—mostly in
the West—but the overall figure is so tiny
(fewer than 100,000 in 2013) that it makes
little impact. The result is that most refu-
gees are stuck for years. At the end of 2013,
more than half of all refugees had been in
exile for five years or more. 

Over the past 20 years most measures
of state or public violence—such as the
number of interstate wars and the rate of
battle deaths—have been declining. Why
then are there so many refugees and inter-
nally displaced people? In fact, there is a
difference between the two groups. The
number of refugees has indeed been de-
clining. In the early 1990s the UNHCR was
directly looking after more than 15m refu-
gees worldwide; now it is caring for 12m.
That change is consistent with the long-
term decline in violence. 

But the number trapped within conflict
zones has soared. In 2013 the UNHCR was
helping nearly five times as many internal-
ly displaced people as in 1993, almost 24m.
They may be victims of the changing na-
ture ofconflicts: fewerwars between states
but more violence associated with the col-
lapse of states (such as Syria, Somalia and
the CAR). Sometimes that collapse can be
frighteningly fast, trapping people before
they can get abroad. In just two weeks,
more than 300,000 people have fled into
Kurdish parts of Iraq from Mosul after it
was captured by fighters from the Islamic
State of Iraq and Greater Syria, an extrem-
ist group. They have nowhere else to go.7

The surge in refugees
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RETIREMENT homes can be depressing
places, but Starcastle comes as a pleas-

ant surprise. This upmarket development
for pensioners in Shanghai is a joint ven-
ture between Fosun Group, a Chinese con-
glomerate, and Fortress Investment Group,
an American private-equity firm. Visitors
find a colourfully decorated apartment
building filled with energetic oldies. By the
entrance, a giggling gaggle admires the
herbs and flowers; nearby, residents prac-
tise tai chi and calligraphy; others are in a
classroom, learning to use WeChat, a
mobile-messaging app. 

Ask a trio chatting in the centre’s open-
air café why they chose this place, which
caters to people keen on living indepen-
dentlywhile still gettingmealsand nursing
as needed, and their answers point to a
powerful trend. Since time immemorial,
Chinese children have been expected to
take care of their aged parents—but rising
incomes and shifting norms are changing
things. The 93-year-old formerbossofa ho-
tel chain insists such stylish retirement
homes, previously unheard of in China,
are the future: “It’s very advanced, it’s con-
venient... and the kids stop worrying.”

The Starcastle venture illustrates the
long-standing strategy behind Fosun’s
transformation from an entrepreneurial
startup into China’s largest private-sector
conglomerate. Put simply, the firm has
been brilliant at trend-spotting, catching
successive waves of economic growth in

plough their earnings and energies instead
into capitalising on China’s continuing
economic liberalisation. The drugs indus-
try was strictly controlled at the time, but
diagnostics kits using the new technol-
ogies of gene sequencing were not yet reg-
ulated. The Fudan four grabbed the open-
ing. By 1994 their sales of the kits were
approaching 40m yuan. In 1996, when
private firms were first allowed to enter
drugs manufacturing, they jumped in. In
1999, when drugs wholesaling opened up,
Fosun expanded again. 

“As soon as the government liberalised,
we leapt,” says Mr Liang. When private
firms were later allowed to go into the
property business, Fosun launched Forte,
which is now one ofChina’s biggest devel-
opers. In the 2000s there was a boom in
heavy industry, and Fosun again found op-
portunistic ways to cash in on the trend. It
became one of the largest steelmakers in
China, as well as one of its largest miners
of gold and iron ore. Mr Liang muses, “If
state-owned enterprises can make money
in an area then anybody can make mon-
ey—and we were the most efficient.”

That potted history explains why Fo-
sun’s assets look like a ragbag. However, its
management is determined to transform
the firm from an industrial conglomerate
into an insurance-oriented financial firm
with long-term investments in consumer-
facing, services-oriented businesses sell-
ing to China’s rising middle classes. 

Why insurance? The Fosun four are in-
spired by Berkshire Hathaway’s use of the
“float” money generated from premiums
to pay for long-term investments. Fosun
has been expanding rapidly into the busi-
ness. It has a joint venture in China with
Prudential Financial, an American life in-
surer, and is currently pursuing LIG, a
South Korean insurer. 

However, the €1 billion ($1.4 billion) ac-

China at just the right moment. Fosun’s
revenues exceeded 50 billion yuan ($8.3
billion) last year; its profits rose by half to
5.5 billion yuan (see chart).

Two decades ago, four graduates of Fu-
dan University in Shanghai pooled about
$4,000-worth of yuan to form Fosun. First,
they applied their quantitative skills to
market research, helping the peddlers of
such things as moon cakes. Their rigorous
methods helped them earn 1m yuan in six
months, but they learned a painful lesson
about intellectual property. “Chinese are
too smart and too hard-working, so if they
see anyone making money others will
copy,” explains Liang Xinjun, one of the
founders and the current chiefexecutive.

So the young entrepreneurs decided to

Fosun

Riding the rich, grey Chinese wave

SHANGHAI

China’s largest private-sectorconglomerate has been a skilful surferofchanging
business trends
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2 quisition earlier this year ofCaixa Seguros,
a Portuguese insurer, has transformed the
firm: insurance assets made up only 3% of
total assets before the deal, but now ac-
count for nearly 40%. Guo Guangchang,
the Chinese group’s chairman, declared
that the deal “marks a solid step for Fosun
to evolve into Warren Buffett’s model.”
With a generous premium float now as-
sured, the firm’s grand plan is to “marry
Chinese momentum to global resources.”

Rather than going it alone into unfamil-
iar consumer businesses, Fosun is bringing
world-leading brands to China. Starting in
2010, when it invested in Club Med of
France so as to bring its all-inclusive holi-
day resorts to China, it has gone on an ac-
quisition spree. As Western asset values
plunged in the wake of the global financial
crisis, the firm developed a “target matrix
of 200 to 300 firms”; it has looked into
about 100 so far. Foreign firms often find
China hard to crack, so they may welcome
having a well-connected and wealthy lo-
cal partner like Fosun.

Mainlanders are now the biggest force
in global tourism, but in the past had few
upmarket offerings to choose from. To
serve Chinese families seeking novel holi-
days, Fosun is spending 10 billion yuan to
bring Atlantis, a water-themed resort, to
the Chinese island of Hainan in partner-
ship with Kerzner International of South
Africa. It is also engaged in a battle to take
full control ofClub Med.

Aside from tourism and elderly care,
Fosun is also making big bets in fashion,
beauty and health care. It has invested in
Folli Follie, a Greekfashion retailer, so it can
reach the mainland’s increasing numbers
of style-conscious youngsters. It acquired
Alma Lasers of Israel, which makes tech-
nology for cosmetic enhancement, to cater
to the booming beauty market. It is said to
be pursuing Healthscope, an Australian
hospital operator, so it can expand high-
end medical care in China’s cities.

The firm is also pursuing the mobile in-
ternet, where China is a leader. It is devel-
oping a car-insurance policy to be sold on
mobiles. It has a tie-up with an arm of Ali-
baba, a local internet giant making a big
push into mobile banking, which provides
microloans to small businesses. And it has
various private-equity investments in
firms offering “online-to-offline” services
(such asapps that lure smartphone users to
nearby physical businesses). 

Betting on a better life
Will Fosun’s dream of becoming the next
Berkshire Hathaway, propelled by the life-
styles ofChina’s new middle classes, come
to fruition? Things have gone well so far,
but there are grounds forworry. One is that
economic growth may stall, dragging
down middle-class aspirations with it. An-
other is that the government may fail to re-
lax its tight regulation of elderly care, and

therefore that profits from this business re-
main elusive. Even so, Fosun’s bet seems
reasonable. The McKinsey Global Insti-
tute, a think-tank, has calculated which of
the world’s cities will have the largest pop-
ulations of rich wrinklies in future. Shang-
hai and Beijing are the leaders, and five of
the top ten cities are in China.

In all, Fosun seems well placed to bene-
fit from China’s shift from export-oriented
growth to domestic consumption. Chinese
state firms and even many private ones are
still obsessed with being the world’s big-
gest in their industry. But Mr Guo sees the
future differently: “China doesn’t need big-
ger plants and higher steel production. Or-
dinary people want…a better life.” 7

AMERICA is a land of immigrants, but
some of its biggest companies are keen

to emigrate, driven abroad byhigh tax rates
and America’s “worldwide” system of tax-
ation, which grabs a share of their foreign
profits. The preferred method of exit is the
“tax inversion”, which uses a cross-border
merger—generally one that also has some
sortofindustrial logic—as the pretext for re-
incorporating in a more tax-friendly place.
Medtronic, a maker of medical devices, is
the latest and largest firm to change its na-
tionality in this way.

The combined group will be domiciled
in low-tax Ireland, the official home of its
merger partner, Covidien (see next story).
But Medtronic’s executives will stay in
Minneapolis and Covidien’s will remain
in Mansfield, Massachusetts. Covidien,
then partofTyco, leftAmerica forBermuda
in 1997 before moving to the Emerald Isle in

2009. The deal thus involves an inversion
with a “foreign” firm that has itself already
inverted: a sort of“inversion squared”.

This will be the 15th transaction of the
latest inversion wave, which began two
years ago. Such deals are particularly pop-
ular with health-care and energy firms:
Pfizer’s recent, abortive bid for Astra-
Zeneca, which may yet be revived, would
have been a blockbuster of the genre. Ac-
cording to Bloomberg, an information pro-
vider, close to 50 American companies
have flown the coop since tax planners
hatched the idea in the 1990s. 

Medtronic’s planned inversion is less
about reducing the percentage of profits
that it pays in corporation tax—which will
be only slightly lower after the union—
than freeing up some of the $20 billion of
foreign earnings that the firm is loth to
bring home because Uncle Sam would
grab 35% of it. Medtronic has borrowed
heavily at home (rather than repatriate for-
eign earnings and trigger extra tax pay-
ments) to finance share buy-backs and div-
idends. With this deal it can use its foreign
cash both to reduce its debt and to finance
the acquisition itself, engaging in “hop-
scotch” transactions that funnel cash from
non-American subsidiaries to the Irish
holding company, missing out the Ameri-
can layers, says Edward Kleinbard of the
University ofSouthern California. 

Wall Street analysts applaud this sort of
intra-group shuffling, as it makes capital
deployment more “flexible”, typically
boosting the share price. Another advan-
tage is that in future the group’s American
arms will be able to issue debt, use the pro-
ceeds to pay dividends and take an interest
deduction that is not taxable in America
under its tax treaty with Ireland.

America has tried several times to stop
companies fleeing abroad through tax in-
version, with limited success. Rules intro-
duced a decade ago required the foreign
partner to be worth at least 20% ofthe com-
bined group. That helped stem the outflow
of firms inverting with shell companies in
tax-free Bermuda and the Cayman Islands.
But it left American multinationals with
various options for mergers with smaller
firms based in places with low corporate
taxes, such as Ireland, the Netherlands and
Britain, as longas the target firms had some
employees and offices (“substance”, in tax-
speak) in those countries.

Bills introduced in Congress this year
by Democrats have proposed raising the
20% threshold to 50%; in other words, the
foreign partner would have to be as big as
the American one for the inversion to
stand. The change would be applied retro-
actively, from May this year.

Were the bills to pass, this latest deal
would be blocked, as Covidien investors
will own just 30% of the new entity. This is
unlikely, since the bills will not win the Re-
publican votes they need unless they are 

Tax-driven mergers

Inverse logic

NEW YORK

The rush offirms fleeing America for
taxreasons is set to continue
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WHEN Medtronic, a maker of stents,
pacemakers and other medical de-

vices, said on June 15th that it would buy
Covidien, a competitor, for $43 billion, it
gave a variety of reassurances to anxious
American politicians. To be sure, the deal
will let Medtronic reap the benefits of be-
ing based in Ireland for tax purposes, as
Covidien already is (see previous article).
But Medtronic is promising that its opera-
tional headquarters will stay in America
and that it will invest an extra $10 billion to
develop new technology there, supporting

local jobs. And, beyond the tax gains, there
are good business reasons for Medtronic to
want to buy Covidien. 

 The medical-device industry has a
growing number of customers, thanks to
patients who are ageing (particularly in
America, Europe and Japan) and newly
rich (in China, for example). Yet firms also
face less lucrative trends. For many years,
they made small improvements to existing
gadgets, then hawked their marginally bet-
ter but much pricier tools to doctors. Since
their customers were not particularly cost-
conscious, device-makers were able to run
themselves with luxurious inefficiency. As
a share of sales, their selling, general and
administrative costs are more than double
those of a typical industrial company, ac-
cording to the Boston Consulting Group. 

This comfortable living is increasingly
untenable. Straitened European govern-
ments are scrutinising the value of new
medical products ever more closely. Even
America is starting to rein in its extravagant
health spending, and becoming reluctant
to overpay for incremental innovation. As
American hospital operators consolidate,
medical-device companies can no longer
woo individual doctors over filet mignon,
but must present their wares to sceptical,
centralised hospital bureaucracies. 

Medtronic, like many other device
firms, is trying to respond to these changes.
Last year it announced a new business to
help hospitals become more efficient—it
wants them to start seeing it as an ally, not
an adversary. Its collaborations include
running two catheter labs for Britain’s Na-
tional Health Service. Medtronic is also
seeking to develop not just slightly im-
proved products, but much better ones. Its

new implanted heart monitor, about the
size ofa paper clip, sends a patient’s data to
his doctor and nurses, so they can immedi-
ately spot problems. And Medtronic has
enthusiastically chased growth in emerg-
ing markets. In 2012 it spent more than
$800m buying Kanghui, a Chinese maker
of replacement hips and knees. 

 Covidien will help it do more. As in
any merger between similar firms, there
will be scope for cutting overlapping costs.
Their product ranges are complementary:
Medtronic excels at specialist gear for car-
diology, neurology and diabetes; Covi-
dien’s strengths include tools for general
surgery. In rich countries, being able to of-
fer bundles of kit will give the group a bet-
ter negotiating position with governments
and hospitals. And in emerging markets,
Medtronic will be able to reach a broader
set of patients, notes Matthew Dodds, an
analyst at Citigroup. Medtronic’s sophisti-
cated implants are well suited to upmarket
urban hospitals in China, for example. But
even less advanced hospitals are likely to
buyCovidien’s suturesand staples, used in
all kinds ofsurgery. 

The combined company will have an-
nual revenues of $27 billion—about the
same as the medical-device sales of the
market leader, Johnson & Johnson. The
deal must win the approval of share-
holders and regulators. But unlike Astra-
Zeneca, which has so far shunned Pfizer’s
advances, Covidien seems to thinka merg-
er is as good an idea as Medtronic does. 7

Medical devices

Heart to heart

NEW YORK

Taxbenefits aside, Medtronic’s deal
with Covidien makes sense

Appealing to the head as well as the heart

THE youthfulness of the barista serving
them has long made it easy for Star-

bucks customers to console themselves
that some of the $5 they are shelling out for
a venti frappuccino helps put a kid through
college. Increasingly, their assumption will
be correct. On June 16th Howard Schultz,
the boss of the coffee retailer, told a meet-
ing in New York of hundreds of top-per-
forming employees—and their families—
that the firm will pay for their university
education. From later this year, it will cover
all the tuition fees in the final two years of
college for staff who work at least 20 hours
a week, and may also contribute to the cost
of theirfirst two years. The only conditions
are that they must get their degree online
from Arizona State University, and achieve
a certain number ofcourse credits.

This is highly caffeinated PR, at a time
when cheaper rivals in the fast-food indus-

Educating employees

From baristas to

BA-ristas

NEW YORK

Starbucks treats its workers to a shot of
highereducation

part of a broader tax reform. Still, inverting
companies are taking no chances. Med-
tronic’s agreement with Covidien gives it
the right to cancel the deal if Congress re-
writes tax laws in a way that deems the
merged group an American taxpayer.

There will be more reincorporations, re-
gardless of what happens in Washington.
A group of Walgreen shareholders is push-
ing the drugstore chain to redomicile in
Switzerland, for instance. InterContinental
Hotels of Britain is reportedly being
stalked by an American bidder seeking to
invert. Companies have grown more cre-
ative in getting around new rules—for in-
stance, structuring deals as private buy-
outs to dodge curbs on inversions carried
out by means ofa public offering.

Tax lawyers already have wheezes up
their sleeves in case the Democrats’ 50%
rule does pass. An American firm can keep
its stake below half, even if its partner is
smaller, by taking a chunkofcash in return
for the reduced stake—as Mondelez Inter-
national is doing in a tie-up of its coffee di-
vision with Douwe Egberts, a Dutch rival. 

Lawmakers are likely to find that sim-
ply trying to prevent inversions just leads
to more cat-and-mouse games with cor-
porate tax-planners. It would be better to
reduce the incentive to leave America by
cutting its corporate tax rate to around 25%
(partially paid for by hacking away the cur-
rent thicket of corporate allowances) and
moving to a “territorial” system that taxes
only domestic profits, as most other coun-
tries do. Among other benefits, this would
encourage American firms to bring home
theirforeign profits to invest them in Amer-
ica. Until then, inversions will remain on
boards’ agendas. With so much at stake—
each percentage-point cut in Medtronic’s
tax bill adds $60m to its bottom line—the
temptation is simply too great. 7
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SIZE is considered a great advantage in
the container-shipping industry. The

largest of the colossal vessels that now tote
metal boxes between the world’s ports are
twice as big as those launched a decade
ago. But such scale is not to everyone’s
pleasing. On June 17th China’s antitrust
regulators sank plans by the world’s three
biggest container-shipping firms to form a
vast alliance aimed at sharing space on
board their vessels.

The business of shifting containers
across the globe has induced seasickness
for some years. World trade is in the dol-
drums. The volume of goods travelling on
the mainline routes from Asia to Europe
and across the PacificOcean plunged in the
aftermath of the financial crisis of 2008
and has scarcely recovered. Of the 20 big-
gest container lines, 17 are breaking even or
losingmoney. The three thatmake a decent
return, Maersk Line of Denmark, CMA

CGM of France and the Mediterranean
Shipping Company (MSC), based some-
what counterintuitively in Switzerland,
had hoped that their P3 alliance, dreamed
up last year, would help them widen the
gap to their rivals.

Container companies sent out the
“dead slow ahead” signal to their captains,
to counter the effects of a wave of new
ships, ordered before the slowdown, that
has swollen the global fleet. Slow steam-
ing—the trip from China to Europe now
takes around 26 rather than 21 days—

means that more vessels are needed to
transport the same amount of cargo, but
fuel costs are lower. And some ships have
dropped anchor indefinitely. But to cut
costs further shipping lines have teamed
up. MSC and CMA CGM had already
agreed to co-operate. Two earlier tie-ups of
three lines were knotted into a new group,
G6, including firms from Japan, South Ko-
rea, Hong Kong, Singapore and Germany.

Container-ship operators say that by
pooling resources they can offer more fre-
quent service to more ports. Costs can be
keptdown byensuringthat shipsput to sea
with less empty space. And greater bar-
gaining-power will help in negotiating the
best port fees and freight-handling rates.
The P3 alliance planned a fleetofabout 250
ships to ply the Asia-Europe, transatlantic
and transpacific sea lanes. The three firms
control over a third of global traffic and
would take half of all container trade be-
tween Asia and Europe, prompting regula-
tors to cast a quizzical eye over the deal.

However, America’s watchdogs reject-
ed complaints from smaller container lines
and waved the deal through. Earlier this
month the European Union’s regulators
also said that they would not intervene. It
was left to China’s increasingly assertive
competition authorities to forbid the
capacity-sharing scheme, saying that the
putative alliance was not in the “social
public interest.” 

Suspicious minds might interpret this
as meaning not in the interests of China’s
weak, state-owned carriers. The P3’s mem-
bers argued that although they would con-
solidate their operations, they would con-
tinue to sell space on ships separately, and
still compete on price. Assuming they be-
lieved this, the Chinese still seem to have
concluded that by having the biggest, most
efficient ships and lower costs, the P3

would have damaged competition. 7

Shipping lines

Scattering the fleet

China’s regulators scuppera vast
container-shipping alliance

Sailing on alone

try that have been encroaching on Star-
bucks’ coffee business are under attack for
low wages from disgruntled workers and
unions. Starbucks already offers good
health-care benefits and employee share
ownership. However, Mr Schultz says that,
“When we talked to our people, help with
college was the thing they wanted most.”
Of the firm’s 135,000 retail employees in
America, 28% are graduates, 32% are under-
graduates and 42% (including some gradu-
ates) are not currently studying but would
like to be. Mr Schwartz says he plans to
spend “tens of millions” on the scheme;
15,000 staffmay benefit in the first year.

Starbucks is hardly the first firm to pay
college fees for some staff, though other
employers typically do so only to give
them specificskillsneeded by the firm, and
require them to remain on the payroll for
some period after completing the course.
Starbucksemployeeswill have no such ob-
ligation, though Mr Schultz says he hopes
they will see enough career potential with
the company to want to do so. 

He thinks shareholders will benefit be-
cause employees will be more motivated
and loyal. Although the attrition rate at
Starbucks is well below the fast-food in-
dustry’s average of around 110% a year, it is
still said to turn over two-thirdsof itswork-
force annually. Reducing that, and thus the
cost of recruiting, training and integrating
new workers, could save a fortune. Mr
Schultz says he hopes eventually to offer
similarhelp with higher-education costs to
employees outside America.

The partnership with Starbucks is a
huge win for Arizona State and Michael
Crow, its entrepreneurial president. It has
been more enthusiastic than many other
universities in developing online degree
courses, which it sells for $3,000-10,000.
Mr Schultz says it was clearly the best of a
large number of online-course providers it
considered, but some Starbucks employ-
ees may feel it is unfair that they have to
transfer to Arizona State to get their degree
paid for, and there may be some glitches if
courses theyhad alreadycompleted at oth-
er universities are not considered good
enough to earn credits at Arizona.

Still, since Mr Schultz returned to run
Starbucks in 2008 when it was in deep
trouble, almost everything he has tried has
paid off, from selling healthier food to de-
veloping instant versions of its coffee. And
although officials in Europe recently an-
nounced a probe into the low rate of tax
paid by Starbucks (and some other Ameri-
can multinationals), it seems to have
stemmed a customer revolt in Britain by
agreeing to pay some taxes it did not strict-
ly owe. Investors reacted well to Mr
Schultz’s College Achievement Plan. Star-
bucks shares rose slightly on the news, to
just over $75, up from $18 when he began
his rescue mission. Perhaps other bosses
should drinkwhat he’s drinking. 7
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IN1996, when Microsoft was still ahead of
the big technology trends, it launched a

small brand called Expedia Travel Ser-
vices. It hoped to persuade customers to
book holidays online. It was not an imme-
diate success. Few households had an in-
ternet connection then and, just as impor-
tantly, most people thought the idea of
buying a holiday through the ether (not to
mention typing their credit-card details
into a web browser) plain foolish. 

Few think the idea crazy now. Expedia,
which Microsoft sold in 2001, has become
the world’s biggest travel agent (see chart).
Last year, through brands such as Trivago,
Hotels.com and Hotwire, as well as its
eponymous operation, its gross bookings
were $39.4 billion. The third-largest travel
agent is also an online firm: Priceline,
whose brands include Booking.com, made
reservations worth $39.2 billion in 2013.
Last year online travel agents (OTAs) had
combined bookingsof$278 billion, accord-
ing to Euromonitor, a market-research firm. 

Indeed, when it comes to reserving
flights, hotel rooms and rented cars for
holidaymakers, the online-travel market
looks quite mature in many rich countries.
PhoCusWright, another research firm,
reckons that online booking now accounts
for 43% of total travel sales in America and
45% in Europe. Since much of the rest is ac-
counted for by business trips handled by
specialist corporate-travel agents such as
Carlson Wagonlit, scope for the OTAs’ mar-
ket to grow seems limited. That explains
Priceline’s purchase, announced on June
13th, of OpenTable, a restaurant-reserva-
tion website, for$2.6 billion: it sees this as a
way to earn commission on another
chunkof tourists’ spending. 

There are some big markets where on-
line bookingshave yet to take off. Germans
still typically arrange their holidays
through traditional travel agents. Although
the Chinese now spend more on travel in
aggregate than anyothercountry’spopula-
tion, in 2012 they booked only 15% of their
trips by value online, says PhoCusWright.
It thinks this will rise to 24% by 2015, mak-
ing the Chinese online-travel market
worth around $30 billion. 

Much of the expansion will be driven
by ambitious local firms. Ctrip, the biggest,
makes most of its money from air tickets
and package tours to Greater China. But as
Chinese tourists become more intrepid—
ranging farther afield and no longer shuf-
fling around in big tour groups—online

hotel bookings are becoming more impor-
tant. Ctrip’s hotels division has grown at
an average of 25% a year for the past five
years, according to Trefis, a stockmarket-
analysis firm, and had revenues of $366m
in 2013. It will not be long before it eyes
Western markets more keenly. 

To stay ahead, the big OTAs are having
to follow their customers as they switch
from desktop computers to smartphones
and tablets. By 2017 over 30% of online tra-
vel bookings by value will be made on mo-
bile devices, thinks Euromonitor. In part
this will be the result of OTAs making their
apps more appealing by, for example, add-
ing location services that help travellers
find the nearest rooms and restaurants. But
it is also because the way people plan trips
is changing. It generally takes a family
more than three weeks to book a holiday,
from deciding to travel to clicking the “pay
now” button, in which time they may visit

seven websites, saysFaisal Galaria of Alva-
rez & Marsal, a consultant. In future, travel-
lers are likely to become more impetuous,
he says, and smartphones appeal to those
making last-minute bookings.

For those still surfing for holidays on
theirPCs, other technological advances are
on the horizon. Amadeus, which supplies
the software behind many OTAs’ booking
systems, is developing new ways to entice
customers to the agents’ websites. One is to
use browser-tracking technology to aim
personalised ads at consumers, showing
them the latest prices for trips in which
they had previously shown an interest.
Such targeted advertising has been com-
mon among non-travel retailers for some
time. However, until now it has proved
trickier for the travel business as it involves
collating frequently changing data from
many airlines and hotels.

Gorilla marketing
Even with help from such marketing tricks,
the smaller OTAs will find it increasingly
hard to compete with the big two. Online
travel is an industry in which size counts.
The scale of Expedia and Priceline means
they can sign up more hotels, and negoti-
ate better prices, than their smaller rivals.
This is a business that requires heavy
spending on marketing, which hands an-
other advantage to the big two. OTAs will
spend more than $4 billion this year on
digital advertising, according to eMarketer,
also a research firm; and Priceline and Ex-
pedia will account for over half of this.
Some smaller rivals may find profitable
niches, but in general it will be hard for
them to grow. Whenever they open a door,
“there are already two 800lb gorillas fight-
ing it out in the room,” says Mr Galaria. 

Not only gorillas. The observant may
also spot an elephant in the room. In 2010
Google bought ITA, a maker of flight-
search software, and the next year it
launched a flight-comparison website. The
giant search company has also improved
its hotel listings by including photographs
and virtual tours, as well as price informa-
tion. It has the clout to disrupt Expedia and
Priceline if it so wishes. It has not done so
yet. Google, many believe, would be loth
to cannibalise such a large chunk of its
main business: analysts think the big two
will account for as much as 5% of its adver-
tising revenue this year.

So besides Ctrip, perhaps the biggest
threat to the big two OTAs is TripAdvisor, a
popular travel-reviews site spun off by Ex-
pedia in 2011. This month it said travellers
would be able to book hotels directly
through its smartphone app. Weeks before
Priceline’s deal with OpenTable, TripAdvi-
sor announced it was buying La Four-
chette, another online restaurant-booking
service. The online-travel market is con-
solidating fast, but so far holidaymakers
need not worry about a lackofoptions. 7
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IT IS now 25 years since Francis Fukuyama published “The End
of History?” and ignited a firestorm of debate. Today there are

many reasons for thinking that he was wrongabout the universal
triumph of liberalism and markets, from democracy’s failure in
the Middle East to the revival of religious fundamentalism. But
one of the most surprising reasons is the continuing power of the
state asan economicactor: farfrom retiringfrom the business bat-
tlefield in 1989, the state merely regrouped for another advance. 

Survey the battlefield today and you can see state capitalism
almost everywhere. In China companies in which the state is a
majority shareholder account for 60% of stockmarket capitalisa-
tion. In Russia and Brazil companies in which the state has either
a majority or a significant minority stake account for 30-40% of
capitalisation. Even in such bastions of economic orthodoxy as
Sweden and the Netherlands state-owned enterprises (SOEs) ac-
count for 5% of market capitalisation. The Chinese and Russian
governments show little sign of wanting to surrender control of
the commanding heights of the economy. Privatisation seems to
have ground to a halt in Brazil and in India (though its new gov-
ernment may revive it). There has been talkof the French govern-
ment taking a stake in Alstom or part of its business—adding to
the stakes it and Germany hold in Airbus and the one France re-
cently took in Peugeot. 

What should one make of the revival of state capitalism?
Opinionsvarywildly. Some praise it asa superior form ofcapital-
ism while others treat it as a mere way-station on the road to
proper capitalism. One of its most ardent proponents, Vladimir
Putin of Russia, somehow keeps a straight face when claiming
there is no state capitalism in his country. Some see SOEs as mon-
ey pits whereas others think they are pretty good investments:
Morgan Stanley, a bank, reckons that, together, shares in listed
SOEs in Europe, the Middle East, Africa and Latin America did
better than stockmarkets as a whole between 2001and 2012. 

“Reinventing State Capitalism”, a new book by Aldo Musac-
chio of Harvard Business School and Sergio Lazzarini of Insper, a
Brazilian university, sheds fresh lighton the question. Itnotes that
the old model of Leviathan-as-entrepreneur, in which the state
owned companies outright and ran them by ministerial diktat,
was largely swept aside by the privatisation wave of the 1980s

and 1990s, when governments realised that they could make
money out of their companies rather than constantly bailing
them out. But instead of swimming off into the blue ocean Levia-
than reappeared in three disguises—as a majority or minority
shareholder and as an indirect investor. 

In the first form, which is particularly popular in China, the
state submits an SOE to the governance standards and investor
scrutiny that come with a stockmarket listing while retaining the
bulkofthe shares. In the second, which accounts forabout halfof
SOEs, the state retains just enough influence, through its minority
stake, to swing some important decisions. In the third, the state
seeks to invest in companies—including ones not previously gov-
ernment-linked—through public development banks (of which
there are currently 286 in 117 countries), sovereign-wealth funds,
pension funds and other vehicles. For instance, India’s Life Insur-
ance Corporation is the largest stockmarket investor in the coun-
try, with about $50 billion invested as ofSeptember 2011. 

How successful has Leviathan been in these new incarna-
tions? Messrs Musacchio and Lazzarini go out of their way to be
fair. They point out that new-style SOEs more closely resemble
true private-sector firms than old-fashioned nationalised indus-
tries: they are run by businesspeople not political hacks, and no
longer have bloated workforces. The authors argue that good go-
vernance can overcome the classic problems of state ownership:
Statoil of Norway is one of the world’s best-run firms. And they
observe that Leviathan can also bring benefits to the private sec-
tor: for example, it can provide long-term investment in countries
that have shallow or dysfunctional capital markets. 

But the authorsneverthelessproduce a lotofevidence that the
new Leviathan retains some of the old one’s weaknesses. This is
especially clear in Brazil, where two successive presidents from
the Workers’ Party (PT), Luiz Inácio Lula da Silva and Dilma Rous-
seff, have trampled on other shareholders’ rights in the name of
the national interest. The government leant on Petrobras, the na-
tional oil company, to withdraw plans to raise the price of petrol
in line with world prices. It engineered the removal of Roger Ag-
nelli as boss of Vale, a privatised mining giant in which the na-
tional developmentbank, the BNDES, still ownsa chunk, because
it did not like his emphasis on exporting iron ore to China instead
of building steel mills at home. This rise in interventionism has
come just as the BNDES is losing its raison d’être because of the
deepening of domestic capital markets. Messrs Musacchio and
Lazzarini demonstrate that under the PT the bankhas got into the
habit of lending money to already successful businesses that
could easily have raised it from the markets—companies that, by
the by, are also generous contributors to political campaigns. 

The importance of timing
The implication of all this is not so much that Mr Fukuyama was
wrong about the market in 1989 but that he was premature. The
development of state capitalism over subsequent years has un-
doubtedly been extraordinary. But there are good reasons for still
hoping that it is a way-station to a more fully private economy,
not a new form of capitalism. The best SOEs have demonstrated
that they can thrive without the guiding hand of the state—and
the worst have proved that, however many market disciplines
you impose upon them, they will still find a way of turning state
capitalism into its ugly sister, crony capitalism. 7

Leviathan as capitalist

State capitalism continues to defyexpectations of its demise
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UNTIL the global financial crisis, central
banks treated bubbles with benign

neglect: they were hard to detect and hard-
er to deflate, so best left alone; the mess
could be mopped up after they burst. No
self-respecting central bank admits to be-
nign neglect any longer. “No one wants to
live through another financial crisis,” Janet
Yellen, then a candidate to head the Feder-
al Reserve, said last year. “I would not rule
out using monetary policy as a tool to ad-
dress asset-price misalignments.”

After six years of interest rates near zero
the tension between central banks’ respon-
sibility for output and inflation on one
hand and financial stability on the other is
growing. On June 12th the BankofEngland
hinted it would pursue new measures to
curb ever-climbing property prices. Short-
ly afterwards Ms Yellen fretted about the
“reach for yield” and subdued volatility, a
sign of investors’ complacency. 

For Britain and America, the prospect
ofusing interest rates to tackle financial im-
balances remains hypothetical. Not so in
Norway and Sweden, where central banks
have been stingy with rate cuts for fear of
inflating home prices and household debt.
That has come at a cost: inflation is below
target in both countries; in Sweden it is neg-
ative. This could become entrenched:
Andy Levin, an economist at the IMF, re-
cently noted that long-run inflation expec-
tations in both countries have also
dropped below target. 

such as higher capital charges for mort-
gages and limits on high loan-to-value or
debt-to-income ratios. He also warned that
interest rates could rise sooner than mar-
kets expect, although this was motivated
more by the surprising pace of recovery
than by fears offinancial instability. 

MsYellen’s challenge isdifferent. Amer-
ica’s economy, in contrast to Britain’s, con-
tinues to disappoint: on June 18th policy-
makers lowered their projection for
economic growth this year, to 2.2% from
2.9% in March, the latest in a series of
downgrades. Theyalso reaffirmed their ex-
pectation that rates would stay near zero
through the middle of next year, though
the projected pace of tightening thereafter
rose slightly.

Two things could prompt an earlier
move. One is prices. The trend of falling in-
flation that had alarmed Fed officials is
nowover: consumerpriceswere up by2.1%
in May, the fastest in 20 months. But that is
hardly unnerving; according to the Fed’s
preferred index inflation is closer to 1.6%,
well below the 2% target, and it is expected
to stay below target through 2016. More-
over, Fed officials have recently hinted that
theywould prefer to let inflation rise above
2% briefly than strangle the recovery with
premature tightening.

Before the meeting the IMF, in an
unusually public and explicit fashion,
urged the Fed to keep rates near zero for
even longer than now planned and to let
inflation exceed its target. But the dilemma
this creates is well illustrated by the IMF’s
indecision on the issue. In April it cau-
tioned that “undue delay” in raising inter-
est rates“could lead to a furtherbuild-up of
financial stability risks”. 

American homes are reasonably val-
ued and household debt is just 109% of in-
come, and falling. But fixed-income mar-
kets exhibit euphoria reminiscent of 2007. 

In Sweden, the Riksbank’s stance has
been deeply divisive. Two of the six mem-
bers of its executive board voted in April to
cut the repo rate, which is now 0.75%. Lars
Svensson, an academic economist who
left the board last year, calculates that un-
necessarily tight monetary policy since
1997 has raised unemployment by 0.8 per-
centage points. He believes it has also
worsened Sweden’s imbalances by slow-
ing the growth of incomes more than the
growth of debt, thereby raising the house-
hold-debt ratio, now174%.

Sweden’s parliament recently instigat-
ed an independent review of the Riks-
bank’s policy. The central bank’s defenders
argue that the consequences of a house-
hold-debt bust require pre-emptive action,
and that tightening rules, such as tougher
underwriting standards for mortgages,
while essential, is not enough. A Riksbank
staff study contradicts Mr Svensson’s find-
ings, concluding that it is lower rates, ifper-
ceived to be long-lasting, that would in fact
raise debt ratios. Nonetheless, a rate cut is
widely expected next month.

Sweden’s experience is a cautionary
tale for other central banks. In Britain,
house prices have risen by 10% in the past
year, and household debt, though down
relative to income since the recession, still
exceeds 140% of income. Mark Carney, the
governor of the Bank of England, com-
plains this has “unbalanced” Britain’s re-
covery. He has hinted at countermeasures

Monetary policy and asset prices
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fomenting worrisome risk-taking
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2 A record $94 billion of junk bonds was is-
sued in the second quarter, and leveraged
loans are on track to match last year’s re-
cord $1.1 trillion, according to Thomson-
Reuters. Athird ofthose loans lackthe stan-
dard covenants that limit how much debt
the borrower can carry.

Ms Yellen said such trends are not trou-
bling enough to affect the course of mone-
tary policy for now; she prefers that they
be dealt with through “macroprudential”
policy, meaning regulations designed to
address specific imbalances in the finan-
cial system. The Fed has already urged
tougher underwriting standards on lever-

aged loans. But some of her colleagues
want higher interest rates to play a part as
well. Esther George, president of the Feder-
al Reserve Bank of Kansas City, recently
warned that the Fed’s commitment to keep
interest rates low has encouraged small
banks to raise the share of their bondhold-
ings and loans that mature in more than
three years to 53%, up from 37% in 2005.
That exposes them to “heavy losses” if
rates rise suddenly. Jeremy Stein, a Fed go-
vernor until last month, has noted that
moneymen can find ways around macro-
prudential controls, whereas tightermone-
tary policy “gets in all of the cracks”. 

Most officials at the Fed, however, wor-
ry more about an aborted recovery than fi-
nancial instability. Three Fed economists
helpfully quantified this trade-off last year
by simulating two responses to a financial
crisis. In one, rates fall to zero, and another
crisis, 60% as bad as the first, erupts ten
years later. In the other, rates are not al-
lowed to fall below 1.5%, and the second
crisis is avoided. Their conclusion: even
with the second crisis, the cumulative loss
of income and employment is far smaller
in the first scenario. The ironic and unset-
tling upshot is that, sometimes, chancing
another crisis is the optimal policy. 7

EVERYBODY knows that the collapse of
the financial system in 2008 was huge-

ly costly for Western economies. But fi-
nance was taking a heavier toll on the
economy even before Lehman Brothers
went under.

That is the conclusion of a new paper*
by Guillaume Bazot of the Paris School of
Economics which takes a different ap-
proach to measuring the overall cost of fi-
nance. Usually economists measure the
contribution of the financial-services in-
dustry to GDP in terms of the “value add-
ed”, a measure which focuses on fees and
spreads. Bankers typically make money
by charging a higher rate for loans than
they pay to depositors: the so-called 3-6-3
model (borrowat3%, lend at6% and be on
the golfcourse by 3pm).

But modern banks also get income
from securities in the form of capital
gains, interest and dividends. This was in-
creasingly true in the years before the fi-
nancial crisis as banks became ever more
heavily involved in underwriting, mar-
ket-making and trading on their own ac-
counts. This capital income is not includ-
ed in the calculation of value-added. But
Mr Bazot argues, “So long as capital in-
come generates wages and profits to fi-
nancial intermediaries, it is akin to an im-
plicit consumption offinancial services.”

When Mr Bazot adds capital income to
the numbers, he finds that the financial
industry’s share of GDP has been steadily
increasing in recent decades (see chart).
This is hardly surprising. Finance’s influ-
ence on the economy is emphasised ev-
ery day on the nightly news, and the best
and brightest graduates head for finance
because, to quote Willie Sutton, “That’s
where the money is.” 

The trickier question is whether this
much-expanded financial sector has be-
come more efficient. There are some posi-

tive signs. The explicit cost of dealing in se-
curities (in the form of commissions and
bid-offer spreads) has come down. How-
ever, for the big institutions, it is much
harder to judge the market impact of their
dealing: prices may move sharply against
them when they try to buy or sell in bulk.
Investors also have access to low-cost fund
management in the form of tracker and ex-
change-traded funds, although the past 30
years have also seen the rise of higher-
charging private-equity and hedge funds.

Mr Bazot calculates a unit cost for fi-
nance by comparing the sector’s income
with the stock of financial assets—“the real
cost of the creation and maintenance of
one euro of financial service over one
year”. He finds that, outside France (where
it has been stable), the unit cost has in-
creased over the past 40 years; a 2012 paper
by Thomas Philippon ofNew YorkUniver-
sity found a similar result for America.

This is slightly surprising, given the low
level of interest rates. Historically, banks
have performed best in periods of high in-
terest rates, as they have been able to in-
crease their spreads, charging borrowers a
higher rate without compensating deposi-

tors (who are very slow to change ac-
counts) to the same extent. 

Mr Bazot did find a surge in unit costs
in the late 1970s and early 1980s when in-
terest rates were high. But in more recent
times unit costs have not fallen as might
have been expected, given the low level
of interest rates since 2000. Instead the
capital-market activities of the banks
seem to have pushed costs higher.

The paper is a useful contribution to
the debate about the role of the financial
industry in the global economy. What jus-
tifies the high incomes earned by bankers
and fund managers? One could argue that
they have created a lower cost of capital
for business in the form of low bond
yields and high equity valuations. But
that is a tricky case to make: low yields are
more the consequence of central-bank
policy and the low level of inflation. 

An alternative view is that these high-
er incomes are what economists call
rents: excess incomes earned by those
with a privileged economic position. The
financial industry is protected because
governments and central banks will act to
rescue it when it falters, in a way they
would not do for chemicals, say. And the
sector may also benefit from asymmetric
information: some of the products it sells
are highly complex and clients may not
be aware of the full cost until well after a
sale is made. 

The central question that the finance
industry needs to answer is this: why has
its increased importance been associated
with slower economic growth in the de-
veloped world and a greater number of
asset bubbles? 

Counting the cost of finance
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Source: Paris School of Economics
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IF HEADLINES translated into trading vol-
umes, the yuan would be well on its way

to dominating the world’s currency mar-
kets. It once again graced front pages this
week after moves to lift its status in Lon-
don, the world’s biggest foreign-exchange
market. This was the latest instalment of a
five-year-long public-relations campaign.
Since 2009, when China first declared its
intention to promote the yuan internation-
ally, a string of announcements and mile-
stones has cast the Chinese currency as a
putative rival to the dollar.

The hype restson several seemingly im-
pressive numbers. Yuan deposits beyond
China’s borders have increased tenfold in
the past five years. The “dim sum” bond
market for yuan-denominated debt issued
outside China has gone from non-exis-
tence to a dozen issuances a month. And
the yuan is the second-most-used currency
in the world for trade finance.

Adding to the impression that some-
thing big is afoot is the competition be-
tween cities around the world to establish
themselves as yuan-trading hubs. London
puffed up its chest this week after the Chi-
nese government designated China Con-
struction Bank as the official clearing bank
foryuan-denominated transactions in Brit-
ain and agreed to launch direct trading be-
tween the pound and the yuan in China.
These announcements were made to coin-
cide with a trip to London by Li Keqiang,
China’s prime minister (pictured above).

The designation of a clearing bank
creates a channel for yuan held in Britain
to flow into Chinese capital markets,

boosting London’s appeal as a trading cen-
tre for the currency. Other cities such as
Frankfurt and Singapore have also been
awarded clearing banks, but London al-
ready controls nearly 60% ofyuan-denom-
inated trade payments between Asia and
Europe, and this week’s agreement will
shore up its position.

London’s currency traders, however,
will not be hyperventilating. The rapid
growth in the use of the yuan outside Chi-
na, whether for trade settlement or invest-
ment, hasbeen from a minuscule base. The
yuan is the seventh-most-used currency in
international payments, according to
SWIFT, a global transfer system. That is up
from 20th place at the start of 2012. How-
ever, the Chinese currency still accounts
for a mere 1.4% of global payments, com-
pared with the dollar’s 42.5%. Given that
many of those deals just shuffle cash be-
tween Chinese companies and their sub-
sidiaries in Hong Kong, there is much less
than meets the eye to the yuan’s stature as
a trade-settlement currency.

Even more telling is the yuan’s standing
asan investmentcurrency. The dollar’sbig-
gest sellingpointasa global reserve curren-
cy is the deep, liquid pool of American as-
sets open to international buyers. Despite
the barrage of reports in recent years about
the dim-sum bond market, China’s offer-
ings are much sparser. Jonathan Anderson
of Emerging Advisors Group calculates
that global investors have access to $56 tril-
lion of American assets, including bonds
and stocks. They can also get their hands
on $29 trillion of euro-denominated assets

and $17 trillion of Japanese ones. But when
it comes to Chinese assets, just $0.3 trillion
or so are open to foreign investors. This
puts the yuan on a par with the Philippine
peso and a bit above the Peruvian nuevo
sol, Mr Anderson notes.

What is holding the yuan back? The an-
swer is China itself—both by circumstance
and, more importantly, by design. For a
currency to go global, there has to be a path
for it to leave its country oforigin. The easi-
est route is via a trade deficit. For example,
since the United States imports more than
it exports, it in effect adds to global hold-
ings of dollars on a daily basis. That does
not work for China, which almost always
runs a large trade surplus. It has tried to
solve this problem by offering to pay for
imports in yuan, while still accepting dol-
lars for its exports. 

Yet this approach can go only so far, be-
cause of the design of the Chinese system.
Foreigners paid in yuan cannot do much
with the currency and thus lookaskance at
it. China could change this at a stroke by
flinging open its capital account. There is
speculation that it might do just that as de-
bate about financial reform intensifies in
Beijing. But Yu Yongding, a former adviser
to the central bank, predicts that caution
will prevail, with the government slowly
lowering its wall of capital controls rather
than demolishing it. That would be far bet-
ter for China’s financial stability. But it also
means that the chasm between the hype
about the yuan and the mundane reality is
likely to widen. 7

Trading the yuan

Yuawn

HONG KONG

Buzz about the rise ofChina’s currencyhas run farahead ofsedate reality

JAPAN’S banks came through the finan-
cial crisis relatively unscathed, largely
because they had steered clear of the sort

of toxic assets that caused their American
and European counterparts such trouble.
But the Financial Services Agency (FSA),
their regulator, is not resting on its laurels.
In its search for potential sources of future
instability, ithashomed in on the country’s
100-odd regional banks. Together, these ac-
count for roughly 40% of Japan’s loans,
about the same as Japan’s five biggest fi-
nancial groups, which include Mizuho,
Mitsubishi UFJ and Sumitomo Mitsui. 

At first glance, the FSA’s concern seems
misplaced. The regional banks tend to
have strong relationships with local com-
panies, and are often the dominantbank in
their home market. This allows many of
them to earn slightly higher net interest 

Japan’s regional banks
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The government wants Japan’s local
lenders to merge
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2 margins (the difference between the inter-
est banks pay on deposits and earn on
loans) than their big-city cousins. A few,
such as Suruga Bank of Numazu City in
Shizuoka prefecture, are innovative lend-
ers. Suruga reaps nearly twice the net inter-
est margin ofother regional banks by mak-
ingretail loans to people who find it hard to
obtain credit elsewhere, notably house-
wives. Most regional banks are not so cre-
ative—but their conservatism also means
they run few risks.

Yet the regional banks’ position is in-
deed becoming fragile. Japan’s low interest
rates mean that even with dominant mar-
ket shares, their lending businesses are of-
ten barely profitable. In addition, the pro-
blem ofa rapidly ageing population looms
large. A report in May from the Japan Poli-
cy Council, a research foundation, stated
that on current trends some 900 regional
municipalities—halfof the total—could dis-
appear or cease to function by 2040 as
women of childbearing age migrate to big
cities. The continuing growth of Tokyo,
Osaka and Nagoya should allow the five
big banks to expand for years to come,
even as it starves the regional banks ofcus-
tomers. And whereas big banks are now
earning handsome profits abroad to help
offset weak demand for loans at home, re-
gionals are unable to follow their cor-
porate clients when the latter build fac-
tories offshore. Worse, the weakest of
them have unsophisticated management
and thin cushions ofcapital.

The FSA thinks the solution is consoli-
dation. The government ofShinzo Abe, the
prime minister, agrees. In May his Liberal
DemocraticPartypublished a growth strat-
egy which called for a radical overhaul of
regional finance. It accused the banks of
sustaining zombie companies rather than
forcing clients to shake up management.
The banks’ risk-averse behaviour also
starves startup firms of funds, the report
complained. This caution condemns the
banks themselves to low profits, adds Ya-
suhisa Shiozaki, the report’s author.

A senior executive at a regional bank
admits that Japan does indeed have too
many banks, suppressing margins for all.
But he maintains that regional banks are
not the only culprits. He points to the layer
of tiny co-operative banks below the re-
gionals as well as public lenders such as
the giant Development Bank of Japan. To-
gether, government-related entities extend
perhaps 20% of loans in Japan.

Regional banks also argue that the fu-
ture is brighter than the government and
the FSA suggest. The Bank of Japan’s ultra-
loose monetary policy, aimed at ending
deflation, is keeping long-term rates down
and making lending less profitable, argues
Isao Kubota, the president ofNishi-Nippon
City Bank, a respected regional bank from
the southern city of Fukuoka. Once condi-
tions are back to normal, and inflation re-

turns, net interest margins will surely fat-
ten again, he says. If Mr Abe’s
economic-revival plan works, he adds, de-
mand for loans and margins on them
should rise even more.

Consolidation is unlikely in the next
few years, reckons Ryoji Yoshizawa of
Standard & Poor’s in Tokyo, since the FSA

cannot force the issue, and most regional
banks are still profitable. Each one, often
the only listed firm ofanysize in the prefec-
ture where it is based, considers itself the
hub around which the local economy re-
volves. Their presidents are treated as
“near-gods” in the regions, says an analyst

in Tokyo. There is thus little chance that
they will be willing to share power with
merger partners until they have no choice,
he says. Only one regional bank has taken
over any others in recent years: the Bank of
Fukuoka, also based in Fukuoka, which
became Fukuoka Financial Group in 2007
when it bought two rivals based in nearby
prefectures.

Yet weaker regional banks will have no
choice but to merge once they start losing
money. The strongest banks, such as Fuku-
oka Financial Group, are now eyeing the
juiciest targets. Once consolidation begins,
no bankchiefwill want to be left out. 7

Bailing in banks’ bondholders

Hungry Hypo

EVER since the Austrian government
tookover Hypo Alpe Adria (HAA)

after a bail-out in 2009, the small bank
based in the state ofCarinthia has been a
constant irritation. A former chief exec-
utive is in jail, and many of the loans still
have no realistic chance ofbeing repaid.
A new proposal to wind the bankup was
supposed to put the subject to rest, but
has instead intensified the agony. 

The Austrian government’s proposal
to sell offany valuable assets immediate-
ly, and to shift the rest to a “bad bank” to
unravel over time, is fairly orthodox. Its
decision to “bail in” €890m ($1.2 billion)
ofsubordinated debt is not. Though
subordinated bondholders, as their
name implies, should in theory bear the
first losses once shareholders are wiped
out, in this case the state ofCarinthia had
guaranteed the bonds. Through a new
law, Austria now plans to take Carinthia
offthe hook.

The move, which has been mooted
for months, minimises the bill to taxpay-

ers. But it does so at the expense of (most-
ly foreign) investors, who are sure to sue.
The important thing is not the fate of
Austria’s seventh-biggest bank, but
whether the reversal ofCarinthia’s guar-
antees could have wider implications for
state guarantees more generally. These
are widely used in Austria and Germany.
Carinthia guaranteed €25 billion in HAA

bonds, despite taking in just €2 billion in
tax each year.

Since the financial crisis, European
regulators have embraced bail-in both to
encourage investors to be more dis-
cerning and to protect taxpayers. Aus-
tria’s finance minister, Michael Spinde-
legger, says the plan is in keeping with
this principle. Austrian banks’ shares
briefly tumbled; they may now have to
pay more to borrow from skittish in-
vestors—an extra €1.5 billion a year by
one estimate. Mr Spindelegger has tried
to reassure non-subordinated bondhold-
ers, but some will still wonder if they are
next in line for a Carinthian bath.

Berlin

Asmall bankputs Europe’s newdogma on failing banks to the test
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BEFORE Islamist fighters seized much of
northern Iraq, hopes that the recent era

of stable oil prices would last rested heavi-
lyon the country. Itsexportswere expected
to go on rising, providing lots of low-cost
oil at a time when the depletion of mature
fields elsewhere is beginning to bite into
supplies. The International Energy Agency
has projected that Iraq’s production will
jump from 2.5m barrels a day (b/d) now to
4.4m in 2015 and nearly 6m by 2020. Other
forecasts have been even rosier. 

But as on so many occasions since 1980,
war, sanctions and domestic upheaval
have constrained the huge potential of
OPEC’s second-biggest producer. The
chances of restarting exports from north-
ern Iraq (via a pipeline crippled by sabo-
tage in March), and of investment and
modernisation in the country’s south, are
looking slimmer by the day.

Fighting shut the Baiji refinery, Iraq’s
largest, on June 18th. It produces 170,000
b/d of petrol and other products. In addi-
tion to exports, it supplies northern Iraq
and Baghdad, which now face shortages. 

Though there is little chance that the
Shia south, which produces 90% of Iraq’s
oil, will come under the control of the in-
surgents, sabotage and terrorism are more
likely, as is political instability. Recovering
from the previous bout of sectarian con-
flict, in 2006, took time (see chart). Nor is
the news encouraging outsiders to invest
in the new kit which the ill-run oilfields
need. 

A crumb of good news is that the semi-
autonomous Kurdish region of Iraq is try-
ing to step up exports, with another two
tankers due to be loaded at Ceyhan in Tur-
key this week, on top of two previous ship-
ments this month. The Kurds have taken
over the main oil town in the north, Kir-
kuk, and claim—confusingly—to have built
a link from it to their own export pipeline
in just a few days. But buyers are twitchy:
Iraq’s central government says it will sue
anyone involved in what it regards as ille-
gal exports. Amrita Sen of Energy Aspects,
a consultancy, says that for all their sympa-
thy with the Kurdish proto-state, outsiders’
priority is keeping Iraq together.

The bad news from Iraq comes amid
other woes. Exports from Syria, once near-
ly 400,000 b/d, have fallen almost to zero.
Hopes that Libya, until recently a big oil
producer, would restore production have
shrivelled. It returned to 1.5m b/d quickly
after the civil war of 2011, to the surprise of

outsiders, but has now fallen back to less
than 1m. Fears are mounting, says Ms Sen,
that chaos and inactivity have seriously
harmed Libya’s already fragile oilfields.
The longer Iraq’spumpsstay idle, the great-
er the danger ofdamage there too.

For now, global stocks are strong and
the main damage from events in Iraq is to
expectations, not to actual supply. The
price ofa barrel ofBrent crude rose slightly
as fighting intensified before steadying be-
low $115. Saudi Arabia can pump more—up
to 1m b/d—and America can release crude
from its Strategic Petroleum Reserve. But in
the medium term the outlook is bleaker.
Not everything has to go right to keep oil
flowing in the quantities and prices that
the industrialised world expects. But an
awful lot is going wrong at once.7

Oil and Iraq

Burning at both
ends

Warin Iraq has lifted the oil price a
little. Its long-term impact will be bigger

Ebbs and flows

Sources: MEES; Energy Aspects; Thomson Reuters
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IT LOOKED an ambitious project when
the bourses of Paris, Amsterdam and

Brussels joined forces in 2000 to create a
pan-European union of stock exchanges.
They then acquired the London Interna-
tional Financial Futures and Options Ex-
change (LIFFE) and Portugal’s Bolsa de Val-
ores. After seven years of independence,
Euronext disappeared into the maw of the
New York Stock Exchange, which in turn
was bought by IntercontinentalExchange
(ICE) in November 2013. ICE has now spat
out Euronext, minus LIFFE and its deriva-
tives business. Defining its new role is al-
mostasbiga challenge asEuronext faced in
the heroic days of its founding.

Euronext is continental Europe’sbiggest
exchange in terms of the capitalisation of
the firms listed on it. As The Economist

went to press its initial publicoffering (IPO)
was oversubscribed; its listing is scheduled

for June 20th. The sale was backed by mar-
ket users and partners such as LCH.Clear-
net, a clearing house, which agreed before-
hand to buy and hold a third of the shares. 

With its immediate future secure, Euro-
next must now strengthen a franchise that
eroded when New York called the shots.
London Stock Exchange Group (LSEG)
dominates equity trading in Europe, LIFFE

and Deutsche Börse’s Eurex dominate de-
rivatives, and off-exchange trading plat-
forms are nipping at the heels of national
bourses. Some firms in Euronext’s home
markets, irritated by what they saw as its
doziness, have migrated elsewhere. 

It is in derivatives that Euronext must
hustle hardest now that it has been shorn
of LIFFE. In January it inaugurated single-
stock futures on 86 of its listed companies.
New agricultural-commodity contracts are
being launched—in rapeseed, for exam-
ple—and more are in the works. The plan is
not to challenge LIFFE or Eurex in their vast
interest-rate derivatives businesses but to
find market niches.

Other innovations have poured forth,
including a deal with LCH.Clearnet that
lets Euronext capture some of the fees on
derivatives trades it sends to the clearing
house and co-operation agreements with
foreign exchanges, most recently the Da-
lian Commodity Exchange in China. Euro-
next says it has launched more initiatives
in the past four months than in the previ-
ous two years. A stream of IPOs that began
last year continues, helped by a pro-
gramme to attract smaller firms.

Operationally, Euronext has ably de-
fended its turf in trading the shares ofcom-
panies listed on it against inroads made by
other trading platforms. Tag Audit, a re-
search firm, says that it has retained
around 65% for several years, well ahead
of LSEG, for one. The market offers keen
prices, according to LiquidMetrix, another
research outfit: the spreads between bids
and offers on its most-traded shares are
narrow even for bigger deals. Euronext at-
tributes this to its broad mix of market us-
ers and a deep pool of liquidity made pos-
sible by its trading platform, which links its
four exchanges. 

Euronext aims to increase revenues by
5% a year. They declined in 2012 and 2013,
years in which LSEG saw turnover rise;
even in the first quarter of 2014 they were
lower than in the same period a year earli-
er. Dominique Cerutti, Euronext’s chief ex-
ecutive, argues that it is not the creature it
was when its operations were entwined
with those of a bigger group. It hopes for a
big boost to revenues from its new deal
with LCH.Clearnet and has pledged to cut
annual costs by €60m ($80m) in three
years. All could yet be undone by the
swingeing financial-transactions tax
mooted for the euro zone, which would
surely curb trading. Independent or not,
there is little Euronext can do about that. 7

Euronext

Alone at last

PARIS

Europe’s biggest stock-exchange group
becomes independent
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IT IS hard to think of an industry in which competition is more
important than pharmaceuticals. As health-care costs rocket,

the price cuts—often of 85% or more—that generic drugs offer are
one easy way to economise. Ibuprofen is a good example. In the
early1980s the drug, which soothes both pain and inflammation,
was a costly patented product. Today Boots, a British chemist,
sells 16 generic tablets for 40 pence (68 cents), just 2.5 pence per
pill. In America, the drugcan be bought in bulkfora penny a pop.
Indeed, competition from generics is so painful to drugs compa-
nies that they have invented a series of ingenious palliatives, ex-
ploiting patent laws to help maintain high prices.

Patents create short-term monopolies. The deal is simple: the
drug inventor makes its formula public and in exchange is grant-
ed a competition-free run at the market, lasting up to 20 years.
Thisgivespioneers time to recoup the costsofresearching and de-
veloping new compounds, vital when creating a new medicine
can cost up to $5 billion. The patent guarantees a decent return,
meaning companies have both the means and the incentive to
keep innovating.

When the patent reaches its expiry date, the comfortable mo-
nopoly evaporates, replaced by cut-throat competition. Incum-
bents have three ways of defending themselves. Marketing can
create brand-specificdemand, dulling the temptation to switch to
low-price products. Ibuprofen illustrates this. Developed by the
chemists at Boots itself in the 1960s, the patent expired in 1984. But
a year earlier Boots had created Nurofen, branded ibuprofen. The
clever mix of packaging and advertising protected its profits. The
lucrative Nurofen brand was sold in 2006; Boots still stocks the
product, which costs five times more than its generic equivalent.

A second strategy nudges customers towards newer drugs
that are still protected by patent. Omeprazole, a drug to reduce
stomach acid developed by AstraZeneca in the 1980s, shows how
it works. Branded as Losec in Britain and Prilosec in America, it
became one of the world’s bestselling drugs in the mid-1990s.
With the patent set to expire in 2001 AstraZeneca faced a drop in
profits. So the company took its drug and adapted it, creating a
closely related compound, esomeprazole, which it sold as Nex-
ium. Though a clear offshoot of the original medicine, this count-
ed as a new drug and was given a patent. A big marketing cam-

paign and attractive pricing helped shift demand away from
Losec and towards Nexium. With the help of this strategy, sales
between 2006 and 2013 amounted to almost $40 billion. 

This sort of“follow on” patenting is common. In a new paper*
Sotiris Vandoros of the London School of Economics looks at
what happens when patents expire in two important classes of
drugs: ACE inhibitors, used to treat blood pressure, and proton-
pump inhibitors, such as omeprazole. He tracked sales of these
drugs after patents expired in six European countries between
1991and 2006, measuring the switch both to generic drugs and to
related but still patented compounds. Mr Vandoros’s findings are
worrying. When patents expired on Captopril, a leading ACE in-
hibitor, cheap generic versions became available. But the total
volume ofsalesofall versionsofthe drugwentdown rather than
up as demand shifted to more expensive patented products. Oth-
erdrugsshowed similarpatterns, meaningthatcompetition from
generics was failing to cut costs. 

Even more troubling than fending off competition with mar-
keting nous and chemical tinkering is drug companies’ third op-
tion: pay the makers of generics not to compete. Since the early
2000s “pay for delay” agreements have become more common.
A company with a patent due to expire strikes a deal: it pays po-
tential entrants a fee not to compete, preserving its monopoly. A
pay-for-delay deal between AstraZeneca and three big generic
manufacturers helped to protect Nexium from competition be-
tween 2008 and May 2014. 

The economic costs of these three strategies vary hugely. Mar-
keting is a decent way to compete. Purists may wish that firms
would try to outdo each other by devoting more cash to genuine
research and economists may bemoan the irrationality of those
who buy branded drugs at ten times the price of an identical ge-
neric. But despite the quibbles, the market works: there is a
choice, including a low-cost option.

Giving competition an adrenalin shot
Follow-on drugs are a greyer area. Some believe that many are
genuinely new inventions, different enough to justify a fresh pat-
ent. Big drugmakers’ defenders argue that product redesign is a
symptom ofa healthyand innovative market. YetAmerica’s com-
petition watchdog, the Federal Trade Commission (FTC), recently
decided that normal rules of thumb do not apply: new products
can harm competition in thismarket. Itfiled a legal brief to that ef-
fect in 2012 regarding Warner Chilcott, a pharmaceutical firm
which had reformulated an antibiotic three times. The firm’s
strategy, which the FTC calls “product hopping”, offered little in
the way of genuinely new medicine, but helped keep generics
out of the market, sustaining a monopoly.

If product hopping suggests sickly competition, pay-for-delay
deals are a terminal illness. They impose huge, unnecessary costs
on consumers: the 40 deals struckin 2012 cover annual drug sales
of$8.1billion; pay-for-delay costs an estimated $3.5 billion a year,
according to recent FTC reports. Happily, pay-for-delay may itself
be on the verge of losing protection. A ruling by America’s Su-
preme Court last year should make it easier to challenge such
deals under competition laws. 7

Zombie patents

Drug companies are adept at extending the lifespan ofpatents, at consumers’ expense

Free exchange
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................................................................................................
*ÒTherapeutic substitution post-patent expiry: the cases of ace inhibitors and proton
pump inhibitorsÓ, S. Vandoros, Health Economics, May 2014.
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CAVE MEN did not live in caves. But
some died in them and their remains,

thus protected from scavengers and the el-
ements, lasted long enough for palaeontol-
ogists to discover and examine them.
Sometime between 600,000 and 300,000
yearsago, quite a fewdied in La Sima de los
HuesosnearBurgos, in Spain. The Bone Pit,
as the name translates into English, has
yielded 6,500 pieces of human skeletons,
representing at least 28 individuals. 

Who those people were is a matter of
debate—one that shows the difficulty of
popping fossils neatly into boxes marked
“species”. They are usually classified as
Homo heidelbergensis, the name given to
the first humans who lived in Europe, start-
ing about 600,000 years ago. But they also
have features of Homo neanderthalensis
(Neanderthal man), a younger species be-
lieved to have evolved from heidelbergen-
sis. And, to confuse matters further, the
modern art of palaeogenetics, in which
analysis of fossil DNA is added to the pile
ofevidence, suggestsyetanother link, with
a recently discovered Asian group, the De-
nisovans, whose evolutionary prove-
nance remains unclear and to which no
one has yet given a Latin name.

The latest studyofthe folkofLa Sima de
los Huesos, published in Science by Juan-
LuisArsuaga ofthe Complutense Universi-
ty of Madrid (pictured above, in the cave)
and his colleagues, attempts to analyse this
confusion by systematically examining

their brains) were not. This suggests these
early Europeans adapted first to the diet
available in their new homeland. Cogni-
tive adaptations—involving both an in-
crease in the brain’s size and a change in its
anatomy—came later.

As well as the posterity of his fossils, Dr
Arsuaga is interested in their antecedents.
He was one of the authors of a paper pub-
lished earlier this year in Nature which
showed that the mitochondrial DNA of the
skeletons at La Sima de los Huesos was like
that ofDenisovans. 

This was a surprise. Denisovans were
thought to have been restricted to Asia.
Uniquely among fossils, they are known
solely from their DNA, which was discov-
ered by Dr Arsuaga’s co-author on the Na-
ture paper, Svante Paabo of the Max Planck
Anthropology Institute in Leipzig. The
DNA was taken from a bone fragment too
small to be assigned to a particular species. 

Denisovans seem to have been wide-
spread in Asia. Even today many people
from that continent have traces of Deniso-
van DNA in their chromosomes. Deniso-
vans and Neanderthals clearly have a com-
mon ancestor; their DNA shows this. But
they went their separate ways—the one
east, the other west—before their mito-
chondrial DNA (which is separate from the
DNA of the cell nucleus, and passes intact
from mother to offspring) became distinct.
That means Denisovan-like mitochondrial
DNA would not be expected in a group
thought ancestral to Neanderthals.

As is generally the case in studies of hu-
man fossils, then, each new finding raises
more questions than it answers. The pro-
blem is lack of evidence, for fossils of hu-
man species other than sapiens are incred-
ibly rare. Palaeontologists fall on each new
scrap of it as starving wolves might on a
rabbit. But building a coherent story out of
it is a long-winded business.7

the skulls of 17 of their skeletons. In doing
so it sheds light on how evolution pro-
gresses and shows that, sometimes at least,
it is not a matter of all body parts changing
smoothly in lock-step with each other, but
rather of fits and starts, with one part shift-
ing, and then another shifting later.

Casting the bones
The first thing Dr Arsuaga did was to estab-
lish a proper date for the fossils. Three dif-
ferent techniques agreed on 430,000 years
ago, duringone ofthe brief, warm, intergla-
cial periods that have punctuated the oth-
erwise incessant ice ages of the past 2.5m
years. This makes the finds at La Sima de
los Huesos younger than most of the oth-
ers classified as heidelbergensis, a species it-
self derived from Homo erectus, which
made humanity’s first foray out of Africa
about 2m years ago. 

Homo erectus and its descendants lived
in Eurasia until the arrival there of Homo
sapiens in a second excursion from Africa
which began about 60,000 years ago. As
these newcomers moved in the old species
vanished, so that today only one type of
human being remains.

Dr Arsuaga and his team analysed all
aspects of their specimens’ skulls. Cutting
through the detail, what they found was
that the fossils’ faces and dentitions were
Neanderthal-like, with projecting noses,
more spacious jaws and big front teeth, but
that their braincases (and so, presumably,

Early man

Probing the chamber of secrets

Anotherpiece in the frustrating jigsawthat is humanity’s fossil history
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WHAT causes autism is a mystery. One
theory is that a phenomenon called

the cellular-danger response lies at the root
of it. The CDR makes cells put their ordin-
ary activities on hold and instead switch
on their defence systems, in reaction to
high levels in the bloodstream of chemi-
cals called purines. These are important
and widespread substances: ATP, a mole-
cule that shuttles energy around cells, is a
purine; so are half the “genetic letters” in
DNA. Cells under viral attack tend to shed
them. Too many of them in the blood can
thus be a signal of viral infection. In that
case activating the CDR makes perfect
sense. But studies have shown that people
with autism (and also those with some
other brain conditions, such as schizophre-
nia) often seem to have chronic CDR. The
purine signal hassomehowgotstuckin the
“on” position.

Why this happens is obscure. But it has
occurred to Robert Naviaux of the Univer-
sity of California, San Diego, that once the
signal is stuck in this way, chronic CDR

might, by subverting the function of cru-
cial brain cells, be the immediate cause of
the symptoms of autism. In a series of ex-
periments, the latest of which has just
been published in Translational Psychiatry,
he makes a plausible case that this is exact-
ly what is happening—and he also illumi-
nates a route to a possible treatment.

Dr Naviaux’s experiments start by in-
jecting pregnant mice with viral genes.
This stimulates the CDR in both mother
and fetus. The offspring of such pregnan-
cies often show behaviours, such as fear of
strangers, fear of novelty and poor co-ordi-
nation, that would be interpreted as autis-
tic in people, and this procedure is thus
used as a model ofautism.

Dr Naviaux reasoned that, if chronic
CDR is the cause of autism’s symptoms,
abolishing it should abolish the symp-
toms. He further reasoned that one way
this might be done is with a drug that binds
to a cell’spurine receptors, so that they can-
not react when purines come along. One
such drug exists. It is called suramin, and is
used to treat sleeping sickness. Dr Naviaux
has therefore been trying it out on the
model mice.

Once they are weaned, he puts these
mice through a series of behavioural tests
and compares the results with those of
similar mice whose mothers were injected
with saline rather than viral genes. One
test measures whether they have trouble

interacting with a stranger mouse. A sec-
ond studies how physically co-ordinated
they are. A third runs them through mazes
to see if they have a preference for “same-
ness”, as many autistic people do. At the
age of six months, he then gives them ei-
theran injection ofsuramin oran injection
of saline solution, and tests them again. Fi-
nally, five weeks after the injection, when
the level ofsuramin in theirbodies has fall-
en back to zero, he tests them once more.

The upshot, he has found, is that sura-
min treatment abolishes some of the ani-
mals’ autistic symptoms. Mice which once
showed an aversion to novelty, and con-
siderable anxiety when forced to meet a
stranger, show neither of these after treat-
ment with the drug—though their co-ordi-
nation is not improved. In his latest series
of experiments he has also looked at the
drug’s metabolic effects. He finds that sura-
min treatment returns to normal 17 ofthe 18

Autism

Rain mouse

Recent experiments give a glimmerof
hope fora treatment forautism

Treating diabetes

There’s an app for that

IF DIABETICS are to keep their blood-
sugar levels in a healthy range, they

must rely not only on periodic visits to
the doctor, but also on careful daily man-
agement of their medicine, meals and
exercise. For years, this regime included
regular self-administered blood-sugar
tests and similarly self-administered
insulin injections. Now, in the better-off
parts of the world at least, these things
can be automated. There are gadgets that
monitor sugar levels, and implanted
pumps that deliver insulin. But Ed Da-
miano ofBoston University and Steven
Russell ofMassachusetts General Hospi-
tal think things could be improved fur-
ther by using software to make these
devices work together as what would, in
effect, be an artificial pancreas. 

As they outlined on June 15th to a
meeting of the American Diabetes Asso-
ciation held in San Francisco, Dr Da-
miano and Dr Russell have created an
app, housed in an iPhone, which receives
data every five minutes from a glucose
monitor implanted in a patient’s body.

The app analyses these data, plus the
patient’s weight (a good proxy for his
blood volume), and draws appropriate
conclusions. The phone then transmits
the app’s instructions to two implanted
pumps. One of them delivers insulin, to
lower blood sugar. The other delivers
glucagon, which helps raise it. 

The findings ofa trial of this system,
on a group ofadults and teenagers with
Type 1diabetes, were published in the
New England Journal of Medicine to coin-
cide with the talk. They lookpromising,
particularly in adults. The combination
ofdetector, algorithm and pumps re-
duced the amount of time patients spent
with low blood sugar by two-thirds
compared with their usual care. 

The new system is bulky, so a stream-
lined version is being developed. And
though all the hardware is standard, the
app itself counts as a medical device,
meaning the Food and Drug Administra-
tion must give it its blessing. If it passes
muster, then the lives of those diabetics
who can afford it will be made better.

New York

Howsoftware can make diabetics’ lives saferand simpler

Now there’s a better way
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2 metabolic pathways that are noticeably
different in autistic and non-autistic mice.

The effect is not permanent. The experi-
mental mice’s autistic behaviours come
back once the suramin has disappeared
from their bodies. But these are interesting
results. They suggest CDR really is an im-
portant part ofautism, and that it may be a
tractable one. Dr Naviaux is not suggesting
using suramin itself to treat people with

autism. Though appropriate for an acute,
life-threatening illness, which sleeping
sickness is, its side effects (the most serious
of which is damage to the adrenal cortex)
make it unsuitable for chronic prescription
to someone whose life is not in danger. But
ifhis workstands up to the scrutiny ofoth-
ers, then looking for another purine-recep-
tor blocker would surely be a worthwhile
endeavour. 7

USING crowdfunding to raise money
for science neglected by conventional

grant-givingagencies isall the rage. Indeed,
there is almost a return to a lost era ofama-
teur natural philosophers and natural his-
torians—with the twist that the amateurs
merely stump up the cash, rather than do-
ing the actual research. It seems appropri-
ate, therefore, that one of the latest projects
to go down this route would probably
have tickled the fancy of many a Victorian
gentleman naturalist with a taste for un-
usual plants in his conservatory. It is an in-
vestigation of ferns.

Though it ishard, as the price of DNA se-
quencing has plummeted, to believe that
there is any important group of organisms
which has not had the genome of at least
one representative species scrutinised,
Kathleen Pryer of Duke University, in
North Carolina, claims this is true of ferns.
She proposes to correct that by looking at
an unusual member of the group, using
money raised on experiment.com, a
crowdfunding site that exists to support
scientific research. 

Azolla (pictured below) hardly looks
like a typical fern and, as an aquatic rather
than a terrestrial plant, does not behave
much like one either. But it is probably the
most economically important fern on the
planet—and it may also once have been re-
sponsible for changing the climate.

Azolla’s significance comes from its
partnership with several species of bacte-
ria that can manage a trick no plant finds
possible by itself: extracting nitrogen from
the air and “fixing” it into chemicals such
as ammonia, so that it is available to make
proteins. Asian rice farmers have known
of Azolla’s fertilising properties for at least
1,500 years, and in many places the fern is
encouraged to grow alongside rice in pad-
dies—a sort of aquatic version of alfalfa. Dr
Pryer’s primary pitch, therefore, is that un-
derstanding the genomes of Azolla and its
associated bacteria (which she proposes to
sequence at the same time) might assist the
improvement of this process, and maybe
aid its transfer to other plants.

She would also, though, like to know
more about the genetics behind the

“Azolla event” of 49m years ago—a giant
bloom of her beloved fern that coincided
with one of the biggest climate shifts
known. The surface sea temperature in the
Arctic, for example, dropped from 13°C to
-9°C and many, including Dr Pryer, think
the coincidence was, as it were, no coinci-
dence. Rather, Azolla was the cause.

What is indisputable is that a lot of
Azolla is buried in polar rocks from this ep-
och, the mid Eocene. The reason seems to
be that continental drift at that time
formed a polar ocean even more cut off
from the rest of the sea than today’s Arctic
Ocean is. The result was something akin to
a giant version of the Black Sea—with a
fresh surface layer fed by rivers from the
surrounding land, and a bottom so stag-
nant that anything falling to it would not
rot. The surface layerwould have been per-
fect for Azolla to live in, and the bottom
perfect for preserving it when it died and
sank. And the fern’s ability to fix nitrogen,
togetherwith the long, sunnydaysof polar
summers, mean it would have grown like
billy-o, as the fossil record shows it did.

Calculations suggest that a mere
800,000 years of this process of forming
and burying Azolla, along with all the car-
bon it had sucked out of the atmosphere as
it grew, would have been enough to ac-
count for the 80% drop in atmospheric CO2

that other rocks suggest happened during
the mid Eocene. This, by greatly reducing
the greenhouse effect, cooled the Earth
from temperatures in which palm trees
grew at the poles to the sort that are experi-
enced today.

Much ofthe Azolla which sankthen still
remains buried, and with it the Earth-
warming carbon it contains. But that car-
bon has been transformed over the millen-
nia. A good proportion is now oil and gas.
And many people are interested in drilling
in the Arctic to extract these fossil fuels,
burn them and return the carbon to the at-
mosphere—there, perhaps, to reverse the
events of49m years ago.7
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ON JULY 9th the Indonesian presiden-
tial election will pit a charismatic,

down-to-earth, former furniture-maker
against a retired general dogged by allega-
tionsofpasthuman-rightsabuses. The mil-
itary man is Prabowo Subianto, the former
son-in-law of Suharto, the country’s one-
time dictator. If, as (just) seems likely, the
former businessman, Joko Widodo, wins,
then for the first time since Suharto fell 16
years ago, Indonesia will be led by some-
one from outside its entrenched elite.

It is a remarkable story, but one that will
probably soon pall abroad. Talk of the
world’s fourth-most populous country, as
Elizabeth Pisani notes in her new book,
tends to provoke “a mildly panicked look
in people’s eyes…at drinks parties in Lon-
don or New York”. Widespread ignorance
about the place is compounded by its
bewildering diversity and the subtle com-
plexity of its politics and society. And there
are very few good books in English to help
the general reader to understand it.

Ms Pisani’s is probably the best. Into a
beautifully written, richly entertaining ac-
count of a year spent travelling around the
archipelago, she weaves a deep know-
ledge of the country acquired first as a 
reporter there, and then as an epidemiolo-
gist. Her first book, “The Wisdom of
Whores”, which came out in 2008, was
about Indonesia’s HIV/AIDS epidemic. 

In her new book Ms Pisani takes on
many big themes—democracy, decentrali-

a nation that didn’t really exist, imposing a
notional unity on a ragbag of islands that
had only a veneer of shared history, and 
little common culture”: 13,466 islands with
over 360 ethnic groups, speaking 719 lan-
guages. Yet it has held together remarkably
well, helped by the imposition ofa nation-
al language, Bahasa Indonesia, and 32
years of centralised dictatorship under 
Suharto, together with an army and a 
bureaucracy that have helped flatten the 
unsightly bulges ofdiversity.

The Indonesia through which Ms
Pisani travels, however, seems to be in the
process of uninventing itself. With demo-
cratisation has come a radical decentralisa-
tion of political power and the way in
which resources are allocated. Local 
languages are reasserting themselves and
traditions being rediscovered—or even, as
Ms Pisani reports, manufactured. She 
worries that she is trying “to write a book
about a country that has ceased to exist”.

Indonesia’s somewhat haphazard ori-
gins are betrayed in the document that pro-
vides the book’s title, the terse declaration
of independence from the Netherlands in
1945. The second of its two sentences reads:
“Matters relating to the transfer of power
etc will be executed carefully and as soon
as possible.” Indonesia, she writes, “has
been working on that ‘etc’ ever since”.

Yet afterher travels Ms Pisani concludes
that Indonesia is a sturdier construct than
immersion in some of its remoter recesses
might suggest: “The threads that bind this 
nation will not be easily dissolved.” One is
religious faith. Orthodox and at times 
intolerant forms of Islam are advancing in
some places, and are exploited by politi-
cians. But in general Indonesian religion
remains tolerant and syncretic. Ms Pisani
visits a shrine in central Java where wor-
shippers pray at the grave of a Muslim
saint; to seal the saint’s blessing, they then 

sation, corruption, inequality, the failings
of Indonesia’s education system and radi-
cal Islam, as well as the ghosts of the hun-
dreds of thousands slaughtered as Suharto
took power in 1965. Her erudition is never
dull. This is Indonesia both for the mildly 
panicked and for those who, like the 
author herself, are besotted—if far from 
starry-eyed; Ms Pisani looks on Indonesia
as “the bad boyfriend”.

The book works well despite her deci-
sion to adopt an apparently gratuitously
perverse approach. Having lamented how
little foreigners know about Indonesia, Ms
Pisani devotes big chunks of “Indonesia
Etc” to parts of the country that even most
Indonesians know nothing about: tiny, 
remote islands reached by erratic ferries;
villages accessible only by acrobatic 
motorcycle journeys down unmade roads;
jungles where nomads still sleep under
trees. Java, which accounts for nearly 60%
of the population, is scantly covered, and
Bali, the bit of Indonesia that foreigners do
know, hardly at all.

The Indonesia that emerges from Ms Pi-
sani’s descriptions is an invention rather
than a discovery. When its founding presi-
dent, Sukarno, proclaimed its indepen-
dence, the author notes, “he was liberating
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2 have to find a stranger to have sex with.
But the strongest ties are those she calls

“collectivism”—the webs of mutual obliga-
tion linking families, clans, villages and is-
lands and offering a sense of security. That
security helps explain the generous hospi-
tality of the many Indonesians who invite
Ms Pisani, an exotic stranger, into their
homes to sleep on their floors and share
the cooking in their kitchens as well as
their most intimate hopes and fears.

Personal networks are so important
that private obligations can supersede
public ones. Corruption, she argues dis-
concertingly, helps hold Indonesia togeth-
er. “Patronage is the price of unity.” Yet it is
also the source of the country’s most deep-
seated grievances. Mr Joko’s popularity
stems in large measure from his clean 
image and his ability, amid the complex-
ities Ms Pisani describes so well, to project
himselfas an ordinary guy.7

AGENERATION ago, aftera series of hor-
rible scandals, Australia ditched hun-

dreds of detailed rules governing nursing
homes for the elderly. Instead of insisting,
for example, that they should offer at least
80 square feet (7.4 square metres) of floor
area per resident, the government set
broad principles. Care homes were told to
offer a “homelike environment” and to 
respect residents’ “privacy and dignity”.
Philip Howard, an American lawyer and
campaigner for better governance, records
the alarm that this triggered among regula-
tory experts; one team of Australian aca-
demics declared themselves “embar-
rassed” by their country. Yet alarm turned
to surprise. Australian nursing homes im-
proved measurably, as staff and owners
were freed to think for themselves, rather
than blindly following checklists. 

Mr Howard’s new book, “The Rule of
Nobody”, is a plea for America to embrace
the same sort of broad, principles-based
regulation, allowing officials and judges
more leeway to use their discretion, com-
mon sense and compassion when enforc-
ing the law. Mr Howard (whose daughter is
a staff correspondent for The Economist) 
offers a sad catalogue of current bureau-
cratic follies. Some are costly, such as the
many unneeded tests and procedures for
retired Americans covered by Medicare
public health insurance. Some are scandal-

ous. Mr Howard writes of public subsidies
that were created to help Depression-era
family farmers, which have since been
grabbed by giant agribusinesses that now
seem unwilling to give them up. He notes
the rule which prevented New York’s
governor from closing an empty juvenile
detention centre, because its unionised
employees could not be laid off without a
year’s notice.

“The Rule of Nobody” is even-handed
in its politics, noting that right and left have
saddled America with overly detailed reg-
ulations, under pressure from special-
interest lobbies (among them incumbents
who see regulation as a useful barrier to
new competition). One root of the pro-
blem is mistrust, Mr Howard suggests.
Conservatives distrust public employees
and so seek to limit their powers of discre-
tion. The left thinks that business bosses
will run amokunless bound.

The book’s weakness—a forgivable
one—may be its optimism. Mr Howard
writes thatAmerica is in the grip of a philo-
sophical mistake, namely the belief that
laws need to be detailed and precise to pre-
vent abuses and achieve uniformity. But
politics, not legal philosophy, explains
many of the follies that he attacks. It is
because the old vote in such numbers that
Medicare is expensive and hard to reform.
Farm subsidies are protected by the Found-
ing Fathers’ decision to give sparsely popu-
lated rural states disproportionate power.
Public employees’ unions are powerful 
because theyare paymastersand suppliers
of campaign foot-soldiers for Democratic
politicians. 

The author concedes that mighty forces
are arrayed against change. But he insists
that the political system in Washington is
really a “house of cards”. A reform move-
ment with an accurate indictment and a
credible plan “can push it over”. Alas, the
real-world Washington feels less fragile
than rotten. And a rotting republic can last
a very long time.7
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Dead Laws and Broken Government. By
Philip Howard. W.W. Norton; 256 pages;
$23.95 and £15.99 AFTER Benito Mussolini’s rule in Italy

came to an abrupt end in 1943, partisan
groups quickly formed, soaking up dis-
banded Italian soldiers and civilians. As
the allies advanced, the activities of these
courageous groups helped undermine
German rule in the north of the country. 

Before the fall of fascism, the British
Special Operations Executive (SOE) had
spent many months and a great deal of en-
ergy trying to find pockets of resistance in
order to foment rebellion from within. But
finding Italians—even among those who
abhorred fascists—who were prepared to
fight their own rulers was far from easy.
This book is the official account, commis-
sioned by the British Cabinet Office and
sourced largely from the SOE’sown files, of
a series of badly planned, poorly executed
missions as the allies tried to get a toehold
inside Mussolini’s Italy. 

Once Italy had been identified as ripe
for infiltration, the British government 
required instant results. Major Cecil Rose-
berry, head of the SOE’s Italian desk, made
it clearhe needed something—indeed, any-
thing—to report to the War Office: “some-
thing concrete once a week would be 
encouraging”. 

The secret “war” of Roderick Bailey’s
subtitle is rather an overstatement, since
the episodes collected here describe plots
so ill-conceived that most of them had to
be abandoned at an early stage. The first
problem the SOE encountered was recruit-
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2 ingmen to send on secretmissions. Italians
who had lived in Britain for decades were
rounded up and sent to internment camps
early in the war, where they were held
alongside captured fascists. It was among
these Italian immigrants that the SOE

sought its recruits, not always happily. Of
the five men taken on for active service,
two were dismissed on the grounds that
they were “completely lacking in heroic
qualities”. The Foreign Office routinely re-
ferred to the Italians as “wops”; one candi-
date was criticised for throwing his arms
about, others for excessive pride. “There is
nothing tough there at all; all waiters and
small tradesmen,” lamented Hugh Dalton,
the SOE’s minister in charge. A submarine
captain protested after the so-called spies
he was supposed to be landing in north-
west Italy refused to go ashore.

One SOE triumph turned out to be
nothing of the kind. In November 1942
news reached Britain of “groups of anti-
fascists in northern Italy who seemed ac-
tive, very aggressive and willing to have
help from the British”. An intermediary
was located to transport money and explo-
sives across the border to these groups. Un-
fortunately, the man wasalreadyknown to
Italian intelligence. Vetting, Mr Bailey ob-
serves ruefully, was not what it is today.
The fellow was a drunk of questionable
character, who frightened his children and
subjected hiswife to degradingsexual acts.
Despite this, the SOE duly sent regular
packages of explosives, tools, cash and 
radio equipment, believing it was sabotag-
ing the Italian war effort. Meanwhile the
Italian authorities opened the packages
and sent back invented reports that they
were hitting their targets. 

In a long footnote Mr Bailey debunks
the myth that the Americans enlisted the
help ofthe Italian-American Mafia to make
contact with Sicilians who had reason to
be unhappy with Mussolini’s rule. As it
turns out, there is no evidence to support
the legendary “bloodless” invasion of Sici-
ly, in which yellow kerchiefs bearing the
insignia of a Mafia boss were said to fly
from the gun towers of tanks. 

Nevertheless, the British were all in 
favour of doing deals with the Mafia,
though fully aware of its violent reputa-
tion: “[A] weakening of the Fascist organi-
sation would help the Maffia (sic) to be-
come reorganised and powerful,” said a
report by the SOE in Cairo. “If they want to
‘play’ with us they would be an ideal orga-
nisation for Sicily.” Happily the SOE failed
to find any mafiosi to “play with”. 

Winston Churchill called the SOE’s
activities “naughty deeds”, which just
about sums up their Boy’s Own nature. Mr
Bailey tells the tale with as straight a face as
he can muster. He hasan eye for the colour-
ful characters drawn to undercover opera-
tions, but the absurdity of much that he 
recounts cannot be ignored.7

FEW scientists have had the influence of
Sir Isaac Newton, who largely built the

edifice of modern science. He was the first
to formulate the lawsofmotion. He discov-
ered and explained the law of gravity, and
provided the theoretical framework
through which the observations ofGalileo
Galilei and the planetary laws of Johannes
Kepler could be understood. His experi-
ments with sunlight and glass prisms and
mirrors helped him understand the origin
of colours and create a new kind of tele-
scope. He invented calculus, independent-
ly of Gottfried Leibniz, feuding with him
over who was first. And he was the first to
postulate that the laws of physics would
be the same all over the universe.

Newton’s genius was recognised while
he was a young scholar at Cambridge. At
the age of26, he wasmade Lucasian profes-
sor of mathematics. By the time he died in
1727, at the ripe old age of 84, he had 
become a national icon: President of the
Royal Society, and warden and master of
the Royal Mint. He was interred in 
Westminster Abbey.

As befits a man of such prodigious 
reputation, Newton left behind a volumi-
nous trove of papers: more than 7m words
filling hundreds of notebooks and loose
sheets of paper. These included drafts of
successive editions of his crowning
achievement, “Philosophiae Naturalis

Principia Mathematica”, as well as his
treatise on light, “Opticks”. There were also
letters to scientists and other scholars,
pages of derivations of mathematics and
physics formulae, and copious writings on
alchemy and religion. The solitary and ec-
centric Newton apparently saved every-
thing he wrote; among his papers are reci-
pes for ink that he scribbled as a scholar at
Cambridge. But he was reticent about pub-
lishing his work, fearing controversy and
criticism (his fight with Leibniz over calcu-
lus had made him extra-sensitive). At his
death, more than half of his writings were
unpublished, including all his thoughts on
religion and alchemy.

Sarah Dry’s engaging book, “The 
Newton Papers”, traces what happened to
Newton’s unpublished manuscripts after
his death. A lifelong bachelor, Newton
died without leaving a will. His papers
were inherited by John Conduitt, who had
married Newton’s closest relative and
housekeeper, his half-niece Catherine 
Barton. Conduitt started an effort to 
publish a biography of Newton, but in the
end it was unsuccessful. As Ms Dry makes
clear, Conduitt had a vested interest in
guarding Newton’s reputation as a 
paragon of science. Conduitt probably 
recognised the explosive nature of
Newton’s religious writings, which
showed him to favour the doctrine of one
God, denying the unity of Father, Son and
Holy Ghost. Such anti-Trinitarianism
would have been considered heretical by
Newton’s contemporaries. It was common
at the time for Cambridge faculty mem-
bers (all ofthem men) to take holyorders in
the Church of England; Newton, true to
himself, refused.

After Conduitt and his wife died, New-
ton’s papers passed to the family of the
Earls of Portsmouth, and there they re-
mained for the best part of 150 years. Ms
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2 Dry catalogues what happened to New-
ton’s manuscripts through three centuries,
how they were sold, dispersed and then
partially reunited through the efforts of
John Maynard Keynes, a British economist
who developed a fascination with New-
ton’s alchemical writings, and Abraham
Yahuda, a Jewish rabbinical scholar who
was interested in Newton’s theological ex-
planations. Ms Dry explains how 19th-
century Cambridge luminaries, such as
George Gabriel Stokes (who, like Newton,
became the Lucasian professor) and John
Couch Adams (who used Newtonian 
mechanics to predict the existence of the
planet Neptune) struggled with Newton’s
manuscripts, in the hope that they would
yield further insight into the great man’s

thinking. However, the vastness of the 
archive and its often abstruse nature
thwarted easy categorisation.

The Newton that emerges from the
manuscripts is far from the popular image
of a rational practitioner of cold and pure
reason. The architect of modern science
was himself not very modern. He was ob-
sessed with alchemy. He spent hours copy-
ing alchemical recipes and trying to repli-
cate them in his laboratory. He believed
that the Bible contained numerological
codes. The truth is that Newton was very
much a product ofhis time. The colossus of
science was not the first king of reason,
Keynes wrote after reading Newton’s
unpublished manuscripts. Instead “he
was the last of the magicians”.7

IN THE late 1970s, three Canadian concert
promoters, Alain Simard, Denyse

McCann and André Ménard, were missing
the festive aura that Expo 67 and the 1976
Olympic games had showered upon the
city of Montreal. They reckoned a music
festival would enliven the sleepy summer
streets. Getting the financing together was
a struggle. But by 1980 their company,
L’Équipe Spectra, had pulled together
enough support to launch the first Montre-
al International Jazz Festival. There were
only eight concerts that year.

Now in its 35th year, the company’s
antidote to summer boredom has swelled
into one of the world’s largest music
events. Over 11 days beginning on June
26th, the festival will present about 500
concerts from noon until midnight and
1,000 activities in all. About two-thirds of
the performances are free of charge. Over
the years, a roll-call of jazz legends, includ-
ing Miles Davis, Ella Fitzgerald, Herbie
Hancock and Wayne Shorter, to name but
a few, have graced the stages. This year’s
event features Keith Jarrett, a pianist; Diana
Krall, a vocalist; and Terence Blanchard, a
trumpeter. 

As it evolved, the festival made room
for pop, rhythm and blues, rock and hip-
hop. Diana Ross, Aretha Franklin, Elvis
Costello, Snoop Dogg and St Vincent (aka
Annie Clark), an edgy singer-songwriter,
are among the members of the non-jazz
contingent this year. It has 3,000 musicians
performing each year and about 2m at-
tendees; in 2004 the “Guinness Book of
World Records” said Montreal was the
world’s largest annual jazz gathering. 

The event has music programmers in
other jazz centres, such as New York and
New Orleans, grumbling with envy, 
wondering how a city far away from
where jazz is commonly played could have
succeeded in pulling off such a thing. Al-
though Montreal is the birthplace of Oscar
Peterson and Oliver Jones, many ofits pop,
rock and folk musicians are known only 
locally, in Quebec or in French-speaking
countries. 

The founders had a logistical advantage

over New York. Montreal’s Place des Arts,
with its six venues, is close to several the-
atres, as well as a number of empty sites
and green spaces in which outdoor
concerts are staged. Fans can stroll from
venue to venue in a few minutes through a
virtual jazz village. 

Solid financial backing was signed up
as the festival grew in size and scope. 
Today, corporate sponsors such as TD

Bank, Heineken, a brewer, and Rio Tinto
Alcan, a bauxite-and-aluminium pro-
ducer, cover 40% of the festival’s C$27m
($24.9m) budget. Ticket sales, merchandis-
ing and government support cover much
of the balance. This allows the festival to
pay the artists’ fees and airlift talent to
Montreal from any part of the world. 

In addition to Mr Ménard and Mr
Simard, a team of six programmers search-
es the world, both for established and
emerging stars. Sometimes they manage to
identify under-the-radar talent before 
record label executives do. The festival has
showcased many Cuban musicians, such
as Gonzalo Rubalcaba, a pianist, who were
unable to get visas to perform in America
or Europe. Years ago, when its three 
promoters heard the buzz about Ms Krall’s
arresting vocals and adept piano playing,
theyarranged a spot forherat the 1995 festi-
val. She greatly impressed fans, record-
industry executives and critics, and went
on to become one of the bestselling jazz 
vocalists of the past decade. “We put the
artists in the right light, and the rest is up to
them,” Mr Ménard said.

Although some outdoor concerts can
lure more than 100,000 people, the event
has never been marred by violence or
hooligans making mischief. The police
presence is minimal. The only crises Mr 
Simard can recall in three decades were
two incidents in which pregnant women
(unable to get to the hospital on time) gave
birth on the festival grounds. Whereas
some residents loathe the crowds and flee
the city, Montreal’s business community is
happy to support the festival, which gener-
ates about C$75m in tourist spending each
year, according to Quebec Tourisme.

The festival has inspired other events,
such as Just for Laughs, an international
comedy festival, the International 
Fireworks Competition and even a crois-
sant festival. As the jazz party has grown,
Mr Ménard and Mr Simard have also add-
ed to their portfolio. Les FrancoFolies de
Montréal is a French-language music festi-
val in midsummer and Montréal en 
Lumière is an annual winter party cele-
brating the arts, culture and food to help lo-
cals endure the city’s brutally cold season.
Thanks to the seed planted by the three
promoters, Montreal’s residents now have
a new problem: a superabundance of
events to choose from each year. It is a 
predicament that mayors of many cities
would welcome.7
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Economic data
% change on year ago Budget Interest
 Industrial Current-account balance balance rates, %
 Gross domestic product production Consumer prices Unemployment latest 12 % of GDP % of GDP 10-year gov't Currency units, per $
 latest qtr* 2014† latest latest 2014† rate, % months, $bn 2014† 2014† bonds, latest Jun 18th year ago

United States +2.0 Q1 -1.0 +2.4 +4.3 May +2.1 May +1.8 6.3 May -405.9 Q1 -2.1 -2.8 2.61 - -

China +7.4 Q1 +5.7 +7.3 +8.8 May +2.5 May +2.3 4.1 Q1§ +142.5 Q1 +1.8 -2.2 3.84§§ 6.23 6.13

Japan +3.0 Q1 +6.7 +1.4 +3.8 Apr +3.4 Apr +2.6 3.6 Apr +2.7 Apr +0.3 -8.0 0.60 102 95.6

Britain +3.1 Q1 +3.3 +3.0 +2.9 Apr +1.5 May +1.8 6.6 Mar†† -111.7 Q4 -3.7 -4.9 3.00 0.59 0.64

Canada +2.2 Q1 +1.2 +2.3 +3.4 Mar +2.0 Apr +1.6 7.0 May -54.8 Q1 -2.7 -2.6 2.26 1.09 1.02

Euro area +0.9 Q1 +0.7 +1.1 +1.4 Apr +0.5 May +0.8 11.7 Apr +323.3 Mar +2.3 -2.6 1.38 0.74 0.75

Austria +0.3 Q1 -2.5 +1.4 +0.8 Mar +1.8 May +1.7 4.9 Apr +11.2 Q4 +3.0 -2.8 1.70 0.74 0.75

Belgium +1.2 Q1 +1.5 +1.2 -1.0 Mar +0.4 May +1.1 8.5 Apr -8.0 Dec -0.6 -2.4 1.86 0.74 0.75

France +0.8 Q1 +0.1 +0.8 -2.0 Apr +0.7 May +0.9 10.4 Apr -33.5 Apr -1.4 -3.9 1.75 0.74 0.75

Germany +2.3 Q1 +3.3 +2.0 +1.9 Apr +0.9 May +1.2 6.7 May +280.8 Apr +6.9 +0.5 1.38 0.74 0.75

Greece -0.9 Q1 na +0.3 -2.2 Apr -2.0 May -0.8 26.6 Mar +3.3 Mar +0.9 -11.5 6.00 0.74 0.75

Italy -0.5 Q1 -0.5 +0.3 +1.6 Apr +0.5 May +0.6 12.6 Apr +28.6 Mar +1.1 -3.0 2.85 0.74 0.75

Netherlands -0.5 Q1 -5.4 +0.7 +2.1 Apr +0.8 May +0.9 8.7 Apr +86.3 Q1 +9.7 -2.8 1.65 0.74 0.75

Spain +0.6 Q1 +1.5 +0.9 -2.0 Apr +0.2 May +0.2 25.1 Apr +5.1 Mar +1.5 -5.8 2.75 0.74 0.75

Czech Republic +2.5 Q1 +1.7 +2.2 +7.7 Apr +0.4 May +0.9 7.5 May§ +0.2 Q1 -0.6 -1.8 1.57 20.3 19.1

Denmark +1.4 Q1 +3.6 +1.3 -2.1 Apr +0.5 May +1.1 5.0 Apr +24.8 Apr +6.3 -1.5 1.41 5.49 5.57

Hungary +3.5 Q1 +4.5 +2.5 +9.9 Apr -0.1 May +0.7 8.1 Apr§†† +3.9 Q4 +1.7 -3.0 4.57 226 219

Norway +3.9 Q1 +1.3 +2.4 -1.0 Apr +1.8 May +2.0 3.3 Mar‡‡ +60.7 Q1 +13.1 +12.2 2.62 6.03 5.75

Poland +3.4 Q1 na +3.2 +4.5 May +0.2 May +1.1 12.5 May§ -3.9 Apr -1.8 -3.5 3.57 3.05 3.18

Russia +0.9 Q1 na +0.5 +2.8 May +7.6 May +6.0 5.3 Apr§ +36.1 Q1 +1.3 -0.4 8.68 34.5 32.0

Sweden  +1.8 Q1 -0.3 +2.5 +0.6 Apr -0.2 May +0.4 8.0 May§ +36.2 Q1 +6.1 -2.1 1.83 6.66 6.47

Switzerland +2.0 Q1 +1.9 +2.0 +0.5 Q1 +0.2 May +0.2 3.2 May +84.4 Q4 +11.8 +0.3 0.82 0.90 0.92

Turkey +4.3 Q1 na +3.0 +4.5 Apr +9.7 May +8.9 9.7 Mar§ -56.8 Apr -5.9 -2.6 9.12 2.14 1.89

Australia +3.5 Q1 +4.5 +2.8 +5.7 Q1 +2.9 Q1 +2.8 5.8 May -40.9 Q1 -2.5 -1.2 3.74 1.06 1.05

Hong Kong +2.5 Q1 +1.0 +2.9 +2.1 Q1 +3.6 Apr +3.6 3.1 May‡‡ +5.1 Q4 +2.9 +1.3 2.17 7.75 7.76

India +4.6 Q1 +8.0 +6.0 +3.4 Apr +8.3 May +8.2 8.8 2013 -32.4 Q1 -2.6 -5.2 8.67 60.4 58.8

Indonesia +5.2 Q1 na +5.4 +2.5 Apr +7.3 May +6.4 5.7 Q1§ -27.3 Q1 -3.5 -2.3 na 11,997 9,905

Malaysia +6.2 Q1 na +5.1 +4.2 Apr +3.4 Apr +3.2 3.0 Mar§ +14.3 Q1 +5.3 -4.0 4.04 3.23 3.16

Pakistan +6.1 2013** na +5.4 -2.6 Mar +8.3 May +7.7 6.2 2013 -3.3 Q1 -2.2 -6.8 12.95††† 98.3 98.6

Singapore +4.9 Q1 +2.3 +4.2 +4.6 Apr +2.5 Apr +2.2 2.0 Q1 +56.3 Q1 +19.4 +0.7 2.40 1.25 1.26

South Korea +4.0 Q1 +3.8 +3.7 +2.4 Apr +1.6 May +1.6 3.6 May§ +87.1 Apr +4.6 +1.0 3.31 1,022 1,131

Taiwan +3.1 Q1 +1.9 +3.0 +4.8 Apr +1.6 May +1.4 4.0 Apr +61.9 Q1 +12.0 -2.1 1.67 30.0 29.9

Thailand -0.4 Q1 -8.2 +2.5 -3.9 Apr +2.6 May +2.7 0.9 Apr§ +4.9 Q1 +2.6 -2.3 3.60 32.5 30.8

Argentina +1.4 Q4 -0.7 -1.0 -4.1 Apr — *** — 7.1 Q1§ -4.3 Q4 -0.6 -1.8 na 8.13 5.34

Brazil +1.9 Q1 +0.7 +1.8 -5.8 Apr +6.4 May +6.5 4.9 Apr§ -81.6 Apr -3.7 -3.7 11.98 2.25 2.18

Chile +2.6 Q1 +3.0 +3.4 +1.2 Apr +4.7 May +4.0 6.1 Apr§‡‡ -8.4 Q1 -2.4 -1.1 4.86 560 500

Colombia +4.9 Q4 +3.3 +4.6 -2.0 Apr +2.9 May +2.9 9.0 Apr§ -12.7 Q4 -3.5 -1.0 6.61 1,900 1,901

Mexico +1.8 Q1 +1.1 +2.4 -0.6 Apr +3.5 May +4.0 4.9 Apr -23.3 Q1 -1.5 -3.6 7.75 13.1 12.9

Venezuela +1.0 Q4 +3.6 -1.8 +0.8 Sep +60.9 May +62.6 7.1 Apr§ +6.9 Q3 +1.3 -12.1 12.77 10.0 6.29

Egypt +1.4 Q4 na +1.8 -2.7 Apr +8.2 May +9.9 13.4 Q1§ -1.9 Q1 -2.3 -12.2 na 7.15 7.00

Israel +3.4 Q1 +2.7 +3.1 -2.1 Mar +1.0 May +1.3 5.6 Apr +7.4 Q1 +2.8 -2.7 2.92 3.45 3.59

Saudi Arabia +4.0 2013 na +4.0 na  +2.7 May +2.9 5.6 2013 +134.3 Q4 +13.3 +2.0 na 3.75 3.75

South Africa +1.6 Q1 -0.6 +2.3 -1.5 Apr +6.6 May +5.9 25.2 Q1§ -19.0 Q1 -5.5 -4.3 8.26 10.7 10.0

Source: Haver Analytics.  *% change on previous quarter, annual rate. †The Economist poll or Economist Intelligence Unit estimate/forecast. §Not seasonally adjusted. ‡New series. **Year ending June. ††Latest 3 
months. ‡‡3-month moving average. §§5-year yield ***Official number not yet proven to be reliable; The State Street PriceStats Inflation Index, May 41.74%; year ago 17.70% †††Dollar-denominated bonds. 
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Indicators for more countries and additional

Other markets
 % change on

 Dec 31st 2013

 Index one in local in $
 Jun 18th week currency terms

United States (S&P 500) 1,957.0 +0.7 +5.9 +5.9

United States (NAScomp) 4,362.8 +0.7 +4.5 +4.5

China (SSEB, $ terms) 220.9 -1.7 -10.3 -12.9

Japan (Topix) 1,249.2 +0.8 -4.1 -1.3

Europe (FTSEurofirst 300) 1,387.4 -0.3 +5.4 +3.8

World, dev'd (MSCI) 1,737.8 +0.4 +4.6 +4.6

Emerging markets (MSCI) 1,044.6 -1.1 +4.2 +4.2

World, all (MSCI) 427.2 +0.2 +4.6 +4.6

World bonds (Citigroup) 940.9 +0.1 +3.8 +3.8

EMBI+ (JPMorgan) 705.4 -0.3 +8.2 +8.2

Hedge funds (HFRX) 1,242.2§ -0.3 +1.4 +1.4

Volatility, US (VIX) 10.6 +11.6 +13.7 (levels)

CDSs, Eur (iTRAXX)† 59.7 +1.1 -15.8 -17.1

CDSs, N Am (CDX)† 57.0 -2.5 -6.3 -6.3

Carbon trading (EU ETS) € 5.7 +5.6 +13.3 +11.6

Sources: Markit; Thomson Reuters.  *Total return index. 
†Credit-default-swap spreads, basis points. §June 17th.

The Economist commodity-price index
2005=100
 % change on
 one one
 Jun 10th Jun 17th* month year

Dollar Index

All Items 169.5 168.0 -3.1 -3.4

Food 194.1 191.2 -4.8 -5.2

Industrials    

 All 143.9 143.9 -0.6 -0.9

 Nfa† 144.9 147.2 -0.6 -8.6

 Metals 143.5 142.5 -0.6 +2.9

Sterling Index

All items 183.9 180.1 -3.8 -11.2

Euro Index

All items 155.6 154.3 -2.0 -4.5

Gold

$ per oz 1,260.5 1,269.9 -1.9 -6.9

West Texas Intermediate

$ per barrel 104.4 106.3 +3.4 +7.9

Sources: Bloomberg; CME Group; Cotlook; Darmenn & Curl; FT; ICCO;
ICO; ISO; Live Rice Index; LME; NZ Wool Services; Thompson Lloyd & 
Ewart; Thomson Reuters; Urner Barry; WSJ.  *Provisional  
†Non-food agriculturals.

Markets
 % change on

 Dec 31st 2013

 Index one in local in $
 Jun 18th week currency terms

United States (DJIA) 16,906.6 +0.4 +2.0 +2.0

China (SSEA) 2,152.3 nil -2.8 -5.6

Japan (Nikkei 225) 15,115.8 +0.3 -7.2 -4.5

Britain (FTSE 100) 6,778.6 -0.9 +0.4 +2.7

Canada (S&P TSX) 15,109.3 +1.5 +10.9 +8.4

Euro area (FTSE Euro 100) 1,070.8 -0.3 +5.0 +3.4

Euro area (EURO STOXX 50) 3,279.2 -0.3 +5.5 +3.9

Austria (ATX) 2,567.7 +0.5 +0.8 -0.7

Belgium (Bel 20) 3,150.8 -0.9 +7.8 +6.1

France (CAC 40) 4,530.4 -0.5 +5.5 +3.9

Germany (DAX)* 9,930.3 -0.2 +4.0 +2.4

Greece (Athex Comp) 1,270.3 -2.8 +9.3 +7.6

Italy (FTSE/MIB) 22,030.3 -0.9 +16.1 +14.4

Netherlands (AEX) 415.5 +0.2 +3.4 +1.9

Spain (Madrid SE) 1,134.8 +0.2 +12.1 +10.5

Czech Republic (PX) 1,028.3 -0.9 +4.0 +2.0

Denmark (OMXCB) 676.8 +0.6 +19.6 +17.9

Hungary (BUX) 18,971.0 -0.2 +2.2 -2.6

Norway (OSEAX) 695.7 +1.0 +15.4 +16.1

Poland (WIG) 52,937.5 -0.3 +3.2 +2.1

Russia (RTS, $ terms) 1,363.0 -0.9 -0.7 -5.5

Sweden (OMXS30) 1,378.4 -1.6 +3.4 -0.3

Switzerland (SMI) 8,657.3 -0.6 +5.5 +4.6

Turkey (BIST) 78,092.9 -1.2 +15.2 +15.6

Australia (All Ord.) 5,363.9 -1.3 +0.2 +5.7

Hong Kong (Hang Seng) 23,181.7 -0.3 -0.5 -0.5

India (BSE) 25,246.3 -0.9 +19.3 +22.1

Indonesia (JSX) 4,887.9 -1.7 +14.4 +16.0

Malaysia (KLSE) 1,876.6 -0.1 +0.5 +1.8

Pakistan (KSE) 29,158.0 -2.1 +15.4 +23.5

Singapore (STI) 3,276.8 -0.4 +3.5 +4.3

South Korea (KOSPI) 1,989.5 -1.2 -1.1 +2.1

Taiwan (TWI)  9,279.9 +0.5 +7.8 +7.0

Thailand (SET) 1,451.4 -0.8 +11.8 +13.0

Argentina (MERV) 7,727.7 -4.3 +43.3 +14.9

Brazil (BVSP) 55,202.5 +0.2 +7.2 +12.2

Chile (IGPA) 18,883.8 -1.0 +3.6 -2.7

Colombia (IGBC) 14,260.0 -0.2 +9.1 +10.9

Mexico (IPC) 42,802.6 -0.3 +0.2 +0.4

Venezuela (IBC) 2,154.4 -2.2 -21.3 na

Egypt (Case 30) 8,439.9 -3.1 +24.4 +20.9

Israel (TA-100) 1,261.2 nil +4.4 +5.0

Saudi Arabia (Tadawul) 9,639.1 -2.4 +12.9 +12.9

South Africa (JSE AS) 50,694.0 +0.1 +9.6 +7.0 series, go to: Economist.com/indicators

Oil production

Sources: BP; EIA *Sudan, South Sudan, Syria & Yemen

Changes since Q4 2010, m b/d
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The past three years have seen the lowest
levels of price volatility in the oil markets
since the supply shocks of the 1970s. This
is partly thanks to stable production.
Sanctions against Iran and upheavals in
Libya and the rest of the Arab world have
reduced the amount of oil produced there
since 2011. But these disruptions in
supply have been almost perfectly offset
by the increases in output from America’s
shale boom. Even the fighting in Iraq has
not shaken the markets much. On June
18th, as word spread that Islamist mil-
itants had attacked Iraq’s largest oil
refinery, the price of Brent oil rose above
$114 a barrel, the highest this year—but
still far from the peak of over $145 during
the financial crisis.
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LIFE in the Marine Corps came easily to
ChesterNez. He was used to loping long

miles, sleeping in the open air, and to the
hard work of herding sheep and goats un-
der the cloud-studded turquoise skies of
the New Mexico Checkerboard. He took
danger in his stride too: as a Navajo war-
rior and protector, he wanted to defend his
country and make his family proud. He
liked the plentiful food, after a childhood
when he often was “hurt by hunger” as his
language, verb-rich and adjective-poor,
put it. And, in his uniform, he could visit
bars that banned native Americans.

Some things bothered him: looking
people in the eye (disrespectful), shouting
(even more so) and the careless treatment
of cut hair (a dangerous weapon to ene-
mies). Navajo religion forbids contact with
the dead, and the battlefield stench of
corpses spooked him. To keep the spirits of
the dead at bay, he would fill his mind with
thoughtsofbeauty, muttera Navajo prayer,
and touch the buckskin medicine bag
which hung at his neck, with its blessed
corn pollen and tiny, secret souvenirs.

His first name was not Chester, nor was
his surname Nez. The real ones had some-
how got lost at boarding school, where the
white world tried to civilise the rangy
eight-year-old, born to a mother from the
Black Sheep Clan and a father of the Sleep-

1930s to study them in case they would be
used again). But Navajo had not been writ-
ten down, and almost no outsiders spoke it
fluently. 

Moreover, to be safe, the code that Mr
Nez and his fellow-Navajo volunteers in
the secret 382nd Platoon helped devise
was a complex one. The letter A was repre-
sented by any of three Navajo words:
“ant”, “apple” or “axe”. Common military
terms had words of their own: a fighter
plane was a hummingbird, (da-he-tih-hi), a
battleship was a whale (lo-tso), a destroyer
a shark, (ca-lo). A hand grenade was a pota-
to, and America was Ne-he-mah (“our
mother”). The Japanese did eventually
capture (and torture) a Navajo—but he was
not a code-talker. He could not make head
or tail of the messages.

Marine commanders were initially
sceptical. But a message that took an hour
to encrypt, transmit and decrypt on the ex-
isting mechanical Shackle system could be
transmitted orally by code-talkers in just
40 seconds. Even America’s own code-
crackers failed to break it. 

On November 4th 1942 (the most fright-
ening day of his life, he later recalled) he
went into action on Guadalcanal, toting a
hand-cranked radio, the size of a shoebox
and weighing 30 pounds (nearly 14 kilos).
His first message was: “Enemy machine
gun nest on your right. Destroy.” The shells
rained down as ordered. He was to serve in
key battles of the Pacific war: Bougainville,
Guam, Peleliu and Angaur. Everywhere
the marines fought, Navajo code-talkers,
under fire, hoarse, tired and thirsty, were
vital in victory, directing fire, calling up re-
inforcements, evacuating the wounded,
and warning ofenemy movements.

Gratitude came slowly. Many code-talk-
ers (unable to talk about their secret war-
time work) ended up penniless drunks.
When Private First Class Chester Nez ap-
plied foran civilian identity card in 1945, an
official took pleasure in reminding him
that he was not a full citizen and could not
vote (that did not come until 1948). He suf-
fered from whatwould nowbe called post-
traumatic stress disorder, fighting it, suc-
cessfully, with traditional Navajo healing
ceremonies. He started an art course, but
ran out of cash (the University of Kansas
awarded him his degree in 2012), and
worked for25 years paintingwalls and mu-
rals at a veterans’ hospital in Albuquerque.
Only after 1968, when the code-talkers’
story was declassified, did the fame and
honours begin—a bit embarrassingly, he
said—to flow.

He mourned the suffering and injustice
of his people’s past, but insisted that the
Navajo story was ultimately of triumph,
not sorrow. And his own life had been
“100%”. But it did bother him that his coun-
try had tried to stop him speaking Navajo,
when it had proved so useful. 7

ing Rock People. They made him speak
English, a language he had never heard. To
get rid of the dirty gobbledegook he insist-
ed on using, the matron brushed his teeth
with bitter Fels-Naptha soap.

In vain. Nothing could take away his
Navajo–part (though he did not know it) of
a language family so complicated that lin-
guistics needs special terms to describe it.
Verbs do most of the work, agglutinated
with suffixes and prefixes, in seven modes
(including the usitative, iterative and opta-
tive), 12 aspects, such as the semelfactive (a
half-completed action), and ten sub-as-
pects, including the completive and the se-
meliterative (a single repetition). It has four
combinations of tones, plus glottal and as-
pirated stops. A shift in any of them can
change a word’s meaning completely.

Warofwords
As America struggled to stem the Japanese
advance across the Pacific following the di-
saster of Pearl Harbour, military codes—
cumbersome and weak—were proving a
fatal weakness. But Philip Johnston, a mis-
sionary’s son raised on a Navajo reserva-
tion, hiton the idea ofusinga language that
the Japanese could not crack. Native Amer-
ican tongues had been used for battlefield
messages in the first world war, (Hitler had
even dispatched spies to America in the

ChesterNez, the last ofAmerica’s Navajo code-talkers, died on June 4th aged 93

Chester Nez

Obituary
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